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Pashto Reader ii

Introduction

This Pashto Reader is accompanied by three other components: Pashto Reader
Originals , a set of most of the passages in the Reader in their original published forms;
and Pashto Reader Passages in Transcription, a set of the passages in broad phonetic
transcriptions, for use by linguists and others who are interested in the structure and
pronunciation of authentic Pashto but are not familiar with the written script; and the
Pashto-English Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials, a glossary of all the vocabulary
items used in the Reader and the other Pashto materials described below.

All four of the Pashto Reader components are available in microfiche or hard copy
through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. For information, please contact
ERIC/CLL, Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington, D.C.

This Reader has been developed by the Center for Applied Linguistics with
funding from Grant No. P017A10030 from the International Research and Studies
Program of the U.S. Department of Education. The same office funded CAL to develop
Beginning Pashto and Intermediate Pashto, the components of which are also available
from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. This Reader assumes that the student
has mastered the material in Beginning and Intermediate Pashto.

We wish to thank Mr. Anwar Ayazi for field-testing and commenting on the Reader
units and the Glossary for us. His careful reading and thoughtful comments have been of
special value in the preparation of the Reader, and we are very grateful to him for his
continuing interest in this project.
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Pashto Reader v

To the Student

The purpose of this Reader is to provide English-speaking students of the Pashto
language with an introduction to modern written Pashto. In preparing it, we have tried
to keep in mind students' different needs for Pashto: some are working with the
language in an academic environment, and are interested in the language for its own
sake; and others are learning the language for practical purposes, for example foreign
service officers who expect to work among Pashtuns in Afghanistan or Pakistan. We
have also taken into account that some students are working on their own, and others are
working with a teacher. We have tried, as far as is possible, to work within all these
variables. All users of the Reader, however, are assumed to have mastered the material
presented in Beginning Pashto and Intermediate Pashto.

The Pashto pieces in the Reader were chosen mainly for their interest to English-
speaking readers, and for the insights into Pashtun culture and society they provide.
They range from pieces which are widely accepted in the Pashtun community as
examples of modern literature, through letters and articles written by "ordinary" people,
to pieces immediately recognized by the Pashtun as non-native, "fractured" Pashto.
Except for deletion of some parts, the pieces are authentic, unedited Pashto as it
appears in books, newspapers, journals, and other public and private sources.

You will notice that the first selections in Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 were written by
Ulfat. Ulfat is, first, universally recognized as one of the if not the best Pashtun
writer of this century; a more in-depth knowledge of his writings will serve the Pashto
student well. Second, Ulfat's style is closer to spoken Pashto than most, and for that
reason is somewhat easier for the foreign learner of the language to handle. Third, the
provision of several types of pieces by the same author will allow the student to
compare the same author across genres to different authors in the same genre.

It should be remembered that unlike English, Pashto does not have firm "rules"
which govern spelling, punctuation, and even spacing between words. Such matters are
left to the author, and Pashtun authors vary widely with regard to their concern for
"correctness", their exposure to and appreciation for western notions of consistency, and
other aspects of publishing that occupy western editors.

Each unit in the Reader consists of a number of selections, each of which contains
a piece (or pieces) of authentic Pashto. Each selection has the following parts:

the passage in Pashto, presented in normalized computer Pashto like that of
Beginning and Intermediate Pashto, i.e. with consistent spacing between words. We have
carefully preserved the spelling and grammar mistakes and misprints in the originals,
and called your attention to the most important of them in the detailed notes.

Pre-reading information and activities. In the Background, information is
given which places the selection in context, e.g. information on the author and the
circumstances under which he wrote the piece; cultural information which will help you

a
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understand the selection better; and bibliographical information. Note, please, that any
dates given are likely to be off: the sources for them are in three different calendars,
and in any event are subject to individuals' recollections.

In the Key Vocabulary section, most of the new words appearing in the selection
are listed in Pashto alphabetical order, with grammatical information and English
glosses. Each of these words, and all others in the selection, appear in the Pashto-

English Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials. In the Glossary, the words are given
more detailed treatment than in the Key Vocabulary section.

In the Scanning Hints section, information is given which will help you get an idea
of the overall structure of the passage. There are, in addition, notes to alert you to
typographical errors, punctuation conventions and other potential sources of confusion.

Post-reading comprehension questions, with answers given at the end of the
selection.

Notes for Detailed Reading. These notes are for the student who is
learning Pashto in an academic environment

If you are working with a Pashtun teacher, the teacher will of course use the
passages in the Reader as he or she sees fit. If you are working on your own, we suggest
that you work through the units in the following order: 5, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7. This is the
order in which the units were developed, and also the order in which you will be exposed
to the least complicated Pashto first. Alternatively, you might want to work through
Units 5 and 6, then read the pieces by Ul fat in Units 1, 2, 3, and 4, then proceed with the
other pieces in each unit. Under any circumstances, we suggest that Unit 7, Fractured
Pashto, be studied last.

We also suggest, if you are working on your own, the following approach to each
selection:
1. Read the Pre-reading section, and follow the suggestions.
2. Scan the selection several times (i.e. read it for the general ideas, not for word-by-

word comprehension), using the Original version (See the Introduction, p. ii, for
availability of the Pashto Reader Originals.) If you have trouble processing the
Original, compare it to the version presented here in the Reader.

3. When you are comfortable with the overall passage, try the comprehension questions
given in the Post-reading section.

4. If you are studying Pashto for the language rather than to use it for practical
purposes, go over the passage again in detail, being sure you understand the
structure of each sentence. Use the Glossary to look up any words you don't
understand.

If, having worked through the selections in this Reader, you would like to continue with
other modern Pasho stories, essays and poetry, we recommend that you try to find a three-
volume set of writings entitled is a collection of pieces from

well-known Pashtun authors, collected and edited by Benawa in 1960/61. Each writer was

Lo
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asked to send a biography and three or four of his favorite pieces for the collection. The result
is a large collection, uniformly typed, and with more attention than usual to consistency of
punctuation and spelling. It is available in bookstores in Pakistan. We also recommend the
Pashto pieces in the literary journal Kabul, which is likely to be carried in large university
libraries.

Wherever space has permitted, we have included fillers jokes, anecdotes,
poetry for the sole purpose of amusing you. Most of the jokes are from joke
books bought in book stores in Pakistan; they have been edited and glossed to
make for easy reading. All such fillers are enclosed in a double box like the one
surrounding this paragraph.
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Unit 1: Essays
Introduction

The selections in this unit are short formal essays, called 'literary
piece' in Pashto. Adabi pgrche were originally inspired by the French. Borrowed into
both Pashto and Dari, they are short essays on political and social problems in
Afghanistan, written in figurative language. The most well-known Pashto adabi pgrche
were written by the first generation of modern Pashtun writers; younger writers
extended the genre to include love and romance as topics.

An adabi parche differs from a mug-die an article mostly in length;

there are pieces (one of them is given in Unit 2) which are adabi pgrche in every respect
except that they are "too long" and are therefore considered articles rather than essays.
Besides length, another difference between an adabi pgrcha and a inveigle is that the
former's primary purpose to be an expressive piece of writing, whereas the latter's is
to give information. In fact, many of the adabi parche look more like western ideas of
free verse than like essays.

Adabi parche are published everywhere mostly in newspapers, but also in
magazines and journals, and occasionally for particular anthologies and collections.
They were particularly popular in the years between 1946 and 1953 the time when
Shah Mahmud was prime minister were a time of relaxation of the heavy censorship
that existed in the Afghan government. It was possible then to criticize the government
and its policies, although even so such criticism had to be very carefully worded.

The essays we have chosen for this unit were almost certainly written during that
period, although we cannot identify their original sources. They have all been reprinted
in anthologies and collections, which indicates that they have been accepted as good
examples of the genre by subsequent generations of readers and writers, and that their
topics were mild enough to have survived the reimposition, of heavy censorship in 1953.

The authors represented here were heavily influenced by Arabic, which was the
language of education for most of them. They were also, however, heavily influenced by
the movement towards Pashtun nationalism in the 40's, which included an interest in
using Pashto vocabulary rather than Arabic or Persian. They used Pashto words
whenever possible, borrowing them from other Pashto dialects, sometimes taking words
from the Pashto Academy's list of created Pashto words, and sometimes making them up.
Frequently, they coupled a Pashto word with its more familiar Arabic or Persian
equivalent; these synonyms are listed in the Scanning hints section of each selection.

There are fewer misprints in the originals of these essays than usual, probably
because they are in their third or fourth printing.

.1. ti
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(5-t LJ J .==15-4" J-:0 JI (.5-.1 Jr y.ps

ic5z c5.1.1.; lz

4J

c.5z

Pre-reading

Background

Gul Pacha Ulfat was born in Laghman, probably around the turn of the century. His
education was entirely in mosque schools. When he was twenty-seven, he was appointed
as a clerk on the staff of the newspaper Anis. Some years after, he was elected tk., the
Afghan Parliament and subsequently appointed as president of the Pashto Academy.
From then until his death in 1977 he was active both in politics and government and on
the literary scene.

Ulfat was a prolific writer, recognized for both his poetry and his prose. His style
is noted for its simplicity, and its closeness to spoken Pashto. His writings have been
reprinted in several collections and anthologies, and his books are widely available in
Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Ulfat continually spoke out against repression, urging the government to relax its
censorship and the people to voice their opinions, or at least to listen carefully to those
who did. In this essay, Ulfat argues for the release of an innocent prisoner: he gives
reasons not to keep the prisoner locked up, and then gives reasons to free him. At the
end, he explains who or what the prisoner is.

The essay was originally published sometime in the forties, and later reprinted in
uy 4...1 L J.S.J , Ulfat's preliminary version of his how-to book on writing.

Our copy was published in 4:,J.,!.z jje, a collection of Ulfat's writings published

by the Pashto Academy in 1957, pages 85-86.
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Pashto Reader Unit 1: Essays 4

Key vocabulary

kingdom n, 1.12. [saltanat]

treatment f7, M2. [suldk]

straightender. tr. vb. [samaw]

predict der. tr. vb. Esanjaw=1

pretty adj 2. Exkwalgyl

correct adj 4. [sayll

nature n, 112. Etabiyati 4L.

corruption n, 112. IfasSdlzl...i

throne n, F2. [kors6y1,r..."5

crooked adj 1. Ekogi

confusing adj 1. igaglwacll 0..14

sin n, F3. [gunS1 et:S

difficulty n, 112. [mushlali

creature n, t12. [mawjGcll

Scanning hints

secret n, P12. [asr5r]

straighten der. tr. vb. [awgraw.q

situation n, F3. [awz61 JI

cured adj 4. Ebin51 Lt.;

bothered, confused adj 1. [presh6n]

prediction n, F2. [peshbinil

cruel adj 1. IjatakSrl

solve phr. [hal kaw.q-..,5

danger, fright n, 112. [khawf] 4.i

dream it t12. [khob]

well (source of water) n, F3. [ts-6]Lt.

secret n, 112.

reason n, 112. [sab6b1

1. This essay is close to free verse, and is punctuated and formatted to accommodate
the semi-poetic structure. Look over the general structure, noting the repeated
exclamation and the last four lines. Also look for internal rhymes, most of them verbs
with the same g- ammatical structure, e.g. intransitive fl. verbs in third person

present tense.

2. Paired synonyms:

I 41C.

3. If translates as sin, guess the meanings of .LS ..? and 4AUS

JI.)-wi i .6.93-...)

13
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L5

Post-reading

64'n' as

c inab (5.t, 644.; .

4,1'4 4.".4 J15 1-4' '*"! e .

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Ulfat apparently intended that all lines be indented; we have several versions of the
essay, and in each of them one or two lines haven't been indented but not the same one
or two lines, from which we have concluded that the non-indented lines are
typographical errors.

2. The referred to in the essay is the same innocent Joseph of the Old Testament,

whose brother imprisoned him out of envy of his coat of many colors.

3. In the eleventh line of the essay, the adjectives 0...)) and 4.;_.%).y, are used as nouns, and

translate as 'hungry ones' and 'naked ones'. Compare 'Give me your tired, your poor' on
the Statue of Liberty.

4. In the same line, Ulfat uses c.5.5 in the first phrase, and c5.1..;15 , which is a dialectal

equivalent (but not Ulfat's dialect!) of 315, in the second. The use of c.5a;LC is further

odd in that it is the odd man out of a series of 0.4 structures deliberately chosen

because they are rhymes or near-rhymes.

5. The fourteenth line of the essay, 4..;,, translates

literally as 'Don't eat him with (by means of) wolves and leopards', which doesn't make
sense. The Pashto construction is grammatically parallel to something like 'Don't eat
the meat with (by means of) a fork', but translates idiomatically as 'Don't let wolves and
leopards eat him.'

14
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6. The sum of the twentieth line of the essay,
ks a le...,..6... ...)., .zaiLl.a.31 to Li il (55.1.1 JI c59.- z

is much more poetic than the translations of its words. Literally, it's The requirements
of the weather and sky situation are known to him.' Its effect in Pashto is closer to
something like The natures of air and space are known to him.'

7. A (5.."1-41 is a detour around an obstacle or a switchback, for example the routing of a

road around an outcropping of rock, or a road zig-zagging up a mountain.

8. The best translations of _,S...i as Ulfat is using it in his conclusion, are 'thought' and

'opinion', especially the free expression of opinicn.

4 I.,-1- t.,5_, ,z c5 1-1 _te. 2, t:J1-1-) 4-)-M' .,"11X.Lt:' il .01-<1.-J i.).):' Jr'
i,..4-1. 4=--1 I z. J-4 4;i3, il 4:ii0.-.J.31 e...)--, J-: i-e. 4 z

. 4.t..to 4.:_' jtJI r...le ii9.5 j j.&. 41 : J4.) (159 , I J*43 e...)....., 4.: je j_e

415.5 tre b 41 41J t J./kb : Jej ii 4; j j s5.5 ....ol j-i. 4...: ci...... a... we 0...*.j..i I

I'll 63 4t

muzzle n, t12. [puzi ..5.,1 affection n,112. [ulf St] ...-- -01

rub smp. tr. vb. [max-] -...; neck n, t12. [OrM6g] ..30-....).,1

1 5
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c59 415

Selection B

4i 1L. 4.;

(15

41 rib 4.,t:N. S.15

c LT! c 4.L.5 Alt 4.1. 1

c.S-1

.1.4 z1 c. j 495 41 I LL:t. 4-;"

t(15-.1 4..d.e. 4*.; L. ss...

ez 4,,z1

4-t t5, J (.15.z c.51-11. 4-5-2JL: J1 4.3

-L5JJS9 41 91 0-t,I9 4." 41 (..0 tie
4-1 .3; ..)JS C, -a z 4ii Li L. L

L5., ) 41.. Ike 41!

'11.,11 "1%75 I"! (e 9"1. J'. 11""di
4,c z

_H3 L3 ,Lsz I 4.1 jt.5 L. t _tSb

(ti ...)"0 c.59

Pre-reading

'Background J

This essay is addressed to Ulfat's readers. Underlying the point made in the essay
is the assumption that there are two ways to make a statement: bluntly, and figuratively
or obliquely. Ulfat does not discuss the blunt statement, but in this essay cautions his
readers about figurative or oblique language.

16
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Key vocabulary

honey n, 112. [asall

mark 17, F1. Pa lgmal lc
caravan n, F1. [qgfila]

bee n, F2. [much6y1

feminine adj 1. [mu?an6s142:-;:,.

breeze n, 111. [wagma]

speech n, F3. [waynS]

Scanning hints

feeling n, 112. Ar. p1. Eifis6s1

subtle adj 1. [barik]

perceptive phr. [bgrik bin] Jt.ti

veil n, F1. [pard6] oz J.;)

carefully phr. [pa dzir dzir] J-4 J-1-4. 4.;$

customer n, M1. [kharid5r]

perfume n, F2. [khwashbuyi]

This essay is formatted more conventionally than the essay in Selection A. Ulfat
starts with a topic sentence/paragraph, then amplifies his point in the following
paragraphs, then concludes by relating his own work to the point made in the first
paragraph.

Post-reading

c..59 o J ti Z 41.L j; a., (45.)4 .1

rag 4.;
4.5.Z

ae 4 .C6 L.$ tg:L: I 4/.1 (15.5 0,)4 4.4

t5 4"-". 45 91 c5 J-1

.1

c:(.5z (.5,75 J1-I J

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1.1 J .

1. In the second sentence, Ulfat is talking about grammatical characteristics; the nouns
that he lists are all feminine nouns referring to thought and speech.

2. As you can see from the spelling, and are derived from the same Arabic

root.

17
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Selection C
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j --,13 I (.0..k. a ,I 0,1,5 (.5 j
4.. 4.1 ILL' I c%)..., rat,

41.43 L (.5.4 j.; . 92i

Li»9 s s JI ° ,75 LA -r1 J.) 0- I
of ECA j1.5 oz z IJ»

J I 4.7f, 4:0 (5,43 s.s.; 9) a.J t ss.; c$ J c)..)..3 rad!:
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. « 4A, j 1.5 o o _ oJ

Pre-reading

Background

Abdul Rauf Benawa is considered by Pashtuns to be the top poet of his generation
Unit 4 contains samples of his poetry as well as one of the best all-around writers.

He was born in 1913. His career paral-leled Ulfat's, in that he served in both the Afghan
Parliament and the Pashto Academy. At one time or another he was director of the
Academy, president of Kabul Radio, press attache to India, vice-president of the Tribal
Affairs Department of the Afghan govern-ment, and Minister of Information and Culture.
In the 1980's he was sent to Libya as ambassador; there he became ill, and went to the
United States, where his family had moved, for treatment. He died in New York in 1986.

Besides poetry, he wrote essays and dramas, most of them on social and historical
topics. One of his great contributions to Pashto letters was j1,5..J , the three-

volume anthology of Pashto writings published in 1961. (See the Introduction for a more
detailed description of this anthology.)

Benawa was the director of the Pashto Academy when he wrote this essay. The
Academy is a government institution, so Benawa was able to publish the essay in Kabul ,

the Academy's journal, despite the fact that the essay was critical of the royal family.
The 'family hat' is a general metaphor for privileged birth; here it symbolizes
membership in the Afghan royal family.

The essay was first published sometime in the late forties. Our copy of the essay
appears in Ulfat's LEI JI 1..1 , page 154.
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Key vocabulary

group n, Fl. [dal a] 4.1 4

go phr. [rah' keg-1 -.07,-C ce j

young man n, I13. [zalmeyl u...J3

effort n, 112. [zygr] ,tr 3

life n, t12. [zhwandLin] c)j.i.:, jj

capital n, Fl. Esarmayei at 14_,.w

shade n, 113. [sy6rayl c5 jj-4-40

blow, slap, hit n, F1. Ezarbal 41.,..00

pride n, 112. IghurGri j jj.1

pride n, /12. [fakharl ,)..;,.i

century n, 112. [Ornl t:)..).3

worker n, M1. [kgrigar] A jl..5

cock (a hat), phr. [kaga kaw!.1 -_,S 62)5

direction n, F1. [1grxow6na] 4.1.4..).1

grab phr. [nsdna achaw-1 i.1 4:,_t...

search smp. tr. vb. [lataw.q 9.;.1

product n, 112. [mahsull j j..0.a..

run phr. [mange wahl -Aj ss 4.L.

Scanning hints

respect n, 112. Ar. pl. [ihtirSm1 is.1_,..1

leisure n, 112. Iistirgheti ..:,,-1.1...)..7....,1

familiar, acquainted adj 4. [ashna] 1.:-.;;I

honorarium n, 112. [imtiySzl 3l...z.41

human adj 4. [bashar1lL5.,..1.-.

ignorant adj 4. [be elmal 4.4.1.c. Lc,

unprincipled adj 4. [be ?male] 4.14.e 415.;

care about phr. [parwa kaw.q -ig I j..4
study phr. [tahsll kaw-1 -_,.5 ci-,..-0->L

effort, search n, 112. Ital6shl ut.%*

elegy n, Fl. RawsifnEmal 4..LIt...c.;.;

is proved der. int. vb. Esnateg-1 -..0.e_r_elt

richness n, 112. [sorwatl ,..... j_)!.;

move phr. tharaket kaw=1 -_,5 z-5_)..,.

family, lineage n, 112. [khgnaden] vi ,./.:t.:,.

fool oneself phr. (dz5n ghwalaw-1 -.3.1... (:)L1

had dbl. irreg. vb. [darlod(61)-1-z.,1 j

ground, arena n, 112. [gager] _44

1. The essay starts out with the statement of a general principle, then exemplifies the
principle with a simple narrative. The narrative ends with a conversation.

2. Either Benawa or his editor did not use periods. Before scanning the passage, identify
the full verbs and place periods after them.

3. There are several adjectives with the prefix ss.! meaning 'without' or 'not', in the

essay. Guess their meanings:

/ -1-4 LS! 4..10
(SI 4.2; 1*.; . ...,

k.7*
4.1.4.e. , 44

1.--
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Post-reading

(54.5 4..-LC to (TO cj.).3 .

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The word is Persian, and denotes a more elevated family (as in dynasty,

lineage, lords and ladies) than the Pashto The use of ,...)1.1.6..L% rather than is

a broad hint that Elenawa is talking about the royal family.

2. The phrase jle. 3 is equivalent to a. S J1.23 . It translates best in this context

as 'make an effort'.

3. is one of the legions of Pashto idioms involving the verb -Ai. This one is

literally 'beat [the act of] running', figuratively 'come running'.

4. A c5LA is an imaginary bird. If its shadow passes over your head, you will be

fortunate.

5. Denawa created the word to fit the essay. 15enawa's word is parallel to

[shahEdatrAma] zl,« 'diploma' ; 2.;.; is 'praise'.

6. The phrase c. involves ja.L1. ,the causative version of The

phrase translates best as 'don't make the world laugh at you'.
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Selection D

I L.

4.5 L, O J.f

fly J
..,14 4.1.. J j...re

Ss" L;.' (-gz Ss'iz
ss; L, J.S1.4.:,

J Ls-4 JJJ.;
I ss3 a

Y5.1.5
4.T t.5 4:0 .s5,1/4 O.)?

.(.154

,eitg s.,..+s

utt4 .)1

4-,

It

Jts

4.4.3 1.43

J 1

153
LtS

J.e tis

1.7: j J1

"Lig
ss; II j.5 a

4.4 47: 4.;J

_..t; 4.3

(.1.50-1 tri.J J 15-1.1.1 14 J c) 1 ,1 o

"e4J1.) Q1-7 -,71. 4; (...rbi <5.5

trij Lt. e_rmiz (.53t1 C.5 ZZ

I a . A 4., Lw yi L. 1 ..L5

..14 v-; rab

ej_t5 a a.;

of 4.1. J.;

JY: (.53 LI. 1 J (5 451 4 J

Z Cr. 4 ,1! z

c5,75 j-<4 Lt J 45 4--z- v.di I s _1

j J-- 4;

L r, L, a 4*.;

4.;

4
Ssw.-er- 45

ss3L: (:)1-)"

rja (53
.1 t5Lt

(15,: 1; Alt c5.5 4-1 4.! J ." J1 c5,4 LJ j
(151 t.5 JS 1": (...r.r1-44 Le 1-t J i.)1.151.,

e ..t.5 t j ,I ylia 45 j I LLw ap;
La 1. Z. Dips of (.5 4..a

4,).5 4';j14 yjs
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Pashto Reader

Background

Unit 1: Essays 14

Pre-reading

Master Abdul Karim is from Pakistan, hence the title (in Pakistan, school
teachers are called 'Master), and the many Pakistani dialectal words and usages in his
writing. He was born in 1908 he was one of the first generation of modern writers
and after a career which included stints in jail for his writing, he died sometime in the
fifties of tuberculosis.

This essay, written sometime in the forties, is a light-hearted discussion of
tobacco and tea. It revolves around a pun the word 4;.L refers both to leaves, as in

leaves of tobacco and tea, and also to pages, the relevant pages here being the pages of
the Koran.

Our copy of the essay appears in Ulfat's JI X..I : JI,SJ , page 126.

Key vocabulary

overtake phr. Ish-dta kaw-q

althoughphr. [sara di d6 tsel 45JJ

kiss der. tr. vb. [xkwalaw-q

pretty adj 2. [xkw6lay]

theft n, F3. [ghlM )1.e

crookedness n, 113. [ghalati]

arrange phr. [gham kaw.q

judge phr.

even adv. [qadre]

kind n, 112. Iciesaml

win smp. tr. vb. [gat -1

sacred adj 1. [mulArak]

in need adj 1. [matSzl

snuff n, 112. [naswSrl

nowadays phr. Irian sab61

lawyer n, M1. [wakill j

23

permission n, Fl. Eljgz6l

falcon n, 111. [bgz1 jle

forgive smp. tr. vb. [bakhsh-1

in short adv. [bas]

clean, sacred adj 1. [pgkl

small dike n, F1. [pale] .J_,1

bitter adj irreg. [trikh] te..;

tobacco n, 112. [tarn-dk6] .,..1..".;

mosque n, 112. [jum6t1

tea n,112. [chsy]

China phr. [chin m'achin]

meeting room n, Fl. [hujr61

nature, habit n, 112. Ikhuy1L5).1.

Alternative of 4:3j. [1:16r1a14

mistruth, lie n, 112. Idrogh1 L3,.1

meeting place n, Fl. Ederal
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Scanning hints

1. The essay is in three parts: first, a general statement about valuable leaves; then, a
discussion of the tobacco leaf; then finally, a discussion of the tea leaf. The logical
sections of the essay do not correspond to the punctuation and paragraphing.

2. Guess:

Post-reading

of 4.4 yL 4.SLI ,t:1(7, .ti

ss,?,,L) J15..J _"..1i, L.

4..t

sdj.7a !;SL.do usio ti La. 4.4 4.! I j.:>.1y--

Notes for Detailed Rereading
1. Watch for misprints.

2. Abdul Karim uses .) instead of ...

3. The sentence

415.1.5 4.1.1 c.5 4 4.Lt.,;.; it 41.1' _IS. j.".5

ss 1.. (is

is a little difficult to process, even for Pashtuns. It translates best as Not only in the
house, but also in the street, do the genies of the tobacco leaf sit."

4. There are two different types of beings mentioned in the essay. A [peray1c5.,y/ is an

ordinary local evil genie, of the type that populates the Arabian Nights and other Islamic
literature. A [peril c5.4 (Persian word) or a kaperSyL$.)..414, (Pashto word), on the

other hand, is a good fairy that comes from east of the Caucasus Mountains.

5. A is a container for snuff. Some dabli are like American shoe polish cans, but

with mirrors on the lids. Others are made of small gourds: the narrow top (stem end) of

24
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the gourd is cut off; the insides of the gourd are burned out; the gourd is dyed bright red
with henna; and a stopper of silk, sometimes decorated with beads, is fashioned to keep
the snuff in.

6. In working on the sentence containing the clause 4... i..t. Li..,: ..).. ja (.5;11 s5az obi la

do not forget that - _or5 ,..7!..y has a genitive subject. Its the tea that likes the country,

not the country that likes the tea.

7. The phrase 4.I.41 ss..s, translates best as 'anything by the name of leaf'.

8. The word s5.1_, is the transition from the discussion of tobacco to the discussion of

tea.

9. The phrase ci.,..c...,.; ss;I:.; a translates rather awkwardly as something like of local

bureaucracy'. Abdul Karim is being gently satirical about petty bureaucrats and police
officials who throw their weight around.

From the joke book:

S c5 .1 -:..-.1.15:-.; ate. 4.7, l.; : .;z5 i 4

. (..5.4. I ..) 0j j ..Z o...)3 .1 L. .L.;) 4 4.....111.?. : a.....1 ."..4

. 4.6t ) V 4...; ,.,:C I 4 (.i.e c OA) I 0.A.L..yro : .),.....g I 4

LSIi : a» _,"4

J 1..., 4..t .j; c5 jili ,...::-; .I L3 L 4.5. : .).,7 14v

L.5.,,,,, Ij b..)...,..1 eip)3

sir 17, tl 1. Ijingb1 ...-11.:.

heart attack phr. [de zra dawr61 0..)_,Z 0...) Z

please phr. [merabni wakra] 67.5i (.5; if ..,y.

fee n, P12. [f ii crt-;

25
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Selection E

o S 4J j.:N. Ij I

t:, t.w 4 . . , ' 1 4-1.4 1 ,

41 41

eilP.

41, 41. its, ..tnall 4.0 0 j z

J 4. 4e,
47-4 '1 J

IZ 0j

4.!

jj-.3 el? 13 ej 0 alb

. e ..1-J 4

o,e, 4.; e,p13 z 4:14

,4-1A imJ-5 45A+

4"" J 1 eJ ss,r5 cr9" ° " y. , °J1:5

4-1"51.)- Z'193

ALS Ira. t." 45 jt.545 4-;..is Ji : j 4-z. j
-1 J.1_14 ..)L-c 4-.? 91 "ig ( wL..."-

J 1 Li 1 J1 e..4 L.' .1 9:1 "1-.1 e 1 =" -)1.7'. `1 L.

1 45-1 c5 J1=:-. 41 4:)-4)1

csi ji JI C.5 J sSf 4tt 4 j;_l_),5
k5 3J-4 (:)" 1 .15J-:.' 1 J-4-0

LY2.37::1 4:1 J., l.) th. rJ3 v`.1'' 31 J1 3J-- 47: J1 4S)'5J-,
rab _t*Jisb _)-1:) 4. 4.kita .

. v).4to 4; (15.) 415 j ui JI 0.; jt..I j ti

4.,u.

L.5,)JIJ (55_," J-klb .

BEST CCM! 1:1:1;.1121E
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Pre-reading

Background

Dost Shinwari was born in Ningrahar. He studied in a religious school in Kabul
his poetry as a student attracted attention and worked on the staff of Anis . After
1961 he went to the USSR, where he studied Russian. After returning to Afghani3tan, he
became a member of the Academy of Sciences, where he served as writer and translator.

This essay was probably written in the late forties/early fifties. Our copy
appears in j1).5tJ pages 397-398.

In the essay, Shinwari compares the situation of an intellectual in a developing
country to a lamp on a tombstone.

Key vocabulary

although phr. Eke ts61.a. .L5

light (a Tamp) smp. tr. vb. [lagawl

crazy man n, M3. [lewan6y] 1_5:%,-.:J

wish, goal, ideal n,112. ImurSdl

ignorant adj 4. [nEp6h] e

glimpse, glance n, 112. [nazarl

graveyard n, Fl. thadir61 OA

bone n, 113. Ihad6kayl ts j1Jb

Scanning hints

inappropriate adj 4. [be dzgya] 4.e U.

expense n, 1-12. Itaw6n14:iiib

good deed n,112. [saw6b1._el j.s.;

shrine n, 112. [zygr6t1 4.=,..A

burn smp. tr. vb. [swadz(6g)-1-3)...,

drive away, expel smp. tr. vb. [shar-1-1...:,

belief n, Fl. [aqid6]

poor person adj 1. Igharibl

grave n, 112. [ciabar].)-:.3

1. Shinwari starts the essay by describing an incident, then relates the incident to a
broader state of affairs.

2. Before scanning the passage, find the full verbs, and put periods after them.
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Post-reading

)1 42* jt.t t*J_I-C 4j att. 1

;c1oj s5J L e, .

t5J-/ Jlam. L5-4; 41 ci6-4 .**-13 z .T

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. z : Thursday night, not Friday night. The evening before the Moslem

holy day is often spent in acts of piety.

2. = "I caught a glimpse of"

3 - I Ins...j.., is an idiom, translating as "things were on my mind', or 'I was

preoccupied'.

4. Jj. 1.) = "came to mind".

5. The term j3 translates best in this context as 'nation' or 'people' rather than 'tribe'.

6. In the last sentence, the author probably has in mind Sayid Jamaludin Afghani, one of
the strongest Islamic intellectuals of the 19th century. Afghani battled against the
British, and one way or another was forced to leave Afghanistan. He lived all over the
Middle East, and his writings always in Arabic brought him great fame as a scholar
and thinker. In the 1940's, his bones were returned to Afghanistan. They were received
with great pomp, and enshrined in an area in Kabul that was to become Kabul University.
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Selection F

j blel! -
_

1.1.e jz 4.3 Iy 4.J LS 4_, .3 t:, Li$ z

'ic"-01-:: (.5÷5 J.) `1":*4 I 41 Ic".3 L5'.7* 4.;k4

*J9 c..5,)_,J_)-4 4" 47! L. j J 1 1- j-t3 r. J9,' ,1

(.)9-1 (vs"? " (:)-2 " 4. +S 47: 1 1-5 _)-4t

° 1.'1. 4-1
L. 3 Ls-5 1 1 z

« » z s59 c5>9 `L'9-' 91 ssz).,

011+ 4:; I,.Y 3 49". (:; l.T L
`` 19JJ:" " J1

91 4-11).3 't7;
«C4" I « L" 63 -11_, 1

41

tt. (.A1 -14;3 41.)-1-5

j I J.. I . I ()S..? ej L. 3 j j J..e,

I jlsb L., 3 J.51 ji . t.:-.
L. (.19;

z j 19 9 a r. 11. Lt, 4.; 03

c
,1 ,5 L. _3 4..La j Ij

14 . j j ji arlf j..)...9.1 4.7;

L. ,I L5 ( L z ,I

" I 7'1"...3 24)9.1. c.1-;-1'

Pre-reading

Background

Rishtin was born in Mohmand in 1910, and studied in religious schools. His
writings on etymology, Pashto grammar and literature are best known. He is also known
for his pro-Pashtun and pro-Pashto convictions you will notice that the passage below
has relatively fewer Arabic words than the others in the unit, a reflection of Rishtin's
determination to use Pashto words, even if he has to create them, rather than words
from foreign languages, in his writing.
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The passage below is the first part of a long essay on the migration of Aryans
from the Caspian Sea to Afghanistan, in which Rishtin asserts that Pashtuns are the
oldest (and the 'purest') of the Aryans. The essay was written in the forties, in the
double context of Pashtun nationalism and the glorification of the Aryan race on the part
of the Third Reich in Germany.

Our copy of the complete essay is from j1J.5.4 JI, page 471.

Key vocabulary

cradle n, F3. [zEng6]..,....:,13

golden adj 1. tzar-MI

be praised smp. tr. vb. [stay']

nobleman n, Ml. [sharifl

beauty n, P12. Exayistl L~

spread out der. int. vb. Eghwat-eg-1-.01,..?..,.a

floor n, 112. [farsh]

man n, 113. [maran6y] c5:,,p...

queen n, Fl. imalek61

origin, species n, 112. [Asa]]

spectacle, panorama n, F1. [nandgra] e

Vedic n, F3. [with;] I

dirge 17, P12. [win]

gazelle n, F2. Ihos6y1,t5.......ye

Scanning hints

Aryan adj 1. [arin], [ ary6n] c./.4 ji

Amu (Oxus) River n, P13. [amt]

velvety adj 4. [bakhmulf]

pure adj 1. [pack]

Pashtun ancient name. n 112. [paxt]

Aryan king n, P14. [paktg]

throne n, 112. fonzl 31;.,

crown n, P12. [taj] EL;

Aryan king. n, P14. Etorw'ciya'n61 Le j
beauty n, 112. tjam611J(...t.

flag n, Fl. Ejan461 ss

variant of Otinal

young adj 2. (dzalm6y1 (sa..

wave smp. int. vb. irapeg-l-,j7,1

1. The essay is written in first person. This portion of it explains the part that 'I' (i.e.
the ancient Pashtuns) played in historical accounts.

2. Before scanning the passage, put periods after the full verbs in the text.

3. Synonyms:

I

:0

J 1 4-N

(5L5-4
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Post-reading

i 3 41.1. A)-7--' i 1 --' _,-1_,- .L-4. .rte 1 -)7'..j 0 .1

i i "4.° 3 44 yg .,-' 13 4-Le. j.3 4_ ti _II _)-t1-: .1 st

i r
i4.c. li 4.7.,1.1, 63.. 4..., L. 4.7, ..,:,..,".

... e Ls---~4-1
.t

i3 ..51..,-.)-- 9I 4-:.-----e. 4 -d...t& 4-L' 4- L. .3 .o
,,.

iL5 ,n_._,:, 4.t. j........; _,:, .J._,.., I j I _t:, lgll , _,:, lie. j...*:, 0 . .1

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. 6_,..1...... .51 ,._,j is a reference to a couplet of Khoshal Khan Khattak's, which goes:

(..,1 zt-.., (15-t cs ..5 (..4:' .74

If you know the couplet, you can translate the phrase in Rishtin's essay properly as
'[happy] songs and dirges'.

2. Throughout the essay, adjectives are used as nouns, with the M1 plural endings when
required.

3. Rishtin mentions (in quote marks) several of the ancient sites in the Pashtun-
speaking areas of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Here they are, with the current names of
the areas:

Now Balkh. _)-7.1-:

Now Balkh and Mazar-e-Sharif. 1-, -1-:',1

Now part of Iran. Lt.; JII
Not clear. Translates as 'place of the Pashtuns' 1-::::-4--:

Now Kandahar. 1-23,511

Now valley of Peshawar I jt.t. ,..LS
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4. Remember that ct. can be both 'green' and 'blue'.

5. is a construction (verb + + verb) which indicates a repeated

action. This action is that of a young animal (humans included) rolling around in fresh
green grass just for the fun and high spirits of it. Compare Note 2 in Selection G.

6. is the feminine form of

o i) j.:1. _4 rid% or". JU

.1 4 e j.5.10.1 tr....le j..-4-;)

beauty n, 112. EjamS11

indeed adv. EtArgoral

.5 44 413 c53 I: 4S

4.; 1.5 z 9, 415..?.

virgin adj. 1. [bekar]

veil n, 112. [palSw]

Arabic adj 4. REzil c5.31:;
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Selection G

ilj I s5.> c5.

" c5191J

459-4 cisit7'. L ,I

j Zit c ..)La

15,75 (.7' s51+91 91 W.i9
c L.; e9.4: .5.4 ji I .1

(.15-1-4-. 0-4 tt-t, 41 J-5 J 4:-.449J9

c5U e J.1.0 0_,A.A. OZ.) 51..

44; 43;_te 4-111J z9.-.3

J z 999 JJ9 ; 47: j""
CoJ.0 j 4.t L5.; 1..ti 1 J J s5.1.

4;-* J 1 ..".10 (5).1 I a *1

J Liz:J*1 1.41i I a

J JI 91-4.' I .939-* 9.4 9:" ":""! e
%..j kisj 15.3 ssi

r61-11:'

c5U L. a 4.*:, (J.:.; s5 J L.4.;

J.,5 ties ,I OJ 1 ip 1 J 1 JA.. to .1 4.541 s51.a 1J

J e -, e J.11 4J .c.,* j.4.; a 4 j.5

31_,1 c5z "I- .rer J (1 L553

c.S`e.991 1°1-1" .1 441 4.t.
LL., c51 LLI c51 o J o,.l L (.5.5L:

%./..1 J c..5 J J 1 L5 J (.1 e,a,AL (.5

(.7. o J (.5.11 iejlal; «4; 4J 4.5.5, y *,3 J

)1 4 s5.1 tj 4_,J

L. 43).

( `1; 1: J a °S 13 al z "
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'0 4.z. 0...4t* 0,Z Lt.a; 0,..0 . . . . j7.1 4.16,...t, .:. (51 ti 4.;,,13 41...1. il

°,;-3 j--1. J--5 ' i pis Lit-z- 4' -7-$9.7A '' _)-:' 'r: 4-; c..5.3-a 1 il rli Js
-1-4-1-.4vi...1 .41 41j. 1.: cil'I' i I 4°. 4-4:1-, 1 J (54 ..):° L. J., 1 .7. ii-4"1' 4.1

t 0 a; j LI. c5 I O,..1 LI 0 J U.; 0...).0)) : J. J." I .I Le. (.15.) I j.e. L.5.; c5.4-5 ...pa

.a..eiji il «i.....,...t .c, L53.11 il 1...j...':, I J.5 o-, .L..,..,

Pre reading

Background

Qiyamuddin Khadem was born in Ningrahar sometime around the turn of the

century, and is the oldest of the 'older modern writers. He was educated within his

family and in mosque schools, and also studied in Peshawar and India. He was a

journalist an editor of Isiah, a prestigious daily paper and a member of the early

Pashto Academy. He was also in politics, serving for a while as a senator in the Afghan
Parliament. He was jailed briefly after the Communist coup, and died not long after he

was released in 1978.
This essay was first published sometime in the forties. It is a philosophical

statement to the effect that one should thank God for making one productive, or at least

not harmful a statement more pointed when considered in the context of the repression

and cruelty that existed in the Afghan government prior to Shah Mahmud*s tenure as

Prime Minister.
Our copy of the essay appears in Ulfat's 1...t.1 il 1.1 : jliStJ , page 101.

Key vocabulary

wind, breeze n, 112. [sham611 jt....«.' sign, signal n, F1. fisW61 0 jt.,!« I

golden adj 4. [ti141] (.5.0il. buzz, fly smp. irreg. int. vb. faluz-'1 -39..11

world n, 112. Nlam] re....R.a voice fl, 112. [awSz] 3191

bud n, F3. ighut.6y1 4.54 je tear n, Fl. EwLixkal 4.5....? _II

atmosphere n, F3. Ifaz61 U nightingale n, 111. [balb61] JA

cute, appealing adj 2. EgolalSyl j :IS bee (a big black one) n, F3. IbawrSJ 1.)."1

caress phr. [1Ss terawq j.)......:1 ray (of sunlight) n, F1. [palwasha] .L..t ...II,
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creatures 11 irreg. Ar. p1. [makhluo

orderly adj 1. Imoratabl

bird n, 111. [morgh] 4.a

faded adj 2. [mr:Sway] it4

tender adj 1. trigz6k1

breeze n, 112. Enasiml

order n, 112. [nizSm]

time, turn (as in 'my turn') n, 112. [war]

existence n, 112. [wujddl

cloud n, Fl [al. [wredz]

breeze n, F1. twaghm614....

wide adj 1. [was]l

once again phr. [yawgre bug]

Scanning hints

lower der. tr. vb. [titaw-1

small adj 4. [juz?1] (13t.

shout, sing smp. int. vb. [choyhey-]

be drawn in smp. int. vb. [chaley-]

by the time phr. [che ts6 bug) 4t.

fragrance n, F3. EkhoshbOi]

comfort n, F1. (den-s-dyenal

satisfied adj 4. [razi] (542.1.)

quiver smp. int. vb. [ropey-1

die smp. int. vb. [razhey-1 Th)./3

golden adj 1. (zarinl cre j

life n, 113. [zonday11 (5S

branch, stem n, 112. [sha-kh]

condition n, 112. Ar. p1. [short] .1a.).4;

1. The overall paragraphing in this essay roughly corresponds to the logical structure,
which is as follows:

Global conditions lead to the creation of a flower.
The flower blooms, and responds to the sun.
The flower addresses God.
The flower dies.

2. Before scanning, put periods after the full verbs.

j..0 I j 4; tr-:.

(..)"

c.5 (..71(1

Post-reading

6J...A .11 ,et-:-.01 J1 J-1-a °J-*J-1-
c

6J--

J -t (75-1:d1 4,5;_ra 47:

4.L" 4.1 4; I .1"
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JJ L

.L. < J '"1-4-4`-ti L5-4" 4-t. 47! (:)1:1' .0

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Mispunctuations: The question mark after ejlalt in the fifth paragraph should be an

exclamation point, and the comma after the phrase _II in the last paragraph

should be a period.

2. The phrase 4.7-.? JIJ jlj is another example (see the notes for Selection F) of the

verb + I + verb construction which indicates repeated action.

3. The word is an Arabic construction through and through. tz.:,1 is 'end', plus

the noun ending which makes it 'final-ness', plus the negative V , which makes it

'non-final-ness', or limitlessness'.

4. The term z refers to the part of the tsadar that a woman brings across her face
tad

when she encounters someone she shouldn't show her face to.

5. se* 41 is a poetic way to say the bud smiled, which is in turn a poetic

way to say the bud blossomed.

6. As the bud is talking in a voice only the ears of the heart of a poet could hear, she
addresses God in a series of vocatives, which traditionally translate as "0 , i.e.:

e jlzl; L41.4. (.55L:

7. Khadem repeats the phrase az ..)1 L-.; several times in the essay. It means '... is for

you.' Twice, Khadem gives the Arabic word order .a rather than the Pashto

order. Pashtun writers have often been influenced by Arabic as the "correct" language,
in much the same way that writers and teachers of the western languages were (or are!)
influenced by Latin as the "correct" language. The word order of Arabic is verb subject

object; the word order of Pashto is of course subject object verb, which renders a
Pashto sentence with Arabic word order dead flat ungrammatical. Tegey remembers an
exchange with Khadem, in which Khadem wondered which was correct the Arabic form
or the Pashto form; Tegey suggested that Khadem ask his wife and daughters which they
thought was correct; Khadem rejected that suggestion, but some time later admitted
that occasionally (but only occasionally!) Tegey was right....
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8. The phrase 4.1 J Lr...,f is found in dramatic scripts as a stage direction.

9. e.w.,s ([y6Wcal ) is a dialectal variant of the Kabul dialect's .)." .

10. The verb would ordinarily translate as 1 walked', but in the first sentence

of the last paragraph it works better as 1 became' or 1 represented".

11. The word 'sunset', is an Arabic word, clearly related to the Pashto word for

west, which is ..e."4 and also borrowed from Arabic. Khadem uses another phrase for

sunset 4J 451.1_2_4 a which refers more to the place where the sun sets than

to its setting.

s.53 t.5,7*4 315 s,5 J-t-+-;, 4 4-1-5

I 3 3 fc.

c.5..)-1 4-1 L'Z' j CIS j .)9"
sse 4 I j 13 Ij ti 4.; s53 Ll J 415

gtt L5't I cri 415 (5 in-4 it. 4:1 -45 4;'

« » I « » z Lb; (.0. 4A..01

L.

J c5 I J.i : J.: a al a j.t.3 a_ ... a : j 4.; 1..;

Lt 42%). t, J 4.1 o z z 3

» »

sincere, real adj. 2. Erixtfnayl unbiased adj 1. [be ta9s6b(a)1 -4:-a;

life n, 1'12. Nmarl funeral n, F1. [jarAza] 634

biased adj 1. ErnUta9 Sib] cuckolded adj 1. [daw6s1 jz
meaning n, Fl. [maw] president n, M1. ErVisl crt-;..)

opportunity, time n, F1. Emoq61 t3

Faculty of Letters phr. [de edebiy6to pohandz6y1 z I .1

Note: Advocates of the Pashto language and those who worked for it were frequently
called mutasib by a number of Persian speakers.
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J.: .5 -

Selection H

oi 1 0.4.1J j lS o .5 J.4. 1

Ie, 5"..4 4.3 t.J9 `_'_"J .j1

4; .1) J.4 JA.g..... Ji 1,9.E v c 434 4..;$

9-.411 4=-U- °J 414.a j j I (:).4....0 I

J uLj
z I J.;

J Jt. (54-5

4.1

e I ..,t1 J-15 9I Le. 4.1 A.5- (5.:'(-5

c,r4-4" .1 941-4 4; 9.1 4./ 411.1' Le. (..514 ."-1 4:P ..nt 45
I c5 J) ° 4:1

s5 S9 cra 11. 41 j I e le 3 La. J.:, z 63 4WIWti

,'W (15 YLLOC.'L+:$* Si.'"::t4V (Ts 4.; ca9 .t.5.J. (Ts.) ss-t,

J.,10 c5,-5 ye. 4199....c,5-wi-:9 ti 'ILL.

j (.15 t7.' .'"I 1 J it
(Ts) crsj LI 4.1 4t LSI / s5"4 / .4/ 9")

.5 _4 (3... :4.4 1. 06 , cre-s-,.. L. I j...t

c.59 99.E JJ 1, z L59 ..):" (J": 91 rj°
45 i) 1 re-11 41" 9 47; 91 t f LS-44 (.3-%

,,13 c531 _nab 415 .JS 13

4"L.J6 c5.JS9

(.159 (5-4-1 csiza V(9J L« 4; J1
I .z jaZY.P. 4

9:2/6 13 IL?: (15 (.-4. .5 91 _44

j 1 J.1.7. 41 4.50 ,I 3 j3.a. is z 41 oi

z 4.5,1 4;1 ji j9..1 J; Le 3 lc Z 4.

4)..,7°. 41/ 91 4.Lle..../ -19 e.):' e.).),? 3

_475

t " L51

4.4* 1
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j I e I .z 4 0..a

: ate. c5» 4 5 4..d I z 4.14 419.1 ss.1 z 41
Lam. 4S ti

lw .z 4 ti5`` Lti pi I %- 4 45

JJ 411 e, )3 41 .531 J-4 z c$J.,:" 4-1 z 1)1-4 'z

4..0 I z o I...LI. 414 I z ss zit

jj j.)1 3 4s.» z « I »

: 4.1t I Z L.5.z1 (..5.4 4.:.4 4: I 0

4.*)

4.4 ..1.4

44 L. e jj4e It' zo.)--a z ta 1- z

(5-4 S S 4;' (53 Le ('1; -°_,.13 I> 6,7. 4.5J

t.t.. c5.3 J z I.. 41 14 c J17., j us' 41.1.±.0 j 4.34.4 (.51:L+11

z ° .,)5 4-:- 6.5 ss-U Jj Cr-4" (.51:

Alt evySi 4.4 Lt.
V

A3u ji Ls:, 4.: c5_,AA L. c.....? z

c5 cs U. 41 (19,;" j y.1); 4 91 J,75 N?. (.9j -)1)

Lt I CLXi -)14'4

4.*.s 4.1LS , 4:0

Pre-reading

Background

Samandar da Badrasho was from Peshawar, born in the early 1900's. He went as

far as the fourth grade in a modern school in Nawshera. He worked as a broadcaster in
Radio Peshawar, and wrote poetry which won him acclaim.

This essay recounts a battle that took place between the British and Afghans
(Pashtuns) on the Maywand Plain (in southern Afghanistan) in 1880, and the part played
in the battle by one of the Pashtuns' camp followers, the girl Malala. Malala's story is
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probably only loosely based on fact, but whatever really happened, Malala is now a
legendary Pashtana heroine. The more conventional hero of the battle was Sardar
Mohammad Ayub Khan.

The essay of course gives the Pashtun point of view of the battle. Here is how
Louis Dupree describes it (Afghanistan, p. 410-411):

But some months would follow before the British left Afghanistan, and
they would suffer another disastrous defeat at the hands of the Afghans. On July
27, 1880, Mohammad Ayub Khan, fifth son of Amir Sher Ali, decisively defeated a
British force under Brigadier G. R. S. Burrows in open battle at Maiwand, near
Qandahar. of the 2, 476 British and Indian soldiers engaged in the fighting, 971
were killed in action, 168 wounded. In addition, the Afghans slaughtered 331
camp-followers and wounded seven; 210 horses were killed and 68 wounded
(Abridged Official Account of the Second Anglo-Afghan War, 1908, p. 526.) At
the battle of Maiwand a legendary Pushtun heroine, Malalai, used her veil as a
standard, and encouraged the warriors by shouting the following couplet (landay)
in Pashto (Shpoon, 1968, p. 48)

Young love, if you do not fall in the battle of Maiwand,
By God, someone is saving you as a token of shame."

(The landay appears in Samandar's essay as well; you can compare Shpoon's translation
with your own, and with the translation given in the Notes for Detailed Rereading
section.)

Dupree gives a footnote to all this (p. 411): it seems that this was the battle in
which Dr. John H. Watson, as in "Elementary, my dear Watson", was wounded. See Arthur
Conan Doyle's A Study in Scarlet for the details. It also seems that the Baker Street
Irregulars at one point asked the Afghan government for permission to put up a
monument to Dr. Watson, baffling the Afghans who couldn't understand why anyone would
erect a monument to a fictional character, and on a site where the monument erectors'
side lost...

Our copy of the essay appears in Ulfat's Lt.:.1 il 1...1 )ICJ , page 146, with the

notation that it comes from (51.7....

Key vocabulary

Christian n, 111. tparangayl A.)..;,

towards phr. [pa 16r1 ..)JJ 47;,

intensity, strength n, 112. [Ow) jb

thirst n, Fl. [t6nda] ,.::,

cannon n, Fl. [Opal 4,..,.;

40

great God phr. falISh t'161 LI LC, 11.11

fire n, 112. [won] jii

wrong n,111. [bEt61] j..bi;

alternative of .1.e1l [bgyd61 ea.el,

dishonor n, F2. (be nangt) 45-1::, (..5.1
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against, compared to prep. [dz6ne]

abbrev. for Ar. [radiyalahu

vein n, 112. jrag]

pride n, t12. Eghoriarl

arrow n, 113. [gh6shayl

stone n, /13. [kargy] (5;15

infidel n,111. [kufar] JUS

bullet, ammvni::. n, F2. Egwal6y1

w-r,-.0 unit n, P1 irreg. (laxicari

,9Jif

plain, desert n, Fl. [mer61

brave, adj 1. [ier]

phr. [wa khata Th)r-C L-1.

raise !r. vb. Ehaskaw-q

run away phr. [texta kaw-q

withstand der. int. vb. [1.ing6g-] -4)

emotion n, Fl. [jazb614.; 4

female general n, Fl. Ijarn6yla]

fighting man n, 111. Ejangyalay]

boiling adj 1. [j6sh]

alternative of (5.1.?:, n, F2. [jen6y]

noise, shout 17, Fl. [ch6ghal tiu

explode smp. irreg. int. vb. [chw-q

spring n, F1.

wrong adj 1. [kharab] 4,1.31.

entrenched phr. [khakh Asti

drinking n, 112. [tskak] zilit

1. Samandar's style, as exemplified in this essay, is straightforward and unadorned. He
starts with a description of the conditions of the battle, then describes what happened.
The narrative includes two traditional landaus, which are set apart from the prose via
punctuation. The essay ends with a couplet, also punctuated separately.

2. Before scanning, go through the passage, putting periods after each full verb.
Samandar's sentences are very short.

3. One of the characteristics of Samandar's style is that he deletes parallel verbs in
particular , parallel to something in English like

As for ammunition, they were well supplied; as for food and water, full.
The deleted verbs have been added (and double-underlined) in the following sentences
from the text (and see Note 5 below):

.1 L5.1. .1/1

45
.i.C; (5.42 0 Le 3

s$ 45-1 sgt.tr. 45 4.; -,-4% 444 yt. _)- s5../ (191; - c tt,
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c ,
Post-reading

4.4b. 4.1

3;113U aJ crs"

1

jej Le 3 4.t.1 4.1 ss.J . 0

c. tov".5

4-12 I J 4! 4.: 1-t .V

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Misprint: ..$,..fe; should be L5.1.1:,..r;

2. j is literally every instrument and tool'; together in this context, they

refer to the superior equipment of the British force.

3. A ghazi is a Moslem who participates in wars against non-Moslems. These wars may
be for religious purposes, or to defend one's country.

4. The various words for 'red' in the description of the heat are parallel to English
'white-hot', and serve to emphasize how hot it was. The fire from the sky was from the
sun, not from ammunition.

5. The term j.):.; I. is literally 'tied waist', and refers to the fighting man's having tied

his sword on for battle. For practical purposes, the term is parallel to English 'able-
bodied', i.e. the men who are able to fight.

6. Samandar doesn't want to take responsibility for saying that some Pashtuns
considered retreating, so he uses the phrase (511., 'it is said that ...' in the

sentence
Lt, (3111., kr I

7. is the abbreviation for the Arabic phrase [radwiyal6hu ?anhu], inserted when

one has mentioned someone close to Mohammad. The phrase translates roughly as 'May
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God be content with him'. The lesson that Hussein taught is explained in a long if-then
sentence. That sentence is repeated below, with western punctuation and a restored
deleted verb:

J.) (.; .5 J.10 -I J.,. z 0.A L5

z .Lt Lsz rJb _4 c5 %LC'. _p J-1

6. The sentence j j refers to the practice whereby women

accompanied the soldiers into battle. These women were parallel to western 'camp
followers' , but were considered virtuous and honorable.

9. The wordy is usually 'male' or 'masculine' as opposed to Samandar's use of it

as a feminine adjective, in the context of Malala's being like a lioness, suggests that
Malala was man-like in her bravery....

10. The word consists of the Persian word for lion [shed jt-t. and the

Persian word for tigress [b6bra] Later in the essay, Samandar uses , the

Pashto word for lioness.

11. The phrases c; l,y 4..! and )1.1, 4.5 4.e. are preliminaries to the chanting or singing of a

landay. Malala clearly sang rather than shouted.

12. The landays translate idiomatically as something like
'If you are not a martyr in Maywand,
By God, lover, they will keep you as [an example of] dishonor.'

and

'I am making a beauty mark from the blood of my lover
And I will shame the flowers in the green orchards (with my beauty].'

13. The final couplet was written by Samandar, to summarize Malala's heroism. It
translates something like

'Not a thousand young men can approach the skill
Of one brave Malala of Maywand.'
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Answers to Post-reading Questions

Selection A.

J:11 4S '5 L,5-44v LI' .5 et-Zgp' 4g

c..5

C. 5 ..r" JI J.3-4 4": 41-4
4.? J> J1S 9.lr 4J ("41

L5

Selection B.

. oz

Selection C.

T
. Y

c.5.)-I '''..)..

. oz _,7,...t.. . 4.1.;(3 JI J.5.7....1 z . T

. t

Q43 4.4c cis? -ti dtj e 5.3 .z r-1- *5

6 L.5.4

4.1.4.),1 4..o (54.) 44.1.0 te r- .

4%) j I bil:. c5 : je. sse (15

. .1.0.J j )3 .).? ,t3.6.1..

Selection D.

.QL, vIy z ;L ss.5

. e 4, y)9 1..) 44 L, i.e. it .1 4: :)..IQ j jj-t.6 ti *. crtt z
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biz t.5.75 L5-4 J., J-4S 41 4 4," c5Lt 4.5

1-t.+3 4J3,1

ssi 41.4.5 . 41 I j.:1

Selection E.

,) Vi 42; s.13-e. 43.'5

Ls) Jig z

.5, 4. 4, c5 414 _t.;$

Selection F.

.1'

rt., 63 4*./7'.3i .

.-1-.S:3 43 4-te.33 z

Alp L11 ji .T

(5z I jl
" Ij `7'14%.) 43' " 4 .L

if r j 41 L. 3 . o

C):: Jr .9:.L51!

Selection G.

(J-U /-) 4 6:4- le. 3 .7e. a J I LA° ='1-e. 3 t» .

4"t o

JJJ 5`1:1l; ,t5; -te (J1-1*

,..)7*. I s! 3 I.1 of 4;
. 6 1.4 4.1. _hi
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Selection H.

.5 c.5 J1.; ej 1 crJ J15 un
ss-1 41 ss-C

_.)L <19"-

4;

1.1.. I

4J AJ

.

. T

c51 J-'» 4; ,t.5 4..7.1 410..* . o

e.,75 j ssiz

4-La I.) (.14' 41

. 0.1?-5 0

$ ;IL:: Li.. y l.. z . v

From the joke book:

Se4 4rt 41 e-,""1-, ("5" z

l+ L IL 4. 1 4:9 I )
alrei 4.zs

j I 407.4 (5.04.31j 4;

(di 4-1L JJJ

silly you phr. (kam b6khta] if only phr. [afscis che]

take pride phr. [nz kaw] jl+ iv)
get married phr. [nikSh keg-] c15; with eyes adj irreg. [stargaw6r-] j

really adv. [wEqi] (3.431 beauty /7, P12. [xEyist]
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Unit 2: Articles

Introduction

The pieces in this section are articles Imuqa161 in Pashto. The primary

purpose of a muciala is to inform or to argue a point: as such, it can be either a news
article, an editorial, or a piece of research. mugalas are published in newspapers and
journals.

We have shortened the articles, even the excerpts. There are factors which
encourage Pashtun writers to be lengthy and repetitive: newspapers and journals pay by
the word, and not surprising given the literacy and education rates in Afghanistan,
which severely limits the number of people capable of producing articles are
frequently hungry for material to fill their pages; and there is a traditional opinion that
the longer a piece is, the higher the scholarship it exhibits.

The selections in this unit include a classic analytical article by Ulfat, an excerpt
from a long article on the atan, an excerpt from a speech reprinted as an article, a
humorous feature article from a newspaper, and some short news briefs.

e 1-4.1. ye. di:, -- s$J.,5 s5.5 Le. 3 (T5_,7; 4-;

ti Ji JI 41'1 z L. ye. t_Ji _LI

"-IL" 64-1-J 4./7 4: (.15 -)". Sr' */ (J:"44.).1 Sg. 4'-44

4,.):; 40 U.S. 415.5 .9I 0..#9.47, 4.; I, s9.5 z

«

become long der. int. vb. [ugd6g-] -4).1z_t)

in relation phr. w / ...z [pa irtebSt]..1:4:; _31 ti
weekly bulletin phr. [de ziri jarid61 eat y Vc,. 3 z

be published n, 112. [khpareg-] -4)?

message, name of bulletin published in Kabul. n, 113. [zerayl

numerous adj 1. [meta? did]

expertise n, 112. [mah5rat] *4-:+_)(y4
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Selection A

L J.1_1.

39

..)1 J L k5 ,1 ks)...u.gb Le j I z z 4.;.m

... J 0.1Loo 1 Lz_d

,1 I,Ji ti 4. 5 J cre. 1 j.:! o .1 La, J 1 (j... 1 ,1

t. 43'.)Y4 at' `73-9.--'

SSJ ciSj 41 43'1 I ss:'

ss" 451.1.) 3 41.4j 4'? 17` (15 (TILL. J1

. 413,1 ss..: 4.! j1.4 J J1 ss) ti (..5U.

.3z jt.4 1 cS*5

c5i LP- -)wd° J.).?" c5.)-/ Lit- c5J-I

z z 45.; ,i J rA z J., ti `L59 4 J.;..o J1

J.e. 1 j J.:(La `' S j1 jr J c) Le ,I z

.=.3 La. L s5,1 c)19L;

`Li I -7'1 4-t cs-÷5

ss-w-/ c.5.).S. 413 4.. e, o, L y.zz ..1.1 I z

(5814-' trt-gb 4=° 41 cis" JI y Y SAS 4-'1 y-4 4:j L
. (5.41 LivtgJ 4.1.* La. 1_4

z 9.. 4.; cr.; L5 J J 1 c)1.4g- zif ..".4 3 4g

4.. J.. 4.! y 4jab j

c5-,j ,I (5-12Ni 4.54 J1 J. 4-;4-

j131.! J1 0.6) J1 j lsb tilc oj..e. 4 _41
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1.5 I z 75j ? ) JL; ti5.3 4.,rS to.5 41 I3 I 41..):. 4.J

0.).:.; ssf 04.5 J.) 14 1 41 j I sge 4..;$ 4..11.16

. 4.11;J
L5

y-, y, 9I z 4 LJ J .1J I lt G 4.;1.10

(5.4 4J LS 4444. 6_4 L5 4). 03

4J LS 4; (15.3

. JI J 47.t ...1.111. Oi

J I L5.3.5 j1...) 4.1 t L79J 4.0 J.L0 1 .1

45.4,-'1

t.5 J =31-' CS., 5 31_)

;W. ;I

4.J 1,5

J

4.e mp.1 ..)1S 9I I 1 4J JI 4.5

r.j5 JI J1.a J ..741.;.; JI o J Z1.0 91 (.5.4%

(5-PIS. CJ."5

4. °-) lT J y L.! 141 '1 595 c5J-:-11 47--:..)-a 91 ,1 d't (Y4-A. 4"

'Yr c.5

. uc J I 4.1 ,, 91 0..4 4.Y o ,z L. I 4...4 1.

. (5J J J J.; loo z 44:a z Jli u, J3 J I J.75 z as 4Are

31,:; Ls); Le. t; 1`=-:
L.;4 JI JJ0 z 4.1.5 4.1.5 0...ts

c5 J Ss- S (.5.t.ej I J:fLa 4 .1

4'3 L51 4; (..9"t 4-" ,,I JJ _13 .5.,.wd

)10 tY-";-° L,5-1-5:'- 47: JJJ 93 .5

-II C5 J1-54 4 ' I k.59 L51
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.51i JI 4%) (54-5 4:)1 --.;I `.1 y-,t-z- 45 c5-1

6.z.).1j,z 4; .1 4.; c..&_,.;, j1 c.P' c5I.1 J./J.1 41.*: Lcis

z (.34.- I 0170-: (--; tja ..)-3 47: 4'5 t5 /

LI! c J jj I -.4'4 41 ..)1J.) ..1-'1.)1!Z Le .,Lt 4t
cuili (.3.%.,..%.1 4; ji 44% t.1.1.;; I

c..5,A J15 b., oy ..).9.z.5-4 4.5 ."5-4

4:;t7; Ji c5.)-Ls 4L. criS 4:"

(51-l- I _17,!.i..) .1..)-(0 41 -A t; L51 11": 4t 415

Lr*.::' .) ,,J .n0 v e.)t-.p5 4.,?1.3 .31 =1.1.--.* *I

4; (J 4.*., I ) (.511.t. 4, .te L.A z I Lj I 4.:-; 4.; IJS

c5z z 4.4 1 J J

rt..16 cs.+S (5111,... 4.a Lib J o ZLIILo I L5 ..a

j 0.)171.,.1 4 . 4 L J Jr I, is jt..4 4 b.'s.« 4.4

J1 L5 z ,z 4.; 6 jtlz J.A j I L,. .1 4..)11

c5i c5I c.5.3 4; c5 .)14 (5.r-5

Background

c5_.)-1_, 4s.)10

L5.1 I wIt-4. c71.91

..te

Pre-reading

This piece is halfway between what we have defined as an article and what we
have defined as an essay. its length and analytic nature qualify it as an article; its
language qualifies it as an essay.

The article was probably written in the fifties, and originally published in a
newspaper. Our copy of the essay appears in pp. 17 20.
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Key vocabulary

compliment n, t12. [sit 6t] ,.:-..L.43

art n, 112. Isin?Sti .1..46:.-o

humor, wit n, 112. [zardf6t1 4.:.31 j.k)

wisdom n, 112. [6qa1] LP.A.

glasses n, F1. Eaynakel Lyc.:..r

reason, purpose n, 112. [gharaz] (:), _.).

poor adj 1. [gharibl ...e..,e

famine n, F2. [gati] 0-12.>3

gambling n, 112. NemSr1 ji.43

strength n, C12. rquwati 4:.. j3

dialectal obl. form of Ikorl [kN161 .J1.5

weak adj 2. Ikamz6raylL5 j j3.4-

inflation n, F2. [grInf] I JS

lame adj 1. Egwacj101

dumb, speechless adj 1. [gwangl .&:,,,..

search smp. tr. vb. [lataw=] j4:-1

nonsensical adj 1. [muzakhraf] 4_1.).1.3-

spiritual adj 4. (manawli cs.j.:.^..

decoration n, 112. [namthilzi.Z

show n, Fl. [nandar6l o J1.11;
,

shortcoming n, F3. [nimgar:ty5]1...4

jobless, idle adj 1. [wuzgSrl ..4 j,

egg n, F2. thag6y) 4.51..'°

desire n, F3. IhaviSl 1a

caprice n, F2. [hawas] cr. J.&

kindness n, P12. Eihs5n1 c)1.......a.1

stupid adj 1. lahmacil j.,...%1

needy adj 1. [aryl
gain, n, Fl. [istif6d6] eALL.41

extravagance n, 112. [isr6f1 ._:,1_,..., I

cane n, F3. [amsS1 L.-.I

rich man II, P11. [baCgy] c51,9

price n, F1. EtAyal 4.-;

foolish adj 1. [be ?acial] ja.c to

loss n, 112. Raw6n1 Jill;

mere, empty adj 1. [tash]

view n, t12. Rasaw6r1 ,S..21;

sharp adj 1. Rez137..5

generosity n, 112. [jud] z.,..1..

stupidity n, 112. [ham5qat] .._:..31...%

customer 17, t'l 1 . [kharidSr] j1.1..4.).

blessing, benefit n, 112. [khayrl _.).4.

boil smp. tr. vb. [khutaw.q --j;; j.:,

good taste n, 112. [zawq] c3,

increase der. int. vb. [zyMeg-] -.01.:*, Le 3

naive adj 4. [s5d61 ozL,

praise n, F1. Istgy6nal 4.:.e L7.,.0

generosity 17, 112. [sakhawitt] .:Jil>.....,

cornbread n, P 11. [sokr;k1 .4.4..,

profit n, P12. [sud]z.,....,

merchant n, P11. [sawdag6r1 ,I.z..,....,
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Scanning hints'

Unit 2: Articles 43

1. Ulfat starts this article with a premise about stupidity:
t.$11. ar cs^S z

I
(.5_014.6. 3 4, Lt.; .1 0 4.. 4,..;61

$1 00L, 1 J1.'04.5..o yr 1 45

then argues against the validity of the premise by giving a number of examples. In
almost all the examples, he shows that a particular action is considered stupid under one
set of circumstances, and benevolent/generous/appropriate under another set of
circumstances.

2. Synonyms:

1"_)-5

3. Guess:

(.1,1Q J1

4=t1.-;-*:' I

Post-reading

_1 LT" . z 1J I .

4972
(195-)1A

4 4.1e 4 4:.0.1.).is 4J _41 4.;1. 4.15

1.; I ,r5J v)..c I ,1311
c.

I .J.A. 4.5 1-...**.A .

J4LI it SS« 4:°6 g C..5.,"Xj C5.) t "LC. `Ij 45 . 0

(.911.1.) Ji 4-1-111. JJ'1.3- .,7°. 4.5 .1

I y, r jj.e 4..,f e Lr z z I I (:), I .
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The word r..,.i..,.. is 'forgiven' in Arabic, referring to God's forgiveness to someone who
has died.

2. tila is a grammatical quantifier, e.g. the word 'piece' in 'a piece of bread' or a piece
of chalk'. Pashto, like English, usually just counts things with numbers, e.g. 'four eggs'.

3. The phrase JL. L.:.a a is an idiom meaning 'worldly goods' (as opposed to heavenly
attributes).

4. The sentence below is convoluted, even for native speakers.
. ti ci...: .0 I.,...:%; :L. .t.;,. ):: 1j (.5.-t-; I z sr+S j j..0.:; 91 J [...:,. ..:,, .p;,.. 3

y.....-C,z 41 i:, L...... I J ..)1 t.s.,75 4 1.3.)1 t.):. 4..z. °i LS o jt.,...z yzz j1.5 lz

J1 Ls-t.' °_,-.-: atr-16 :-''..," 47,' 45} JI a-e.cr: 4. c5,75 4-7'. ss-4 .4 ' .)L7"."

The idea expressed is something like:
It wouldn't occur to us that Mullah Nasruddin lowered the price and hid his

kindness in this business, in such a way that his customers would be unaware of his
generosity and instead consider it stupidity.'

5. J.I,).5... is cornbread, a flat round loaf of corn flour and water, baked in a tandur. The
whole point of Ulfat's example here is based on the Pashtun opinion that cornbread is of
much lower quality and desirability than wheat bread.

6. The phrase j1.5 4.., ,..5.3 4.; is an idiom. It translates as 'is irrelevant for, or 'is not
needed by'.

7. Throughout the essay, Ulfat uses .1.,jl: coupled with attributes. In these contexts, it
translates best as 'a man of ...' or 'the possessor of ...'

8. The phrase 4-. 4.1.1 4. j.I..ao is used here by Ulfat as a logical transition. It translates
as 'It [thus] becomes obvious that ...'
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Selection B

(..5 L Jj c1.5.1 W.) 1Z

(55 C5,?"4-44 s57.1 Jied"

1 sst

L., c5i J-5-4-i

4

L

4-"i; Lb 4.4 1)

1S-. 44 J.A.

ja. Lehi J9 3 sst

y t. oat vd) 4195 _till..
J. J1 JJJ J.zo 1 LILA

L5t... I o 6)Z; -,";L:.-.)

t ZJJ J.4 1J .r.1.5 ...rw .).;
Le. 3

.7! Ss' 4;! LL,-----;) .31 `9"1.J.3 "ZIJ

"5 -7'" -77° 'tr? 4i. ,,J r-41

s9.5 J 1 Jr/0 (...) . of t.).4 1:1 c4.5

Es 4 - l 1 51 -4, s,

"'L.". 4-1' 41 ss-51

CESt

rb-4 cs..).31.) 4-4,4 J ,mow 4:1

z ej-w c5 jj.a. csye.

J.; ..11 9: '114 rjb
s5 J J 0...)..41 .4.5J 1.4..

4.11 (.5 1 J 63

L.51?.5 I (15..".. ( L.3)

(Is

c
(Isc-Fr-

Ei..)-th (;;,' I o

(:.e_77.--1 (L43)

4,31 5.1 .31..,

4,5.5 4.: 0 J1 J J 4-Z.1 J _to.*
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L.szL+ yz (;)51 ir4-5 i*La: Ji J-1-5 41 At& yt

'II

L.5J3 " z sst .stig

ssg JJ,,,J÷ 1 JJ 'Ye "1J 'z °J1.7," I

sst" Ls2' Lilt-41g sst 4-1-5 ,IS 1..;

(57.1 J,7i13 (5.3"6':". .3»:54t1 J 4Y ssLt cis_);,"

01- cis- J LAC" t.J9 47' =',)11'. ) cpt-L-t÷1
ji Q..4J 4..,1 a ( 1_4 .1.*. I LrAIJ

44 sst, J- J1 4'1'2.° t5J2.° ?..) J".74 rY
J..ve J.; v1.5 J,t4S J.44,.:.7; J 4.4.4 1...to J J./ J a

i (.5.1...4 (153 ci sge. y.)

.31 5-:-.-4-w (1.0 (.113 C$J"ti 1 -,..°-,9L4 '41.); -)-ti"'a
(55: J (19.5 `=" J 47: L5-5:,,,J

-)-t 47: ..11 'It'. J1 "A (155 -);
01S 3 4..`41../..e 3 Le (.5.14 (.1.0 s5.11 4-y./ 1171. J I

(;;;1 ' J1 (5.3J1J 4 J 4-1 c ,;i1..) Li) Jj3 ' (51 JJJ

(Fit JJ rU. ,;.\1_, ssg 41). eta, ji 3 tilt
j z ) s 4; J, I 3 4...t v I a..-4 4:;./. I 3

4:.../,;(1 (15413 -4'0 re`:::1J11. L,54/./
( trs.k).y. 3 (55; J.16 JJ e LT: LI 4.1: j

14 4..tS 4.; _ti Ij sst o, LY 4J (15

4 L5.-1.., 3 ssg
(:)1 at... -'I

°J-2

4=.1. 4$ 15. jil j 4., (D, I .: I J 4:" »j.5
a 4 sse j..t _p e

.Z 41.1 3 er c Vc ).05 ssi cs j J ssg

47: ')/"It-' z 4J 3 41! 91
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e LZc

jlj
I .3 JUL. 4rs....s. Lt.; ut c;..; 1 a 31ji
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Background

Unit 2: Articles

Pre-reading

47

This piece is excerpted from a long article on the Pashtun national dance which
appeared in Kabul in August, 1980. The excerpt focuses on the atan as it is danced
among the Mengel tribe in Paktya.

Key vocabulary

body n, 112. [sur6t] j_ro
band of robbers n F2. Ighad6A.5 J.

gather der. int. vb [ghwancleg-]-,44:,

line n, 112. rkat.Srl

quality n, 112. [kayifiy6t)

line n, Fl. [kilal

twenty-cartridge group n, F1. (gamtal

gather in material n, FL (gw6ndzai

outfit, costume n, 112. IlebSs1

turban n, F2. Dung6y14.5S:$1.1

gold/silver lace or braid n, 112. [laysl

square n, 112. Emayard

competition phr. [makhi kaw61]

Scanning hints

mommy n, F1. Ead6kal 4.5zI

style n, 112. [andSz) 31.1;1

velvet n, 112. [bakhmal]

decorative thread n, Fl. [charmal

alarm, summons n, Fl. [chighal 4.At.

shirt, blouse n, 112. [khat]

shoulder-length hair n, Fl. [ts6oe]

ancient adj 1. [dzanci6n]

over, on top of phr. [de 'Asa] 4..411

enter der. int. vb. Enkheleg-1

medium green adj 1. [zarghLin]

happy occasion n, F2. [xadfi z L+

1. This article starts out with the refrain from the song sung while dancing the atan. It
continues with a sample landay,, then goes into a prose discussion of the national atan.
The point in the second paragraph is illustrated with a six-line poem. We have repli-
cated the original's format as closely as possible, including bold-face for sub-titles.
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2. Mengel uses a lot of dialectal words, and when he uses one that he thinks will not be
understood, he puts the more common word in parentheses. (Sometimes the less common
word is in parentheses.) The unusual words are listed below, with their more
widespread equivalents and English glosses:
Eng 1101 Common Pashto word Mangers word

torn, broken [bSzha] t.").;

couplet [pEm1

early morning [tankay bridz6r14..e J.; (5K.:::

shot (from a gun) ej Ecliclal o4.0

young man EzhStiag] 45;

??? [laysanl] L5t

popular " Enozminl

late morning 44 Lk. EstEgh bridzarl-4.e. J.; La...4

member of a 1j9 L I(.50 . hyruts6y) (51.»>

egg [wey]

Post-reading

c..5%1:',).al Lt 4.w L .1

4.. J9 (:;.i I . 1

icsig ;;I

s5.5 ezli . T

(5.a. wry ss5 J_PO

4-&

ss.10 cp.) .1

4 e1 jz v
I b_r-.1 (IS .)1..) sse 4g v,

4.J .J.; . L.1 j I 5L

BEST COY AV!,ILCLE
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. A free translation of the refrain of the atan song is as follows:
Musician, may your drum be torn!
Why did you silence that drum?
Our Hakim was dancing well,
His lovely body was getting tired...

The couplet given after the refrain is a landay . During an atan, the dancers alternate
the refrain with landays of their choice. The landay can be anything, but well-
constructed atans include landays that have a word or an idea in common with the
refrain. A written article of course cannot convey the very distinct rhythm of the music
that accompanies the atan, or the way in which the refrain and landays are chanted.

2. A 1..4 in rural Afghanistan is a barber, and one of the barber's duties is to act as

musician, which includes beating the drum for the atan. A in in Afghanistan does not

enjoy particularly high social status. In the Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan,
however, the term refers to minstrels, who as composers and poets enjoy much higher
status.

3. -.erS ,* is an idiom; it translates best as 'be carried out' or 'be accomplished'.

4. When the author uses the phrase in the first paragraph, he means 'our dear

country', in this case Afghanistan.

5. The phrase 45_,J.. ,i5.5a1 in the poem about the girl and her blouse is a vocative phrase

CO dear mother'). Masculine vocatives end in when a feminine noun ending in .-

occurs in the vocative, the ending is 5 .

6. the author is referring to himself in the plural.

7. The mentioned in the discussion of weddings is the groom.

B. t J.) . is the 'day of shrine', i.e. Thursday. See Shinwara's essay in Unit 1.

9. The phrase

4-) "19 *1 c.5_13 b `=',..)Le .3 '5 1.1".4

<5J5 (ig.4 1: 41 J1. (1,95 ,..5 Lid 1..)9

is a direct quote, i.e. the wording of the invitation.
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10. The verb -... , 'wash', is a simple transitive verb. There is another verb, also

'wash', which is a doubly irregular, stress-shifting verb with two possible past stems.
The alternatives and their forms are given below:
Pres. Imo. imindz1-..:,. [premindzL1-....0-T,

Pres. Prf. Ew6mindz-1-3-tt..j [premindz-1-

past Imo, hindz(61)-1-.1. [premindz(61)-]- or

[prew61-1-1.1,4

past Prf. [w6mindz(e1)--]-1-4.-:-1-j [premindz(01)-1-1.4..:-::.41..4 or

[pr6wol-] -1 .i.).01

11. An 'eared gun' is a rifle from British occupation times, with a sight (the 'ear') on the
barrel.

12. A x...j.z is a stack of harvested grain, corn, etc. Here, it probably refers to a

communal place in the village where the grain is stacked.

13. .z...JL.% usually means 'state', status' or ;'situation'. In this context, it refers to the

drum's rhythm; the drummer shifts from a rhythm which signifies that everyone should
come to him, to the unique atan rhythm.

14. The words LT, L; and ..I.,.: are onomatopes, reflecting the sound of the drum and the

dance.
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Selection C

4.4 L5 J.1 z

t
1 1 att.

Lik.<1 L;p..i I z
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ssS. tja JI c$J.;64b . o J

s5"" J-4 (T5-11:1,)1 (.15.31.-X 45 rei..) Ji z.)- '5* c,595 =t-
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Pre-reading

Background

This article is the transcription of a speech read by Professor Rasul Amin at a
conference on the tenth anniversary of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. We have
deleted portions of the speech which do not have to do with the subject matter.

Rasul Amin is the director of WUFA, an organization funded by Pakistan and some
of the western countries to provide an outlet for scholars resistant to the communist
government in Afghanistan. WUFA has been headquartered in Peshawar, and has
published a quarterly journal (.5.51.1.1. (in which this article appeared, in the October

1989 issue), the journal WUFA in English, and a newsletter. Professor Amin was
educated in Pakistan, and was a professor at Kabul University until 1979. He was
imprisoned for a short time, and after his release he fled to Peshawar. See Unit 6 for a
sample of his less formal writing.

Key vocabulary

direct adj 1. Emustaqimi t...-7.....

responsible adj 1 irreg. [masa 1] j j.....

support n, 112. Emlgt6t:Ii; 1.

cruelty n, Fl. Engkobal 4.;_t51;

threshold n, 112. Idarsh611 j...« jz

continuation n, P12. [dawSm] r.13

pure, sacred adj 2. [spets6lay] Liw,
problem n, Fl. [stGnza] by, j_z_....

border n, 112. [sarhad] .1....).w

stronghold n, P12. Isangar1 j-C.:-..4

slogan n, 112. [she?6r] jt."....t

guarantor n, ill. EzErninl cf. La

condemn smp. tr. vb. Eghand-q --.1.;a

deceiving adj 2. ighulaseinkay1L5Lj/_,

amity n, 112. [Owanclit6b] ,J,,..t.e 4:jtS

throne n, F3. [gad6y1,t.5 ...S

interference n, Fl. [las wah6na] 4:abi 0;1

ethical adj 4 lakhlgqil (53 1:1

security n, 112. [amniy6t] 4:_-r....... I

success n, P13. [baray] L.5...,-;

total adj 1. [1:16shparj .;-!...1

basis n, 112. [bans6t] 4..;...--te

form n, Fl. [banal 44;

on the contrary phr. [pa khel6f] ,.., l.l. L;,

acquit der.tr.vb. [tabre96 kaw-] -i.5 4.f.)..::,

aggression n, P12. Raj-dw6z1 3 J1?..5

experience n, Fl. Itajrub6141_,?+5

invasion n, 113. [tir6y1c5 _)-4.5

point n, 113. [Okay] (55.;;

be recorded der. int. vb. [sabt6g-) Th).e.,:.-':t

proof n, P12. [sulAtl ..:L. jtt

attitude, approach n, 112. [chalandl ,..u.1-

ready adj. 4 [chamtLil i_r_.....,

support n, 112. [hemayatl .=..e 1...a.
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help, support n, Fl. [mrastal 4.z......,..

world community n, Fl. [nucaywSla] 41 j..ti,

migration n,112. Rujr6t1 4.J' ,).?..A

attack phr. [yargh61 kaw] -).5 j.c.)-e.

Scanning hints

respect smp. tr. vb. [1m6ndzI -.:A.4..1

united, aligned adj 1. [mutahed] ,..1..a_t.

interference n, F 1. [mudEkhal 6] 4..L: 1 J...

1. The author begins with a statement of the purpose of the speech. He then briefly
touches on the treachery of the Russian/Soviet invasion, and the forced Afghan
response. He comments that the Russian withdrawal and their acknowledgement of error
is not sufficient. He concludes by thanking Pakistan and other western countries for
their help.

2. The author alternates between ,;..1...3 and v..3, and between and .)..:

3. Guess: r713_, c5'.1.7:31_):"

Post-reading
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k.) , .)

c <
c.5,7-%1 -17,. LI
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The original seventh paragraph reads as follows:
j1 z 4J z Lt..? j I o

I 4J I c.5 A .1 dGa.

5Z L.14-7. I j 91 j.5.1.1. .31

z trit Jct. JI 4.Z

C$`5 ,75 SST!

There has been some kind of printing mixup, as the last three lines above don't make
sense. It is impossible to reconstruct what Professor Amin wrote: our correction of the
paragraph to

11 j z 3 )1

y.1 415.N. 414 I 4.1 s j..5-z1..)

makes sense, but probably varies somewhat from what Professor Amin had in mind.

2. In the first paragraph, Amin uses the word c5...<el, 'connection, relation', which is not

a common Pashto word. ca.95.,,, jl is a masculine noun, but probably because its synonym

Ja.;1_) is feminine, it's considered feminine as well hence the feminine 45j

immediately after.

3. In the first paragraph, the nouns and appear with finals 's. In this
context they are being used to modify 'border and security problems' and so

have been given the Persian adjective ending.

4. The phrase Lr,V in the third paragraph translates literally as 'hand raised', and

carries the connotation that something wild has been domesticated and in the process
become tame and passive. It is the standard translation for 'puppet' as in 'puppet
government'.

5. In the third paragraph, and 4,1.. appear. translates as 'stronghold'

an area, usually a natural formation like a cliff or cave or river bank that has been
fortified with guns, etc. 4.1...r.)). is used both for 'stronghold', and also in hunting

contexts for 'blind', e.g. something you build to hide behind so whatever you're hunting
doesn't see you. by the way, is usually n, 112.
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6. The verb is one of the typical derivative intransitive verbs that

translates as a passive, e.g. be forced'. Amin uses the transitive form -.IS

which translates literally as something like 'cause to be forced to...' Amin uses the form
deliberately, to emphasize his point that the Soviets forced the Afghan response.

7. Amin uses as a short form for .56.:.1 0)."-t, exactly parallel to English use of

the term 'Soviets'. Afghans, like Americans, used the terms for 'Russian' and 'Soviet'
interchangeably, before the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

8. The phrase . in the last paragraph translates as in support

of one another.

9. The phrase j 41 which ends the speech/article is literally with respect. It's

customarily used to signal the end of a piece of writing or a speech, much the way
'sincerely' or 'yours truly' is used to end letters in English.

From the joke book:

(54-5 v'..vjb
4 (5.4 Vit'Yh 41 41. `IS

4., 4S e . j-ir 45.e. 4. 0.4.; .5

a:° t; .5j. (5) 4.,"*" '1°. 'Ye 4" JA).,
v"...a J-11-) c57."

however, but conj. Delani :751:1

floor, level n,112. [manz41]

consciousness n, M2. [hush) 0'1, J.:.

English words: c...1"

heavy adj 1. [ghat]

fall smp. int. vb. [ghurdzeg-]

to.
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Selection D

L5Z "li 45_9;16

57

jtj U4.14.,.. , 7.; 4.5 (5.1., 4.15 ut
b-4 t. c5.,?. 1.51'... 1 4.**1: (4J-: .5 (-5-e. ..)- I

1J 07: -it 1-2 J1 (IA/ 4-;J-L4-42' J5 J-4

6." .5 " J c5 Z.:*-1' .)J." J:P

5 Jli z 41 ru.ib at..5

J1 L5 Lt./ I I J,.f t.;

(;0 ("Z.. .1 I J 41. 4_1.4 1. 3 J.:, . J

o..-.1 Le. 4 lx.w Lst r)19.1 c5"
(.5***j -3'1' 4.3 (J-2 J.4 4.1' L.,' C.; 4:"..P5

c5J-1 f°31-1. 1:-."J-w .5 J1 J-1.,5 4:0
I

1.

V 1"
_t; J J1 1 J.,,

-!"..1) 3 .5 1-5.e...)- I " i3J1

c5JJ J (55 I1 c}1 .31 7'

ci-t. Je. J- 4;J,;:) ()J J J c5.)7'. $.5:' 11 45 ch.5-;
I

45,E L J 4:3 I a_c. I J I JA LL j I

z _)7,. 4:w) 4-AA csi (5.7-5 c..5,7-'

ps. L.N. rata Co. ,t.5A.; J.; z J_S j.3 L5.n

0 ift.11 ss:s j J.e 4.5 y
c.5A J.' 3 +5 LI 45 t u 95 4L." J-4";

z nS. tw (:,4041 o LIA uv'S

JI Ji).S.JJ L;..1 z J.0 .1.t.

GO
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. 0.,..t., 0..5 1....... I la 4.0,...o 0..)..../ (.5....i ..5.4 .1 4...k.t.. L _5.5- .5 45..S. 4.N.......1'.. 41 1.5t. "70 L

..?-5--- cAtt

ot%,-.. 0.:-.5.)_te z 4.3 (.5,t5 I'll (.,57: 4:-'. L'S Ls-- eJL::-). c5" %-L-.1-: .4
o A, tip, c Lite. L _)i a _,.I j j It a I la a (54 1. Lit... a (.9.; 4.:,..L

.)-2 ..,J _,..:' A _,1'. .5 4:1 I J Cr; 45 1 eJ L.' 6 ,I. (..J.e. j., c;.-_,-: cr-.:-} JJ-N.,-

.1-1 ti.-..,.: 41 .,e.0 .i, t5.,A °A.-:' I
,ic 4.". J3-4- z J;17-----:°.S i7' _,-1

_t.li., (-:::" .
I
.i Z It".." 6-;,.." (51:"? ..1 Z (./4-': "/ 4-4 it _.):5 Lr-.: j.)_.),,e-'

.7.::: ,:... l.e. 3 4.z.eL jat .....,...&.j cs1.51; a ,..5,i)...$0 a L.4 j , ev4i 4 j.,..+_)*1

ut J-.L.I., 4; -;'t. 11_4 ' Qt.'..11 Lr-t-':..)Jiy4- ems, `,.:a eJL:::; I £ "I 4i.,"4:4

o ..1.; 4,5 0.5 0 4 5..5joi ...)...0" 4.:..0. Le. ..) 4.::.% C L _A 4..:,,A. ....L.1. j X1.51 z L5 oi 0 z o ...) Le.

J-2 J c5-, J I .)S-, ei -,7. 4-Lti-! -4 <pl.- t ..) ...).N4-1- L5.5 " 4 1 .1 c. 5 L.," I '..)1-:-;

c5 a sar..1j j crt.....1 LA ji I:14 z _,..... tr. tst 4.;.1.- 4:....1..) 4.A.s. 1....,) 1..t.a e_tlo

J,75 J )1., (:)(-7----;_,--5 04-.. 4-4 .)1.-.", .24,. 3 ..,7,. _:?.,- cs.)_,-,.. 4 JI ..;:,

J..5 4.1 0.3.a L re... (55 ...5..... 4.7; 0..5.4 .5 L5.1. r..e 1.,...5 .3...e I.! 0_5..0 mjt4 .. Ws. b J7! 0 4.1

c5_5 .5.4p...%5 t./...e. 1..._).:1 I li z 4.:,,I. ..,; 3 a ..".:, 1.7.......:%.5 a _,.... LI; 4L.1. (5.5....t LS

J-5-11.1 (.7: (54- _t:'_,...)-.' '';'. J., cu.5z c5z VI 45_,)-e. 0 L513 _t.°1-7--1..-5 z

e.:,el.

Pre-reading

Back round I

This article was published in January 1992, some months after the dissolution of
the Soviet Union and the resignation of Mikhail Gorbachev as its president. It appeared
in Mujahid Wolas Newspaper, a publication of the Afghan Mujahid Information Centre in
Oslo.
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Key vocabulary

private adj 2. [dangar:ayl c5,4.',U.

peace n, F1. [361a] 4.6...«

improvement n, 113. kawSlayl (.5-11.5 .t+

beg pardon phr. [ %fwa ghwar.--] -.1.., 401IC

food n, F3. Eghez61 I la

order (for food) n, P12. [farm-ash] c76....e.l...j.i

disappearphr. [la m6ndza dz---1 -... 4-4........ 4.1

axis n, 112. Imehw6r1 ..).".a...

brain n, P12. [maghz] 3.;_.

international adj 1. Inacay svg11 ji j ksi

authority phr. [wEk laninkayl (.5.5:, j."1 JI..,

however, but conj. [wale] (Jj

Scanning hints

request, desire n, F3. [arz61 jj J1

relation n, P13. Wikayl 0-<-.;..pl

goals n, 112. Ar. pl. [and6f1 4_11.1.41

at all phr. [belkwall Jill;

capitalist n, P11. [pEngaw61] J1 j.f.a:

capital n, P13. [pEngal 4...<:.l..t

freely phr. [pa way toga] 4S;P te").../ 'Ye

regret n, 112. [traslfrf] .L., L.

accomplishment n, 112. [ta'min] x__415

compliment n, P12. [tawslf] ...3.......o.

scheduled adj 2. EVAk6layl ).SL;.

iet alone phr. Its6 kawe chel cst c5j5 4,..

1. This article is a 'report' about incidents in the relationship between Presidents Bush
and Gorbachev. The hearts and brains mentioned in the article are literal, not figurative.

2. The piece has apparently not been edited, and there are several gross misprints and
arbitrary punctuation marks. Go through the piece, inserting periods after full verbs and
colons after the occurrences of J..iii . The conjunction (51. is used twice merely as a

signal that the sentence has ended.

3. Guess:
4:.,..

%., (s.1-::-;.--'

, . .

_)-J 14

4:_'.......:%,...5
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Post-reading

60

c.5 411AJ .1

I LAI

9 j 4l.o

z data. z _1 j.tl! j_t.c a'.; 4.15 .

0175 z Lt.;

99 -.'..1-Z.LW.5

S-411-1'

J

.o

c,.1 . v

s5 4 4151 z . A

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Watch for major typographical errors. The inserted (0j) in the nineteenth line of
the article was omitted from the original.

2. The phrase %).3.3 _xi has been constructed out of the Persian _,11 and the Arabic

3. 4.;.L.. is literally 'white castle'.

4. S .3 is an idiom: look with favor on'.

5. "-I z means 'get beyond the formal banquet', i.e. to become on

closer terms with.

6. The phrases cL5...t ;_yL.. a and iJ11.5.;L translate as

'show myself to be anti-socialism' and 'show myself to be anti-capitalism', respectively.

7. usually means 'revenge', but here it works better as 'reciprocate'. The verb

1z1 usually occurs with the word r.Lwl, which is the normal one for 'revenge'.
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Selection E

News Briefs

1.

rut.; ks.p./41.1.p.L.

I z 4J 4111 Ulai I

"1b b d'e " " r7a. " 4'11-.)-,5

Cit-2 4L1 4-/

J..).! (.9:* ...),14. .5 I C ZI)14..A

. o J.zs to.t. J.'S _A c5 ejjj . (.5S 4.;$

(5/30/91)
2.

3-
4Ic.59-ti J.» (5 1%17:- J

z c5, 9 X53 J z :1 .7* 4r (:74-+

9J1-11'
4 JI "7":".

L ° J3 J 3- z (.55

c5' L: c59s-t " (55

csz L4--?91 1" 4J; Le. 3 (P-4 `° Le. 3 4; LT: 3 .)4
47'..)-1 41 C.) it tr-4 L7N-

4-z.1 (.55 cia z c)I )15 5 91.

(-5 Jt-: L5 I u J9-LL 91 c J3 4-"L1.-1-*

c..5

(11/6/91) ojla.;ab

3.

(5.'
tr..t...).3 4... Li I j jco. a a

c5 a 131 a a 4J a I I c5,4 a cr4.1.Li
L. L a j cit... 3 L., (.5.5:, J.:14
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'L$ 4z--;.-7-9. LI ';'. Le. ....)-?.?.?. " 4_)'"' -) 17: .?5:: `/ -31: -17: .)-2 ../ IA (5`8". -.)'" 4-/

4"*"7-5 (55 4"41... 4'.......:L/ ei I 47:. (..j L. 3 " (i I -,-,7! "/ LILT: ..)i I '5 (55 lt )11

t..571J c..5.14 il

..1 _P-.L.-f l_)-' I 'z (55 7°9.. 41! ')t-Q z c.5.> .z c5.3.5 I-) .:.1. cr.; I.) I 4-"

_,-4:.) z 31 4-4J6 .$., '5 t5.71.., c5.)4 `7" Le 47: -' J a".1 -X (5'1 '4'i .4

.,' 9.a%' ay. , c5 42..). (55:199.5 41-J.." 1 ).9-4-19-:S r..).,-LL
.z .)..10 (.1. 4.7: S.7........ _.)1 ..1 jtvo. Z ulj... .Z Lr.t..1..a,' . (3.:...1,.:..4 ,1 il e.75j

.__,L; 4..., .ii..4.. J.1.4 z zl...,.:1 Lsi j j.2., _II j*.; II..2 I 0 a....NI.4 Z (I.: _)- I,
c..5.,75i c.S..."4

(6/8/91) al j.....-0,

Pre-reading

Background

These news briefs are typical of those appearing in newspapers. Such briefs are
frequently from news services such as Le 4_4_. and (.5.1,..)L: _)L4 .I. Brief *1 appeared just

after one of those plane crashes that attract international attention; brisc *2 appeared
a month or two before the demise of the communist government in Kabul, when the
Afghan mujaheddin were still engaged in sporadic fighting around the cities controlled
by the government; and brief *3 appeared during Xavier Perez de Cueillar's tenure as
Secretary General of the United Nations. You can tell by the tone of the articles that
all...w was published in Kabul (still under the communist government) and a j1.1...u, zl,,_ z

was published by a mujaheddin organization in Pakistan.
Afghan newspapers contain news, editorials, and poetry. While there are Pashto-

only and Dad-only papers, most publish in both, with both languages appearing in any
given issue, and the frequency of one language over the other depending on the locale and
political position of the newspaper. During the communist regime, the government-
backed newspapers were mostly in Dari, while the mujaheddin publications were mostly
in Pashto in Pakistan, and in Dari/Farsi in Iran. In general, an article is printed in the
language it is submitted in, although frequently articles are translated into Pashto. See
Unit 6 for some examples of these translations.
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Key vocabulary

injured adj 4. Rapil 014;

according to phr. [de ... la m6kheI z

consolation phr. [clad gir6na] j..4-5 010

organization n, t12. [azmSn]

force n, F3. [qawa]

meeting n, F1. Ikat6na]

famous, brave adj 2. [numualay]

efforts n, F1. [ale dzale] 41514. 415.6

by the same token phr. [hamdS raz] 31.) 1 hleata

Scanning hints

Austria n, M2. [utaraish]

equipment n, ti irreg. [IkmIlgt],i; VLSI

attack n, M2. Ibrid]

movement, process n, t12. [bahir],)_4.4

continuous phr. [parla pose] 4.1.4

progress n, t12. Eparmakht6g1

for the sake of phr. [pa khat6r] j.LL1.

message n, t12. [paygh5m]

destroy der tr vb [takhribawq

1. We have put the headlines in bold face. The second brief doesn't have one.

2. Guess:

( #1)

(*2)

( #3)

S:,

2. In *3, there are several titles:
Palestine Liberation Organization

United Nations

General Secretary

Organization of African Unity

Signatory

Middle East

oll

9_.) LSI4.)

tab 1/4.11 i9

(British English!), t.5 j")1

L. z1.31

j_714

cji.4 j Ij . z
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Post-reading

ic.5z 4:; it 4-11 c'jt-1"*-:'

ic5Z j..7-0.1 rut,: 4.11

c5 L s5 ;a u4 4.a. s5 J14 ..)-4.13-

(54 41- JJ 47: k:k "
4J t..5.z131 v,. L J ; . o

L5-t, JLe.
.1

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. 4.5;1.11 in *1 is literally traveler carrying plane', i.e. a passenger plane.

2. j )... a in *1 is literally 'loss of head', i.e. casualty.

3.- The phrase ts5 AI in *2 translates most economically as "those inside".
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Answers to Post-reading Questions

Selection A.

(5 I a a 3 I a ce a .

91 ye. 4..t ; 47: J.; tile 4.! 4;44 . 4.151..* 45:-.<.A>

. s9.1_,A,). 45;13 45,JJ y.72. (.1 ss,75
4512:,

c) j j (5,4 .z it; z J.ZA tri.5

c.5

3 (D.4-7-4; 4-t 44 IS 4 j I 4.5..4. _41

J ,) I c) I I 49S .

S5Z `7""e..) .51 c.5.)17:.e..,-& SA-A 44 4.5 °

4 l ti (5.1s Ij I .c.; ji . 1<5 4 4.k (.55

a 41 le a a . V

Selection B.

47; ,c5..51.,11.1. oalj a a ja I (31..4 4:1 1.1÷ret .

c.5.,-1 orN SS5 41 1 z

sszs L5-4.4 ss-L.t. (IS3 1.'7'. (;;; I .

c..5.9.5

j a 4:jUi,4

ss5 tr-;- L-4 z crs5 . L.

L. (:M
titt-77. .1 I J

45j4 45-/z SS t." ti

(:)...11-.41 z

cl:.;1 4.. .o

(0)9.4.
a

4j 41": trql: L.:11 JI L5:0-, 31; 'tee 4j -11°. ( I . v

ue IJ 31
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Selection C.

l.L; .37; s57 (5-4<1

J Ly-JJ o L*...; I

z JJ9-"t =J- L7"-1.3

. 4; c)6...7..41

e
o 4.;..t.a 4w,S .

. e L.1

j 1 I o

4 4:j 1..7...; LLi I 4.J L., j1 . T

. o .Z

1 L I

(:)1.,L; t-:; Z-Lt. JJ; 4.") 1A-i I ae. cd . o

47 4.: 4:I c)L.,v3 J.); ,:r1:-.1-;j1
(5.4 j cr9S.

_,.** 91.11. j L.;$ J L Ur.i I .

. ss.e.).5 L U..; I 4J 4.1.

Selection D.

tr-L JI j.)-4s4 z cr..» cap» . 1

. 441 j I j 44 .z

4-1 4: ...(*) 4-,t 6,7 Si 4_t / (j' Is .

(5e. L5-e. r. I J7'....?-1 9-41 r z jjj Iz 4.; 0.1...1 4J j..4" .

4.;u16 1L).5 Vj 4.*.; Lyt,,

z 114

4'; IJ c:/:' 4.5 l k LL)S LAI . 0

04, 4.; j,.0 (1.5,.5 o, 1.4.:.; I la

21,ET C77 trUi311

75
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S6e. J,75

Selection E.

c.5 ,7 lj) 4.:,e .

ssi z .p.11 ss.re . A

s LI I s Q rb i ' c.r..:' s .

. c s I rut..., 4.7, r..e. LJ 19 u-'-
cs9-" I r. ;Is s 4..; 4J I

(51.4 Cr-i" z tIs5 1 .3- " \'

(1.5)

(.5-.);' J.7; fa» 3.) 4 4 JJ z

AI
L5z1.3l s . 0

j1.0) 3 s

475..41 4J I s 4195 s I .

tT5,r5i

From the joke book:

1

L .

4-4:, 4:3 _,5 691'.

45 L (5..LZ Jae. 4.:XL

Cji Ij isj c5' Lit

J.5 4.1. I.

/..)'5

4.; : 45... I s

s 44)1 s L.- 411. s s I s L

find smp. tr. vb. [kat-1 finally

rental adj 4. [krayil j.5

except for [la na ?alwa1 ...

s JL
: 45.,s I, .J J L s

-c.5.1 Li-7S J.J.-C

phr. [pa akh6r ke]

all adj 4. Barna-mil 0... La;

thief n, M1. [ghall Jr
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Unit 3: Stories

Introduction

Modern Pashto short stories reflect a long oral tradition which includes the
Inak611,..g.; and the Eqis61 4....5. nakals are longish fairy tales and romances, told either

within the family to pass a winter evening, or among men in the hujra by professional
story-tellers or at least by some talented story-teller in the neighborhood. nakals
told in the hujra include songs, and are frequently accompanied with music from the
rabob. The stories are either fairy tales, some borrowed from Persian or Arabic, or
romances. Some of the more famous Pashtun romances are Adam Durkhanay, llomin
Shirinay, Zarif Khan ffebay, and Delay aw Shahay from the Afghanistan/Pakistan border
area. In addition to the central plots, romances like these usually contain references to
uniquely Pashtun customs; they, and their modern counterparts, can provide wonderfully
clear insights into Pashtun ideal values and behaviors, as well as spin a terrific yarn.

In contrast to the nakal, qrse are anecdotes and jokes: Mullah Nasruddin stories
are perfect examples of traditional case, and qise are used throughout this reader as
fillers.

The nakal and qisa comfortably made the shift to print. There are very few
Pashto dramas or novels, either modern or traditional. But collections of Pashto qise
and nakals are easily found, and the nakal 's modern counterparts lamp arse (a direct
translation of the Western term short story ) appear regularly in newspapers,
journals, and collections. After the communist coup in 1979, most of the Afghan
intellectuals and writers fled to Peshawar, where they regrouped and continued their
writing. In that circle, the landa qisa has effectively replaced the adabi parcha as the
vehicle for descriptive prose.

A modern Pashto lamp qisa is either a narrative with a strong central plot, or a
descriptive piece patterned after such western short stories as Crane's The Open Boat:
In Intermediate Pashto , Munshi Ahmad Jan's Badal in Unit 25 exemplifies the former,
and Tegey's Jar Worbal in Unit 28 exemplifies the latter. A particular story, of course,
can include both elements; much of the description the original Bade! was deleted in the
interests of space and reducing the vocabulary load.

Of course, there are well-told and ill-told stories. From the Pashto learner's
point of view, it would appear that (vocabulary problems aside) the better the quality of
the Pashto, the easier it is for the non-Pashtun to understand the story.

In this Unit, Selection B, Munshi Ahmad Jan's 4.5.;1.1. ja r.zi, is one of the nakal

mentioned above, rewritten in short story form. The other three selections are examples
of narrative lamp qi-se.

'7 7
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Selection A

J..) Z 4:r 1 4J 4..5 a _41 )t.:N. I 4.1 j.k

0 J L4-5
42. 4J-2 J 4-1 (i 4-5'1 j J J7."

if <
J

Z

J-t" j-:"; C7'14t." - t
IA_ LL (51:: '411"; 44 4.a c57-w J- L.5-j

c5 4:; rt..ia I Z J. 4.7e) o Z J1 (.5..t.r

c5.).1 zj j I u1.5 4J e a 1 j 1 41 a...4 4.: cj 0.4 j

91 e 4L.1..: J.; 41.. 75 J .fir .9I 4.1 J

ol: fly 4:, -1 a...« oae.,J1J 1 Z t
4-1-5-1-th z .5) z -75

S 4-I 41;4- 1-t 41 J.,4;
,42 j j1 e (9:;s

4.z.1 ds (.5 .1...f. L. L.; c5 j..t, 4.. L

4. .?" J3- (54.' J-"" c*.A:' 04 J1-11 41 c,5

S' S ° J-44 c5 p: .,7"-At 41-.9-/ J1 ..)-

ip..5 y

(:)1" " 9 I J't J jj CA" Le -)LL! (.54 5 z 1L;' z

J.: _1 4-/ `Le. J.91 41 i3z c..5-":" 4.;.A

4.1 o> 1S 0.4...24 ty, l.. I:, j I 4:.; ji Ij z

4.4 L.4. 4a

Ls L5j Lt.; t. ° J 415

-11 J..1 J (31: J.)" 'J cr.r4 J1C-

i)t.e 4.7; Z of u e Z

Z c 0Ai 41 "4L..a La. Z u U. Z J1 614 ji oLLie
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Co. .Z r ji croto o 7j _t.1LO 4C3 L jlj
c5,/ /

of c.5 c5,)_!_)_t;'. Li c.5 U 4<-1 c'JLe

4.A.11 j ift..175 '4.1$ 1. 42, c

0 3 4.5 .5 l C L (5.1 I 0.1..a 1 _re z 4 L j
c5..p.e. r. J Jo. J.J ,z (.3 in; 4:1 c531..".e.

C-4-42 J 4-1 LeLl; JI &U J4. (5 J, a-L. J..

. e j J ,i I

Pre-reading

Background

This story was published in Kabul magazine in 1958, when Ulfat was head of the
Pashto Academy. It is a simple narrative about one Pashtun's conflict between melma
palana and badal , and how he dealt with it.

A Pashtun in a position to take badal has three viable options: he can take
revenge immediately; he can postpone revenge; or he can publicly forgive his enemy. A
Pashtun who has offered refuge and hospitality to a stranger has no viable options other
than to protect his guest.

Key vocabulary

fight n, F1. Eshkh6cal

win der. int .vb. [ghalib6g-I -..."1,1.1 La

grief n, 112. [gham] rt.0

assassin n, 111. (c0t611 ei
be convinced phr. [One k6g-1

slit smp. irreg. tr. vb. -154 [ag] .1)1.5

difficult, expensive adj 1. [grgn] ..j1

contradictory adj 1. [mutazSc11

block the way phr. [makha niw=1-)t.;

fear n., F1. [w6ra]

u0

trustworthy adj 4. [bawark$

forgive smp. tr. vb. [bakhsh=]-4:,,;

cover, refuge phr. [pang] oly,

debtorn, 113. [poraw61:ay]

alone phr. [payaw6 sari

taunt n, 112. Epegh6r)

bear phr. [teleran] kaw-]

accept phr. [razi (.5.411.)

surrender smp. tr. vb. [spar=] -.A.r.
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Scanning hints

Unit 3: Stories 72

1. This story is a straightforward narrative, with occasional breaks to explain various
Pashtun behaviors and values. The main characters are Tamas Khan, an Afridi, and
Banaris Khan and Mir Akbar Khan, Momands.

2. Commas are frequently used in place of periods. c5.33 is consistently spelled as

3. Synonyms:

and j..5.1 and j and J.5li

4. The course of action in the story frequently hangs on the meaning of a conjunction or
conjunctive phrase. Review:

however since ti
then for this reason, therefore, so 45..;.

since, because 415 J.&
V

although re4s 421 4L5

if, even if 45

Post-reading

- & 4:10.1; 41.e. j...; I lz

4J j.;I 15 z .Y

4:.** La. jc5 9

(5 U. r. j z L. LI z .

ALL, 0.).5 r J.e. J.1. J I J.; J.:s. . 0

c5..t5

J.., 4.J IS ti j z L; .

L; 44.1 _01.1 (:). L. 41 v

S
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The story is set in the border region between Afghanistan and Pakistan, and travel
there has always been dangerous. The implication is that Tamas Khan was unconcerned
because he had great faith in his rifle and his ability. Rifles vary greatly in both beauty
and function, the lesser of them with a tendency to jam and not eject used cartridges;
Tamas Khan's rifle was apparently a good one.

2. 1,1j.. .1 is literally 'with the price of (one's) head'. A close English idiom is

something like 'give one's right arm for' or 'give an eyetooth for'.

3. (51.5 is a phrase, literally 'village and farm', which refers to a village and the

area around it, i.e. places where you're likely to run into someone.

4. 0_ csi = something like 'his voice rang out'. is a

direct quote.

5. ol.:1 is the formal request for sanctuary that no Pashtun can refuse.

6. 411.. 4.1: the people giving refuge must protect their guest with their manpower

and their property, i.e. they must go to any length to protect him, even if he is an evil
man.

7. is to put something or someone under someone's surveillance and safekeeping.

8. 4.7.16 15.7;_i.,* 4J i.e. the men who were chasing Tamas Khb-n.

9. ... S,13 5,3 is a direct quote.

10. To do something 0.-V 41, or literally "with big hand", is to do it intentionally or

resolutely.

11. LJ..1 is 'death. An someone whose fate has decreed that it is his moment

to die. A parallel English idiom is 'one whose time has come'.

12. The phrase 07. t.5.)3 is parallel to our 'orphan', 'widow' or 'widower', and can be

extended with other relatives. alsoalso has the feminine form
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13. The phrase .7-2 .y.L translates best as something like 'heart-rending' or

'agonizing'. Literally, both words mean something like 'strange', and also means

'poor'.

14. -_,S is literally to make one's heart cold, i.e. to satisfy oneself. In this case,

the satisfaction would come with the killing.

15. ... : to stop in someone's face is to come to someone's mind.

16. ji L513 j tS 4., (.5 J.4. J.; L5.5:1J vo 1 1..1/4 vLa cJ,,L. LI tY oz 4.4

o z LI. (5-4. j; c5 L. 3

47.1 4; L 41. Le.a. eZa J1 eJ 4.; 1 4.1.5 L 4 L. (..5.1 ti Lrij I L5 I Lit j

L5

is a direct quote. The price that Mir Akbar KhM is referring to is the grief that some
other son's family would heap on him for having protected Tamas Khan.

17. Spa, is always singular, but the Z.J.1., can consist of more than one. A

guarantees safe passage. The term also means 'chaperone'.

:

4,

0.).64 J." o. J"""am cist

watering-place, trysting place n, t1 irreg.. [gudar]

thunder, catastrophe n, 112. [tak61]

little sister phr.

L
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Selection B

Szjj si L. j.) ,mLIIJ4.011
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8 4
BEST cry AVAILABLE
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e -Le .)1.5-+

j 1.1.40 j j.e.

(.51 994 L5-4
a 91 -4.."-C

33 3j. Le.

J3 3 cr.* 4...5 (.5.S.11; j 15J1S
45.,;. 45.7

..5-13 °J3)) 9I 45:".15 ra .19.5

.9 (.19,;1

I ..pzu sst. J I .1 Y, L5

0,4.3 91 klto j.t.s 4; « ,c5.$13 j »

_tat-- ". J.-- ye. Ji « ssr7-1.))

crs--. '7'13 z L593

4.,« 1re z 91 (54-7:1 s5-4-5

° 9 K:'995 "3 91 cs19-1 &)1:" 17."1

3 eISI" rfS J.' L5 41 S5t C5 3 S5 3

Pre-reading

Background

This story appeared in the July-August, 1991 issue of Spedey ("Dawn") a bi-
monthly literary journal in Pashto and Dari published in Peshawar by Pesarlay, a famous
Pashtun poet and writer from Kunduz. Spedey is a literary journal it's a good source
for modern short stories and as such is not particularly political in nature. Its
writings reflect, however, generally anti-communist, pro-independence point of view of
the intellectual Afghan community.

This story takes place during the communist regime in Afghanistan, and assumes
1) that the reader is familiar with Kabul,
2) that the hill behind Ali Abad Hospital is a poor area, and
3) that history teachers in the city (which was, of course, under the control of the
communist government) were obliged to teach "historical materialism", i.e. the
communist brand of history.
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Key vocabulary

promise n, Fl. [zhm6na] 41..3

fatigue n, F3. [stacyS1 L 7-.,

thought n, 112. [such]

slogan n, 112. [she76rl

instruction n, Fl. Now6nal C,

helpless adj 1. Daj6z13.1%.LA

Karakol phr. Nara qol6y1

tension, n, 112. [kat- kech] er.5.75

refugee camp n, 112. ikampi

shortcoming n, 112. [kam6xt]

expense n, 112, [lag6xtl

reading, study n, 112. [lwast] yl

because phr. [la d6 che] sst

smile n, F3. [masks]

making fun n, Fl. [malancie]

peg, nail n, P12. [meykh]

incompetencen, F2. [nalayaq6y] ,t.571-70. .)11

build der. tr. vb. [wadanawl

Scanning hints

even phr. [an da che] 415...1. z 4:.)1

be bombed phr. [bambarl keg-] -.07,-5 jlt..1

unprepared phr. [be tayaril 41.51

inefficiency n, F2. [be kefayat6y] (1st

helpless adj 4. [be vrasa] a.,wj s5.1

give attention phr. [Om sat'] r.11

remind phr. [pa zr:6 0.1)3 ti

wide adj 1. [parakh1t1,4

base n, 112. Radawl

hurry n, F2. [chataki]

of mud adj 4. [khawrin] cr.!.

mason n, P11. [khatg6r1

mud n, F1. Usu. p1. [khata]

operate smp. tr. vb. [dzghalaw'q

fire phr. [dzawab warkaw-1

job, duty n, F 1. [danda]

dust n, Fl. [(Ara]

study n, Fl. [zda kr:al o o .1.3

1. The story is a straightforward narrative, from the point of view of one of the
students of the main character, Qadar Khan. The action takes place in Kabul, but shifts
in locale in the last paragraph.

2. The author uses quotation marks to set off names and nicknames.
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Postreading

j.rb 4:0* 0S.J .L.; o .

j J.+ 411.
45;

L. j J.. J.& LtiA..4 I (511,5

4:=4 j 4.; ..).Tio « isvZ:

Li...4.-e. 14 . U c.5

4 ))

Notes for Detailed Rereading

.1 0 ss....4..*

.o

.v

1. J,,I is literally 'throw one's leg over (a horse or bicycle)', i.e. to mount or get

on.

2. The Afghan unit of currency's of fical name is afghanay, but it was earlier also
called a rupee. The two terms have been used side by side, but the latter is dying out.

3. cj I (5".;.,1 ,'death notices' was a program on Kabul Radio which came on at 7 every

morning.

4. ,;_2 41 is literally with mixed voices'. All the students spoke up at once.

5. J.-C;zi yo+S j11. 4 is literally 'ran into his speech'. They interrupted him.

6. , literally 'do mud', has been extended in modern times to include masonry

(with fired bricks) and plastering. Originally, the term referred to the forming of walls
with mud. The soil around Kabul is clayey, and it is possible to form rough bricks from
mud. To construct a wall, a layer of mud or a row of mud bricks is laid, then left to dry
for a day. Another layer or row is laid on top of the first, and so on until the wall is the
desired height. (1,5

4rz1.
is very dirty work.

8 6
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7. The teacher's name is Qadar Khan. Students would ordinarily address him and refer
to him by that name.

8. «1.-4-3» c5j3 fly baa: is the real reason for Qadar KhEn's anxiety to finish the

room. From subsequent mention of the son it becomes clear that Qadar KhEn had promised
that the son could come to the city when the room was finished.

9. (54-2 I ,15.+.5 J.L.3 a s' at,,; : The picture of the

dead son in its frame has been put into a metal trunk for safekeeping.

10. The phrase (.53,1_1_14 ce.),1 indicates that the cchool is very poor, with undoubtedly

limited curricula and resources.

1 1. The last sentence of the story refocuses the attention of the reader, and must be
completely understood if the force of the story is to come through. Here it is, with
"standard" punctuation:

«10.).:J 1.4.j; L. tom» L »
4s-e.

IS 4 (pt. c.5 y?_,1. s5 9I

kpe y-4 (.A.;" 41/4.5-4- 4;, 4.13

.v-I.5z ..5-13 e.)3 &5:" .P5 41514-1' z r-11 JC;99.5

'9 (.1.91 ti
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Selection C
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Pre-reading

Background

This story is one of the famous Pashtun romances mentioned in the introduction,
retold by Munshi Ahmad Jan as part of his instruction in Pashto for British officers
stationed in the last century in the Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan. Almost
nothing is known of Ahmad Jan except that he was one of the teachers of the British
troops who wanted to learn Pashto, and that he was a superb story-teller. He collected
and rewrote the more famous romances and tales in the area (some are originally
Persian, some Pashto, and some Indian), and also apparently wrote some stories, for the
purpose of providing his students with something to read. (As we mentioned in the unit
introduction, an abridged version of one of his original stories is given in Unit 25,
Intermediate Pashto.)

It is evident from the texts that Ahmad Jan made an effort to include as many
Pashtun proverbs and songs as the text would allow, and that he successfully made an
effort to capture natural, spoken Pashto in print.

The stories of Munshi Ahmed Jan constitute some of the finest written examples
of Pashto folklore and the Pashtun style of story-telling, and are well worth reading.
They are collected in at least two volumes: v.S (.01.5..:, a 4.and a u.. have been

published in Peshawar, and are readily available.

Key vocabulary

bag of tricks n, 112. EpetrIrl jt.,tr/

board n, F 1. [takht6)4.7

strong adj 4. [takr:61 e....,'

performance n, Fl. [tamEsh6] 4.41.4;

trick n, 112. [chat] Jt
fiancee n, Fl. [chengh6la] 41A.L.t.

son of a khan. n, 114. EktAnzEd61 ez13..; LI.

midwife n, F4. [clay11 L5;1,1

be stationedphr. [der6 niw] -_ e j....! z

cart for bride n,F2. Riol6y1 45.1.13

guarantee phr. Ezam6 wahl -.A j , :z

blink n, 112. [reply

sigh n, 113. [asweylayl L.54 j-01

ash n, F1. [ir61 4_1.21

cockcrow n, 112. [bang] S; 11

power n, 112. [bram] r....e

face n, Fl. [bashr6] e j...;-:

arrange phr. [band ...tar.9 -i; ... J.Z.,

devil n, 1131 [butakay] (5_,-:

flute n, 112. [bin] ,.

snake charmer n, 111. [pare] j.,)17;

bed n, 112. [plang] SLILY

unfamiliar adj. 2. [pradaylc5.z j..;

stealthily phr. [pa ghlS gh16] :1../ )lc 41
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be defeated phr. (mate kawl L
ethic, religion n, 112. ImazhSIA 47.A

taste n, F1. [maa 03.4

illegitimate adj 4. [narawa]

signal phr. [n6xa naxanal

throw smp. tr. vb. [nust -] J.:,

be lost der. tr. vb. [wrakeg-]

beforehand phr. [wrunb6y]

awake adj. 1. [Mx] 04.).i

welcoming n, 113. [harkal6y] Lg

catch cold phr. [yakhni

certainty it 112. [yaqin] ci..4

Scanning hints

be freed der int vb. Erukhsat6g-1

passage n, 112. [raw gudar]

soon phr. [z6r tar z6ra1 ejj j
soul n, F3. [sal

that nightphr. [shp6 pa shpa] 4.;* 4-st-14

whistle phr. [shpelay wahq

good, use n, Fl. [xeg6ca1

frankly phr. [ghwat prek6ray]5A1,4 44e

grief n, t12. [gham) re

intention, desire n, 113. [ghungay]54:,..,-a

reproach tgila gutsa kawq-

make smoke phr. [lugay kawq

1. This is a romance, a story of unrequited love reminiscent of Romeo and Juliet or
Werther. The story takes place in Kuza Bazdara and Bara Bazdara, in Swat. The story is
a straightforward narration of events, unlike other versions which include songs and
other diversions characteristic of stories told orally. As might be expected, the
vocabulary is often from Pakistani Pashto, and many of the words and phrases are not
used extensively today (remember that Ahmad Jan was writing in the last century).

2. We have modernized only one spelling no longer in use, the spelling of the particle

which Ahmad Jan spelled as 1i. In our copy of the story, [dzl is spelled with ors i.e.

[wradzl [khedzl jra (dzal) [dzanl [dzayl

3. Characters in the story:
The heroine

Her father

Her fiance, then husband

The hero

His close friends

[durkhan6y/durkh61

[tawGs khanl t:Al.

[payaw khan]

[ad6m khanl

(mirayks and [bal6]

94
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His father

Tribesman of Hasan Khan

Mirmamay's son

[ hasan khan]

[mirmam6yimirmay] ic9AL_rt_.

[gujar khan] t:jt.&.

Post-reading

e)..3 l j I ei j9.1 .

"=191. 9-1-: 91 .1_)t-4. .

s5.1.1-1

c---?tai

. I .o

4.75 j774 .1

J=s Lt v

. 4.vre . A

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. 4;1; : If someone's eyes become sweet on you, he/she likes you.

2. .,1.3.1 'it takes two hands to clap', i.e. the feeling was mutual.

3. The is Adam Khan's father's guest house. Everyone clearly lived close enough

to one another for the guests to riave gotten home by that evening.

4. Jai j 4.7S is to play the rabob for a little while.
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5. G." : To be a slaughtered chicken to someone is to be at his beck

and call.

6. is a proverb roughly parallel to English's '...be a piece of cake.'

Khalasa is a place in Pakistan where it is apparently easy to make dal, a kind of cooked
mush of split wheat or corn kernels.

7. j,?.:. : to tie up one's waist is to arm oneself, or to get ready or prepare for

something.

8. jt.; jl; means 'stretched out' or 'sprawled' in this context; ordinarily it means

'separated', or 'thread by thread' which is the literal translation. This phrase is a very
strong description of Durkhanay's beauty.

9. =

10. The phrase ."3 refers to two of the symbols indicating vowels in texts used to

teach children to read the Koran (tashkil in Arabic). Here, it indicates that Adam KhEn
examined Durkhanay very thoroughly.

11. 4.; jj _ In other words, Durkhanay told him all about her

love for him.

12. jj,y tl is to clear one's throat, or to make clearing-throat sorts of noises.

13. J.. Lt. 4 ti;,j1 . is a phrase, literally 'not get bitten by a dog while

riding on a camel'. The whole sentence refers to Miray's warning them that they were
about to cause an uproar to embarrass themselves or to bring everyone's attention to
the fact that something strange like getting bitten by a dog when you're high up on a
camel was going on. Durkhanay's bed was undoubtedly close enough to the rest of her
family that she and Adam KhEn had to be very careful.

14. = my

15. Q.S It is not fitting for a son to talk about his romantic interests to his

father. AdEm KhEn was quite desperate.

16. atisz ts.4 .,:a Inc . )La )1-2 a ja.t. » Ahmad Jan threw in this proverb, which

translates straightforwardly.

8G
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17. ej3jjkj c A parallel English idiom is to go to someone hat in

hand.

18. (VI, J .%.4. 4 j1A3 .L.z.»: You can catch more flies with honey

than with vinegar.

19. bi 4.; .ail z : to be asleep in the ear of an elephant is to be caught

napping.

20. Jar,:, 4-2.3 = tell a story

21. «c95- ss 4.)1.1., 4. 4.; 41.1. .3

Adam Khgn was dying to see Durkhanay.

22. Jugis are, in English, Yogas.

is a proverb referring to the fact that

23. 1.,t»: Some were watching the snakes, and some were watching

the lovers. This is a proverb, but not one in wide use today.

24. jit:, is to become stationed, or to set up shop. The magicians and their

apprentices set up camp in the orchard, and used it as their headquarters. They would go
around the area giving shows, and return at night to the orchard.

25. j ayS `!:"
: i.e. Adam Kh5n's cold turned into pneumonia.

26. c5.3.4 Jam: friends and strangers

27. A 31.:.. is a pick like those used by guitar players. Acli-n KtAn played the rabob very

well.

9 7
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Selection D

c_Say
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,z......).5.2.. a ss.; Uo..).; a (.5.3 a 4..t 4.5J j; ..,1 Ii
J. J.

1_,:,.. _te I a

'J_,5..)., CUD I ,:.....a let a sslArl 4:41 j... ss.1..:,. a 4; s5.1 a Lc, :LI; I

Pre-reading

Background

Mir Mihdi Shah Mihdi is a journalist based in Peshawar, whose collected stories
have been published in a book called J. .54.,ea (Rainbow ). Many of the stories in the

collection have to do with revolutionary themes and occurrences: Mihdi was active in
politics, in particular in the revolutionary movement led by Khan Abdul Ghafar Khan, the
"Frontier Gandhi" who died in 1989. Abdul Ghafar Khan's party, called 5L-:_..1.:,. usial., or

"God's Volunteers", was essentially anti-British, but from its members' uniforms, which
were reddish-brown, they were thought to be communist. The movement also incurred
the antagonism of many because women were allowed and encouraged to attend its
rallies.

Key vocabulary

confirm der. tr. vb. Rasdiqaw.q -st.Le a.2'..;

gust n, Fl. [chaps] 47;1.

get dizzy phr. [chak6r khwar.*-1-,),,I. A.

contrary adj 4. [khel6f14-1:11.

extent n, 112. Mdl ...

beauty n, 112. Mirsunl cr.....

dignity, face n, F3. [NA l....

snore smp. int. vb. [kharaceg-] -.0.1),?_,

gravestone n, 113. [ts6lay] 0-Lt

concerning phr. Emutal6q1(3..6-:-.

spread out phr. EdEn6 w6nal 4:di 4.:,I

mind, consciousness n, 112. [z6hanIcreb :I

take off smp. tr. vb. trgkshq -41j

1C2

other side phr. [6khwa] 1 ..:1

graveyard n, Fl. [adiral ei_ z1

message n, F3. (et16] 0.11

testimony. n, 112. [IcirSr) ..)1,).31

ago adv. [agght.illS1

destiny n, 112. Eanj6m1 r.l.,:,1

revolutionary adj 1. Einqi1gbi1 ut =I
pillow n, 112. (tAlkhtl ....:-.:1-;

mustache n, 112. [bret] .-?...",

monster n, F3. [bGbal.1_,.;

run phr. [pgra keg-I _or.5 e j LI

bundle n, 113. [panc)uk6y] 4.5.5_,4.1/4

away from phr. [pa w6to kel 415-5 .1:0* i 41
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flame n, F1. [lamb6]

way of talking, dialect n, Fl. (lahajal 4.4

travel phr. [mazal kaw-9 j*,-
continuing adv. [musals611

travel phr. [maz61 kaw-1

unfortunate n, 111. [maz1Gml

meeting n, 112. [maiqSt.]

shrinekeeper n, M irreg. [manjaw6r]

journey n, 112. Imanz61]

focus on phr. [nakha kawq 4.+LN.

joke n, F1. Enakhraj

incident n, F1. Iwaqe251 40_31 j

fright n, 112. [hayb6t]

Scanning hints

behavior, approach n, Fl. Erawiy61 a,

leading adj 4. isarghan6]

chest n, Fl. [sin6]

suspicion, doubt n, 112. [shakl,L.L.t

stingy adj 1. [shuml

bury der. tr. vb. [xakhawL1

point out smp. tr. vb. [xudLl

listen phr. [ghwag gd-]

step n, 112. [qad6m1

bag n, F1. [katsocal

comb n, 112. [gurnSnzl

search phr. Elgs wahq (..71/

1 The story is told by a narrator, and starts with his hearing of the death of "crazy
Pazir". He describes Pazir's odd behavior and his terror of graves and graveyards. He
then describes Pazir's home life and his daughter. He then recounts the incident which
led to Pazir's fear of graves. Proper names in the story are

The heroine

Her father

The object of the shrine

[budr61 9j ..11

[lewar* pazir) 419;

[my -an rayhSn bab61

2. The story has been abridged: we have deleted descriptive and repetitive passages,
and some phrases that are grammatically awkward. Our deletions are indicated as usual
with three dots. Mihdi uses a series of dots as well for effect; they are represented
with five dots.

3. Our copy of the original story is hand-written, and contains a number of idiosyncratic
spellins and punctuation. Watch for commas which frequently occur at the ends of
sentences. The spellings of the various c5 sounds are more arbitrary than usual. We

have changed only one spelling the particle spelled ..41 has been modernized to

4. The writer often shifts into direct address when describing his characters' thoughts
and feelings.

Er
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Post-reading

J., 44'4 4"1! r.iY "Jt")

41). 4:* 419..t J 4.! J

.)_,'"?'o.
4-4 LIT: ; 4J . Ls ss ji . o

-'7mt

`11j 4-L 4; -)71.1;°

45_4 JJ-11

Notes for Detailed Rereading

.v

1. Mihdi's style is quite loose which unfortunately makes it difficult for non-native
speakers of Pashto to follow. Watch for unusual word order, for repeated connective
words like andand Y ; and for the same idea expressed twice. We have rewritten some

of the more obscure sentences and passages below.

2. There are several direct quotes in the description of Pazir's fear of graveyards. They
are:

ssik ...)71. ZI ti 1

ssi I, 4.A.A

3. ej ems, o j.e. ss.+5 j..11.1 a y L...1 o 1 11 L o 1.; jri
4'IsZ. 4'; t7: 4_,10 r.,-6- tt 4a A 'LI- 1-4

is, in more foreigner-friendly Pashto:
"AA I :310 j 4. r LS o L z (.0 JTJ

J Cri-r5

1 4;
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4. The phrase ,$.)j.e X51. .)5 translates, of course, as 'until death'; its idiomatic

meaning is 'never'.

5. 4. = the relative pronoun 4..t.

6. The phrase y n .14. is literally 'white-wearing man'. Here it means a

dignified man.

7. j ,Aa. .3: his expenses were low.

8. 4-kai j 4.5 4.;..61

4.0 j j I cr5 ro. joio.

r-te Ji
.3 - 3 4'" 41. (.5/ 4; >Ji 491

in more foreigner-friendly Pashto is:

tr.t. ei 4;I.,S Le..3 °J13 41"4 4." 47.°

j 4.t j.* ss.L.4 j.5 ezli 41.1 4J L5a sst

4-t z

I LI a c5,y5 t ezi

4..A.At - 4'1 J rjb 4r'jb

_1i `11

9. j jj.;, j a Lt. ,y a; 4; ssAk a: The girl of course wore her tsadar only when she

was up and about, so it was odd of her to keep it close to her while she slept. The name
Budro, by the way, is a diminutive; her real name was Budray. [-01 is a common
diminutive ending for girls' names, e.g. yjja in the previous story.

10. 1..1v...ie....LS j_41. 4-1 4, is a direct quote.,

11. ej s5.JjSJ : 4.:-, is literally 'address'. To discover the address of something is to

see behind it, i.e. to perceive the underlying cause.

12. The sentence , J1.1. r.. 4 ss.AA starts a digression on the state of

Budro's mind, which continues for a couple of paragraphs.

13. ._.(.51.5 4;1 j .1.1L, 1.; reef 3,1 III 4; ct5 a .3 ss5 ac tv 4.1 a J
Budro is talking to herself, about what God would think of her on Judgment Day.

14. j a: as if to remove her own doubts.

15. t. : j.1/4 3: on tiptoe

105
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16. e j 4.11 O.).* j j 41 43%10 LS LS .5.).e. AS.tJ
. 41 aS 3.1.1. pi j.I....... toy 45(.1 4,Ak 4; 4....1 tS

is, in more foreigner-friendly Pashto:

4-;" 41! I-5

ei 41J., J.) to t1.5 4.116tb 4; LS LS 41..t 44.S. at.

c5-1 15`" r--,s 4

17. 4.1 4.-4; 4; The figure had a handlebar moustache, and

while they were looking he gave the left side of it a twist downward..

18. Ls..4.I.) L.. 1.15 la: is a direct quote: Pazir is thinking to

himself. In this phrase 4J = 4:.

19. y-1;V literally 'under the barrel of (one's) gun', i.e. in one's sights.

20. J. ya;V j.a.-e, a: literally, 'crush dal under one's feet'; idiomatically, to crush

or step on; here, Pazir's honor is being breached.

21. . a : the chest of the shadowy figure with the moustache. The omission

is Mihdi's, for reasons which will become clear in the next paragraph.

22. [way] '.5.3 is the sound one makes when he/she is badly wounded or hurt.

23. 4.; 6.4.1e : Here is the 'address' again. Pazir couldn't figure out what was

going on Budro was nowhere to be seen.

24. Lest you miss out on the climax of the story, here is the whole last paragraph
rewritten in more friendly Pashto:

4..41

Li-7'Si I (.$1.5 f '17j. I (.95-, 4-1/4 ssa:...te

4;° ss-LA J.! s5.71. -Le " j_1:))
case' 4 6.1.4" J (.7 7 1 e.J.5

4J 3 j 4.; 0..1 ti S :1 J.0 4..z. 411 4.7t I-' 4.) I I 4.7.4...0

j.ov.t Jco 4.1 ja.a1.5 4.olZ jj.0 4.; Ij 4.; I z 4. t 3 :II!

s5:1 lb j.; a 4.1. 411 I J.; I z

. jS3 j 1-1,. I z z z C s5.1 IL I

10G
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Selection A.

z c5).J_I

Answers to Unit 3 Exercises
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c $ ..2) 71 ..)74..; 4J 1. ji j . . . . i 4.1 y.)..;, a.; i LI. J.'S

,:_.. j_,..::..j j 4.P...1 4..: j :1. z ,:, 11. v.. .)1.:; ./ `,1; 0.., L.. L; .1

0.w4.." 0 _OA 4; ciLl. Q.A. L.:.; ...A., :1.1.. v......0.....; .z . V

,,, j 4c.; 1.5j I J.'S J rJ L.« j I c........,...2 ,..) l.: 0.., L,1 . A

Selection B.
4..., e j..a .5 1...t ..,:.; ,D.,.z..ajj LIT (.5.J..c J....15 . ...)."5 ,.. jl.:, j zU ,z . i,

J tpJ

4.:_t. ,:z.4-7,.., ..,:, J.., sll z j I ss....I 4:...tj (.15?i z 4.._;.' ,.s..1_ u.t.i e.,:i

- s9-1 .p..):;J ssiz.: sst.i -' 4-:

4..W.A 'tti Ja-i'db.,1-1 c)1ZP-4.6 .t... ,stO jitla 4 r cA:, ,zu .. .1'

(55;..,..,-+ J-4 _1..)-+ J 4.... ss j ,rsz; 1.;.,
4

...t tl.... . j.,J.!,-. .4.:; c, 1...,...._.. I CIS . t

i4_7.4 _,:c. -, 4:.; .....-_; .1 j...stl. a ))

0 a . . . . . ,,.. 0 4 . . % , A ...: a jj.i a ti54.-**. )) . 0

*J)-5.-, -1 (.9-."5 4")
0.11j3 .1 4=111....'; 4; sgii...... j I 0 %.1.7.t .5 .p...I..) 4.t. ss,Z1. . 1

- c.5 z L5-4.. 1 ss
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Selection C.

(..54-P; (.14.1(-6 o y (TS.) z ss5

)..3 jicj. ,3 L

_1 (:)1-:' i" I '1 ,I 1)-4'

(;7 4. 0 ,&l.1...)z

'L;N J-7+ ye. 4 LsALAJt-. fc-" I

: t.."5 ..01 .0

e _)-4* 41 IT! .

ss; cAl..

t:,1 jt..2 tis' j_ts . v

(:) H 41Jc 4JJ ) _II j.to j.1.1) 4,:j1.1., I . A

Selection D.

Le' s$7: 4-t 4'1,C

4-1'; 46. " La L' t:16`e.

c U. U.4../ c..5 U. 4

. .74

4'5'1 4.4 -re 1;* .

s5-4-44 41' `11 r

" Gi-?.../j 4; .

(( t i nS .5 U.
c . . 5 . 7 - 0 / 4-4'4

LI. j j Lklb s5 J.;

c5.1.;*1

,)V 42; _1; r-J33 o ."-4

J JI '1 4" I

s

J-;-1. J1 of J1-1 JJ-1-2

:11

10

.0

.v
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Unit 4: Poetry

Introduction

The Pashtun tradition of written poetry dates back before Khoshal Khan Khattak
historical accounts of the Pashtuns mention poetry in the language as long ago as the 9th
or 10th century A.D. The written tradition has coexisted with a (probably) longer
tradition of Pashto oral folk poetry, which has its own rules of rhyme and meter. Both
oral and written traditions are evident in modern Pashto poetry, as are very recent
influences from western poetry.

Until very, very recently, to be an intellectual or even to be literate was to be
a poet. The folklorist James Darmesteter, writing in the nineteenth century, summed the
poetlintellectual up as follows (his bias can be attributed to his enthusiasm for folk
poetry):

'...the Sha-ir is the literary poet, who can read, who knows Hafiz and Saadi, who
writes Afghan Ghazals on the Persian model, who has composed a Divan. Every educated
man is a Sha-ir, , though, if he be a man of good taste, he will not assume the title;
writing Ghazal was one of the accomplishments of the old Afghan chiefs. Hafiz Rahmat,
the great Rohilla captain, Ahmed Shah, the founder of the Durani empire, had written
Divans, were "Divan people," Ahli Divan, as the expression runs. The Sha-ir may be a
clever writer, he may be a fine writer ...'

Poets, as intellectuals, have been involved in the emergence of modern public life
in Afghanistan, and for a long time were considered authorities on all subjects, including
politics and government, by virtue of their erudition. The educated man not only had a
store of poetry memorized, but also wrote poetry of his own. Before the forties, an
appropriate poetic quotation constituted a logical argument for or against a point; even
now, many Pashtun intellectuals have a store of memorized poetry their own or others'

that they draw on for pleasure or to enhance their speech and writing.
In the sixties and seventies, as more and more Afghans were sent abroad for

education, and as higher education developed in Afghanistan, the position of poetry and
the poet in the society has become less central. Even so, poetry is still frequently the
medium for expression of views on political and social subjects.

The most common form of Pashto poetry is the ghazal , of which there are
examples in this unit. Poetic forms also include the rubai, the qasida , and thekata. The
rubai is described in Selection A. A kata is exactly like a ghazal except that the first
line does not rhyme; and a qasida is a longer poem (it might have as many as fifty or
more lines) structured like the ghazal.

The selections in the unit are grouped by author, rather than by piece. Each poem
is rephrased in prose, first to help you understand the poem, and second to show you the
difference between ordinary and poetic language.
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Selection A

5,5).Z_,5 4=i L

Jas ri

4-' 9 ° -Pi I j";6r1

Z :) "A j o ...yAt

z z e .51.5 1.

L5U c.5z ke
c.5.. 4.:J LA..-*

Pre-reading
Background

. T

This poem appears on page 167 of ji.A...t1 , a collection of Ulfat's poetry

published by the Pashto Academy in 1955.
The verses in this poem are of a form close to the frub5211 The term's

plural, j is familiar to western readers in the title The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

. A rubel consists of four half-lines, each of which is the same number of syllables;
the first, second and fourth half-lines rhyme. Here is the most famous (to westerners)
of Omar Khayyam's rubai , from the fourth edition of Edward FitzGerald's translation
(1879). Note that the translation preserves the structure of the original and at the same
manages English iambic pentameter:

A Book of Verses underneath the Bough
A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread and Thou

Beside me singing in the Wilderness
Oh, Wilderness were Paradise enow!
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In this poem of Ulfat's, the form deviates from that of the standard Pashto rubai
in that each half-line has twelve syllables (standard Pashto rubai 's have ten or eleven) ,
and in that the two verses are related (in standard rubai 's, the verses stand alone). The
poem is on one of Omar Khayyam's themes, that the attributes of life and love are to be
found in inanimate objects.

Key vocabulary

shard, piece of clay n, 113. [kawd6cag]

shallows n, 112. [gud6r1

in short phr. [l and ba0n1

broken adj 1. [mat]

Scanning hints

story n, 112. [n-stSn] z

atom n, Fl. [zar-a] 4.31

obvious, clear adj 1. [ aySn]

potter n, P11. [ku1611p.5

1. Identify the rhyme scheme and the syllable structure of the verses.

2. Here is a prose version, with normal word order and deleted words restored:

(r-i)c5,5 J=1-5 LJJ
43 (15..4 4;0 .1 3 Oil! 4..ij .

c5 ( ) I ti L51-41:

uc z e jab ( ) T

ift..1% b j... L.J 1.4 I

ssz

z c

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. A ).ziS is basically a shallow place in a river or creek where people can wade

across. As such, it is a place where water jars can be filled, and as water carrying is a
woman's job, the village is also the place where women gather. And where a lover

goes to catch a glimpse of or maybe a few words with his beloved.

2. A (55.:_. is a tall (two or three feet) clay jar with shoulders and a narrow neck with a

handle. It can be slung over the back by its handle so that its weight is carried on the
girl's shoulder.

3. The phrase ..t.d translates literally as 'short statement'.
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0,3 (.5J1J:s. JI cis-: .1

ej vim. 4aat 4.s j I*111.1 4:1

J'At ( tj h I I 4Le4"

L (5-+S .t5 ti 45-4 J-7-5 4;.

Pre-reading
Background

This short poem, also close in form to a traditional rubai , describes a simple
village incident. Something unusual that happens in a village is a source of excitement
for the children. The poem appears on page 184 of JUL! oj .

Key vocabulary.]

liveliness, din n, F2. [mastil

child n, 113. [wockay]

suddenly phr. [yaw nEts5pal

Scanning hints

laughter n, F3. [khandS]

silence n, 112. [suktit]

quiet n, F2. [qargrIlL5_)1

1. Identify the rhymes and syllable structure, and the way in which the poem deviates
from the standard rubai structure.

2. Here is a prose version of the last two half-lines, with normal word order:

Ls".)t-i. leb.1.5 411-Lb 9Ts.

ss-÷S 911.5 47! ss J-7

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The word (.5.5o» is the diminutive of the usual word for 'child', , which is the

adjective meaning 'small' used as a noun. Forms from other dialects are [war:akayl (55"

and Iwar;Gkay] L.5.54 jj.

2. The term (.4.:,,t.J carries a connotation of divine madness: a is is not bound by

ordinary considerations, but is free to act as his inner spirit dictates.
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4,;.5.., .)1....... I s9.;_,..k z r. le 4,6.! 4-4 (.5. .44.-.4...;

,..e,..

ri...3...4

L5 i.A.J..., eit 3 y...:4 ,L.... I ,...1 4.; '5....4 .) Lt..; . I'

4.4.., :) I .5..)-S12.' 4.Z-li 1. e.e, I9 4.:,14.mr i .5

A -, %i.1.4 ,1 cj Lea J A.I.j...LL Lb; 1.3 . L

`LISJ (:)1j.) s---1 (.i_)1 91 (jJ1 4;3. L3

1..."5 01_,J 1..--; .)-.b 43 k.5 -LI L .,:; 1:4-.-: 15 41 . 0

4,S., ..il J.7....* vl..:-4 yit z Lk.; j_)_N,..;

r..).1; 4.1.4 .t.t. 4 1....,, 1 ci ri.-5.:. ........e. 1...<2. .1

c., I _tf_..4 ss..)...4. 4:11-; ..) ..... V ...I L. 3

t....5..41..) ,:...,...) J..; 4.z.. o j 1 .1.;,_$. 3 I o.).4 i ,. J b j.... . v

.S-, C)137'..11 .9113 (5- ss-i-S _)1' LS.); 47:

(.5-,5 L.S1J'i .)Ci `t,-.' (54 4-'t-4. i-1<-4' "I . A

44) C..)Lst.".1-,-;' L c...114.1-)1 (.54. j!-,-, " 4t
..)93 47; .1...4-4J Z (° ..?-' t:l' 11; 41:1 -7N":1 LL Z .

4,'Sj ..j1.A Lt..zt .),,.... I
4
g..+.5 4.:,4. , ...., L I

4 j 1 J.3 LA s L5 .1 c7..., .z.....) 14 1 ."-e, 1.74J z . 1

4.49 Cif-) t-4.4-,-4 ."? 4 (5 1"r-1 4 I Z9-'4 (j-st-a Z

4:: c..5.?"`t ..5..1-1 6.3 ri---5 1.°.)-. 1 (57 ,.-:- JI (.3.4 z . 1 t

eS_, cji.,-.. 4-ki° t..5.15 `1:.ii (15:414-.* crs: Att '1j..t4

1 bltle 4.4 (a)11.'''''', .: -,".° e.it 4 J1-4-. 4-....
. 1 V

s

44) . Ls..:, I 4.; c...t.

1 Lt)
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Pre-reading

Background

This poem (page 50 of j1..,1 ejIL) is a [ghazal] Ljya, which has the following

characteristics:
there are usually from seven to fourteen lines (n, t12. [baytl.z..t.e)

each line consists of two half-lines (n, F1. Imisr6]

each line must have the same syllable number as the first (n, F3. [matla]

the half-lines of the first line must rhyme; the second half-line of each line
thereafter must rhyme with the first line.

This poem is a celebration of the human spirit, expressed in a series of meta-
phors. Ulf at wrote this poem under the same constraints that hindered free expression
in the adabi parche (see Unit 1). The various mentions of sky are deliberately ambiguous

they can refer either literally to sky and space, or they can be interpreted as referring
to God. The writer could get away with talking about the sky he could always argue
that the censor misunderstood, and that he really was talking about the sky and space
whereas any mention of God in other than worshipful terms would get him in trouble.

Key vocabulary

melancholy thought n, F3. [sawa] la

complaint n, 112.

candle n, F1. (sharnal

shah of shahs n, 111. ishahensh61

sky 17, 112. [fal644:11..i

power, God, nature 17, 112. [qudr6t14,:a

stone n, F 1. [gala] 4,'S

grow up der. int. vb. [loyeg-]

differing, various adj 1. [inukhtalin

angels n, P1 irreg. Pl. [mal5y6k1.J.1:1,4

painting n, P12. [naqsh]

imprisoned adj 1. [asirtn...41

hint n, P12. [Ishrat]

power n, P12. [ pitidSr]

hanging adj 4. Eawez6n1 .)1

ocean n, 112. [baNd

moth n, P11. [patang]

sad adj 1. [peresh5n] cjLt..-

subject n, F irreg. [t5b6?[

throne n, P12. [takhtl

body, matter 17, 112. [j6sam1r....,.

curls n, F1. Alw. pl. (zi'llfel ss1,13
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1. Identify the rhyme scheme and syllable structure.

2. The poem is grammatically a series of commands, structurally parallel to English
sentences like 'Consider me (to be) a lover of poetry'.

3. The poem is in first person; '03' is humanity, or man.

4. Here is a prose version, with ordinary word order, punctuation, and elided words
restored:

418.1.5j ..) LAI I y00 fell! s5:1 ja:. 5 : 41 ."..! 4.4 (.5. __
/.....j s5...4 1 JA. 4,..; , 1...4 ,............., l.'. :.... ..:,,L' .k.;, J,.:.:c ( J 1 ) Jjj 1.,:,. z . Y

.4.:Si (:)1.4.1.1... L. , (c z) c..i l (.5... 4_,. 1..; 1J...,_, LJ J;

(5 0.4 0 J.e. .,) sr: C ,:, L.....,1 41 t rbl..t 4; s5.4..g o J L,::. ( 4...,, ) . T

. 4$j (:).Z.).n../ ss.... 4.:..1.osi. 0,;19 t.:A.... I ,.)

4; ;<.; j ... -, I 4; ..,.. .-;.; at;1 c) 1.1.., z I z . t

J J yz1 J1 91 (.3.5:1 ti 1.3
.0

4 t..) %II'. c..5 s$97'. (54 9.1=-:

41. 4; 4.1 c e.-; . 1

4..) IJ.L)S 41ii > .t.d y 4.1 L3

e

c)(3-7.'il (3.- s5-4S

(51.,1 J-5.1 I cilo 4t. 4:. r J-154
') Ult.,-;* (:) J 415 )

4;

.n

cAlbuz-et. I ss-4-5 .3t7:1 z

L5z z 1.

44_, y-4-5 Cil..,0-4-+.16 _JO

115
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4.1 of 41

4

LS.9..1 c...59-1 ss4-5 r_9-'.

4-'-gb .1-;.9.s.3

L,5:-:-. 9)

at-
(3t:*

-11.91

.11

9 (.)1 .9-4-a. c.5.95 s.4-. ssl

o 1J-:,7 &Lt.f e9.4 J.! ( at. ) 0j.e. .,) jl..... .1 . ITj..t. .)

. 4,:S' t: 1... S.:-'1/4 (.5,4 c4.4-1« (15.e ,I Z

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. c5.1 (.5... in line 4 is 143.

2. c54:,.. $).., in line 10 is a phrase meaning the length one can run in one burst of

energy.

3. In line 12, the phrase ,:)1.11.A y.)-_,..1 translates roughly as 'torn placket'. If you punish

or threaten someone, you grab him by the placket of his shirt. (Remember that
traditional Pashtun shirts/tunics are collarless, with a hole for the head and a hemmed
slit down the front.) Someone with a torn placket is someone who has been insulted.

4. In line 18, the Ayaz referred to is a (male) slave Ayaz, whom the Shahenshah a king
allowed to give him orders.

5. The Layla mentioned in line 19 can be any girl.

11' 6
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Lsz

108

47.4-1
l...

4s-...1
J . 1

cAte is L.%

j j e1.w Lam.. ov) I..a ti j1.111 . T

c5-3 4.) c.SJ

c5.1 L:-a (- ..5 41 4:1 ,}":

L"0 c5 a"1 471P. a".° 15 L5 I 4 4.".41:*

(:)14_,J ss- tA Cr:4-4

L5-4 4-4-t (-11' 1- sse.

c.5 ss- J-515

JJ) J.," L5-4 6391

c.51 Ld4

JS

4.; trsS trivL".:

cs,z (-4 c5 47!

, < 0..13 4.1 . A

at) 4.1) I .1.i 3 L e z

(.; 191 I, I c5i

S a ci .17.; 4.zi4 L

.0

.1

.39 4" OA (.5: 1.1 J 4"5

c5 -t crizi (.5- 45-45 ssz 4;,

Background

Pre reading

In this ghazal , Ulfat dreams, then interprets his dream: thoughts of love the

dream are interwoven with social and political commentary the interpretation.
Our copy of the poem is on p. 203 of
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Key vocabulary

hunter n, P11. [saySdl

flood n, 112. Rof6n)c)1..12.

oppressor n, P11. (f616m1 r1 Lb

cage n, 11 irreg. Naf6s1 crja

crow n, M 1 . [ledrgh61 4.1.)15

bangs n, P12. [ka"kw611

garden n, P12. [gwalist6n]

beloved n, F3. ImafibubS1

lead rope n, P12. [mahSr] iv*

hair growing around face [worball tit

wreath, garland n, 112. ,)lm

Scanning hints

put into der. tr. vb. [isEraw-q

gardener n, P11. [bEghbSnl

blocked, censored adj 4. [bandf1c5x.e

nose n, F 1. [p6za]

nose ring n, M1. [pezw5n]

appearder.int. vb. [fiuzureg-]

various adj 4. [ts6ranga]

snare, trap n, P12. [dSm]

rival n, 111. Eraq1b)

bright adj 1. [rox6n]

flourishing adj 1. [sams6r]

1. Identify the syllable structure and rhyme structure of the poem.

2. In the first six lines, Ulfat alternates statements about his dream with statements
about his interpretation of it. Then, in the last four lines, he shifts gears, and his
comments (and vocabulary) are similar to those in his essay in Unit 1.

2. Prose version, with punctuation and elided words restored:

z ss.4 Lore i 4,I

. eil) La 411

j ss. I z

L5-1 ss-±51 c71 1:4 4;

S' -Ltd c.:)(1-1 11 c.5.3

t) vLw'-' t_. L )

45,..tr. It 4,1 (.5 (15....41 I )

-Lsz s5-: j_51s (L)

0-41:- 63..4 Jir "12%4 _1 J-'"

Ss''
.'

.r

L. .0
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inAdb )1 (195 (5;1/4 e

csz L
z 4.1 aS . ozl--.0 .n

.La `It') ,/ I j'e3 4n J.1 L

(.5.9 I j I .1 I 31-

S .1 a.7J, z 4..z..1.is L.

I. 4- (s 42. IJ .,
-csz ()at-) (.)Iit; cs.,-1 4; :-1.../ (5. s5-4-5 ss'z

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. In line 4, S BLS = c5i.S

2. In line 5, the phrase j_ILS 411. refers to the hair around one's face, tucked away from

the eyes.

3. A (line 6) is the line plus the nose ring of an ox or camel. A cjIi3.. is the

decorative sort of nose ring worn by a girl or woman.

4. j3 J.)... (line 6) (literally 'red gold') is gold. j3 (literally 'white gold') is silver.

Post-reading

°-,s1 LL I (55

ttl; LY z « I » z ,=_;.J I .

`"(T5.)5 ssji

1 '1 :1

J .0

syS (Is t.
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Selection B

L
j L. 3 L51

1 1-3 4.)169 " j (IS I
e J ova .Y

Y!'
ov)."...... ss.t.r.. .1 L3 4.; (.15 ...) .1(.1. J L.7 .....! 4,3 . T

te. ,..,"' y2..4.7; Z i I '4.L..*' J.:a.. J y... 4; . t

451: ,).,"" S.S.'e. i '5 LI L: "5 ..) / 4"*; SSA 4:°.
. 0

L. 3 ss:d- .3 kr4-1-1; ss-1_,;" c.5 5 ya.e. J ss-4-5 ° , 3 "
t L3 ,ii3.:,. ..,:,J.N z 4-Joj L.3 yl . V

4's ..i..),)'5 9..).)1" 4.h. (5:CJJ cr (1-4-1-." . A

4:0 :, ...5.3j. J_ _ 0...) 1.4> J LZ... 4...to y j....1 I ss... Se..0. .

4.1 .".1, .1....;-0. 4.1 .); -,-)'" L." i L :i 4'4"1:' .) U 1

. 1

J (.5 0.).11t) L.:Lvo . 1 1

1. L. 3 ,i5.1 1:71. j L. 3 ,Ts I . I T

4:j3-A 9 1°J.; 4e 43 c.5i . I T

4'4 .75 41 .4"" I 9 4, o j Sge JI 9I dtt 4": . I

4'4 1"5 4LL _1.14 9I 4"! 4t. .

L. , s5:. j yz
J L3 yl .

. A

r.,75 ss . t

) I 41 I:" .T
L. 3 s5:. L--i I c5 z Le 45 L.; cji..7-4-, 44.e. .).; . T I

14 j sdo LA j y I . T

I'-0
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Pre-reading

This poem has been popularized in song form by the singer Awal Mir, and has
often been played on Kabul Radio.

Ghani (his full name is Abdul Ghani Khan Ghani Ashar) is the son of Khan Abdul
Ghafar Khan, the "Frontier Ghandi" mentioned in Unit 3, Selection D. Ghani, now in his
late seventies/early eighties, is considered one of the best Northwest Frontier poets.
His writings are on social criticism his entire family was involved in politics and
Pashtun nationalism.

Our copy is taken from ss....tti (.51C a , a collection of Ghani's poems published by

the Pashto Academy in 1960/61.

Key vocabulary

glory n, 112. [shgn] j...1

dignity n,112. [shawkatl

honor n, 112. [21z6t] .6.1...c

sacrifice n, 112. [qurbSril cjt1...)-3

ruby n, 112. [1-611 J'

lively adj irreg. [mastgri614a..._.

mark n,F1. InexEn614:A.±:,

prosperous adj 1. [wean] cjIzi

Scanning hints

story n, F 1. (al sgri6141.--;1

sacrifice n, /12. [dfdr] jl...4.

valley, gorge n, Fl. [dar6] 4. jz

shattered phr. [d6ce ware] 45,4
45,;

.5

rest, comfort n, f12. [r h6t14._-.1,)

beautiful adj 1. [t-engin] .v..&)

miserable adj 1. [z -6t1 jI3

equal, rival adj 1. [sygl] jltv

1. The syllable structure of the poem does not match the punctuation in our copy. The
first two lines are sort of a refrain, and rhyme. After the 'verses' in this case three
rhyming lines a two-line refrain occurs which consists of one or both of the first two
lines. If only one of the lines occurs, the second line in the refrain has the same rhyme
as the other refrain lines. Go through the poem, marking the rhymes, and the pattern
will become clear.

1°'4.. ..1
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2. Here are the lines, rewritten with normal word order and punctuated:
(... s5:431. .z L.j

45
.

c.5.z ojJ ova (.,) j z L 3 .

,r47'..

e. sg: .) J
1 4-1'

ce. " J1 ss. .0

c5.1 ss 3 L.L..v y9:1 1..4 3 L.3

1. L3 1.3

J;JJJ.5 j J1.1.

1 4.:t J o, L.: J 1--Lw J.7t.*

I" 4'; 4'; J;J.J"

.f

cs"

.A

.

traS j e ( 41) ) L;_,,,
4';

L .

L3 z L (.151 .1T

4...t 4=0.0 9I 4.1 63 (...$ 4:, . 1 T

4..4 t-t I 4.1 0)
4e.

J13 J1 j1 4.7) . If

S 4'4 .,/ .4"-S.i"'t J1 c)-4, 63 4-77 .)-4 . 10

4..;* L3 s5.1 4.! (63) .1'1

L3
44..;13.:

t4.:_bi L3 ssl .1v

.

Ic%5 S5-)J1:' sr+S (DU. 41 ie. .

V 1,1_, t,
1:°

,.a c
(1.5 (75 e.3 T

s5:, L3 4.-.; TI

t 1-4 3 s5:,13.:, rsJ z 1.4.d" L43 ti51
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. yil",* in line 6 translates best as 'past' or 'bygone'.

2. The phrase in line 8 is an idiom; to make smoke of some part of one

is to sacrifice it. The poet offers to sacrifice his eyes, which as the most important

part of his body, amounts to an offer to sacrifice his whole self.

3. Line 14 4.1 j1 1".; 4..I 03 L$.3 cd3.c 'If you have no honor, what use

are name and honor to me?' The next two lines are roughly parallel.

Sc5,;li,e, 4.1

Post-reading

e.)11.1 s95 yat.

(15.5 4.1. 4_0 .31 .

c5,75 ci5y)-1 Ls?1,"-a

From the joke book:
47 1. 4, al : L I

(5,, .S Lz t : a.; It
c I I LLB : I

I 63 4.15 Alt.

L.5.5j Y 47: ri3j1

animal n, M irreg. Edzan'aw6r1 teacher n, t11. fustSz1 L.-..,

masculine name . n, 112. [?-bid] Lc be blamed phr. lag(ed)-1 r.1:711

clay pot n, F1. fa] Ikat6wl kitty n, diminutive Epish61

A- 3
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Background

Unit 4: Poetry 116

Pre-reading

Benawa, one of whose adabi parche is given in Unit 1, Selection C, is better known
for his poetry. This poem is a capturing of his musing as he watches the sun set behind
the horizon in Kohistan, an area north of Kabul at the foot of the Hindu Kush. The
structure of the poem is reminiscent of Pashto folk poetry.

The poem was probably written at the end of the fifties. Our copy was published
(page 33) in [preshan afka-r] ('troubled mind') which is a collection of some

of Benawa's poetry published by the Pashto Academy in the late fifties.

Key vocabulary

cupbearer n, P11. [sa'ql] (.5.3

bravery n, F2. [sarb5z1] .5.A.)....

Alexander the Great n, 112. Iskandarl

burning, aflame adj 2. [s6way] c5_,....

chest n, F1. Isinai

wine n, 11 irreg. Alw. pl. [sharlb]

horizon n, t12. IshafSql J.11

lesson n, P12. febr61.14.,'

time n, P12. [6sar]

sky n, t12. [fal6k]

fountain n, Fl. [fawgra] 6_0_0

edge, shore n, Fl. (kengral

writing n, P12. [111(]44.1-4J

anxious adj 1. flewSlIcy

Scanning hints

story n, Fl. [afs'&16] 4.1L.:51

sound of a sigh. [ah] er

flame n, P12. [ball J.;

cup of wine n, F1. Epaymgna]

pour der. int. vb. Etcoeg-1_07,-+;

scabbard n, 113. [tekay]

bowl n, P12. [jam]

sacrifice n, F2. [Annz11.531..::,L,

Genghis (Khan). n, M1. [chang6z] 34:-t

burstsmp. irreg. vb. Pst. [chEwd-]

dismay, frustration n, 112.

crazy man n, M1. Edew5nal

colorful adj 1. Eranginl

heart n, t12. [zargay] L5.5,p3

1. Identify the rhyme scheme and the syllable structure of the poem.

2. The poem is grammatically a series of simple questions, e.g. Is it x, or is it y?". (The
's translate as 'or'.) Here is a prose version, with punctuation and elided words

restored:
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J O, J 4.5 c(..5.1 41 LAS I .

J °J1.0 J J Le. e c5z r.9-5 z

Co f ejL54 Ij .

c.5 ' (5.4 JJ1 .5 _/.1 .

.r

(4.,t )cs z ( I J) .0

r j L5..5 (3...1 z cjj j1j.t..1 (.7.1 . 1

J5 5 rt-.- 4't -)"1 z 4-113 lr .

%.?
in.640 j..00 J S c5 J ci 111 -41 IZ .A

ez z 4.5

0 J (5.)..t 4.*4 Y 4J 4.5.3 L . 1

OZ 44 tc5J z (.7.,..).1 4.5 j1 .11

c.5.3'11--'1J (17'. ) .5.3(-11÷ 45

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. [bagr6m] mentioned in line 5 is the area near Kabul where Alexander the Great

built a city.

2. J15 1.:L. (line 6): to greet (someone).

3. Jli (line 7) =

4. in line 9, is the Persian equivalent of Pashto cs:,,TJ.

5. [karbaiS] )t....)S, mentioned in line 8, is the desert plain in Iraq where Yazid killed the

grandsons of Mohammed.

6. The nouns Ejgnbgz11L53y1.. and [sarbgz1] 53Li.... , in the last line of the poem, are

parallel in construction. c5.5l; is Persian, and in that language translates roughly as

'losing' or 'playing with ...'. If you play with your soul or your head, you are risking them,
i.e. engaging in bravery or sacrifice.
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4-444 4`7: A?-.)
c.5-1 .);

6,75 .514 j se JI

4.2: ..)-2.4; I j La 'j'
cs_)7,-) 4-11,

y 1i
4-1

r L 9J,J s5-:

4-1 J

(5.4 4;J:'

4-7:4 J1 ?J-1

C7-4-1-0

118

lfie I j 01...o Ls4

ra...t.

,z1.z 41:.;1.)

..)-14 L
L4.011 . 0

. T

z

c5JLe. 4:74-1_).1

ciJ

.v

.n

c5i LT* v.* 411 . 1*

. 1 1

. 10

.1v

. 1N

. T 1
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(54 Cr" i ez" t.59-1 y .1 41

(.5..1 1.Y ji.t., 0,.c Ce.vo z lt.,

t5'}'-t-: c5 U. -.)-c° s5.' ss-5-)-

(.5.41:. 41-. 0.)..« 4.4 4i J.7.1

c.575 CAI 4.)1"54 (54-5 it" 41

LS i e-t--1../ J); c.5 i 4.1 (:)9-J-4-:

(.5.4 cll. 4-:

(.5"84 / ..) (.51.3

(51 46": 6.

c..5i 4:--1-

4.a.. I J 4L*

cii j j..a

cs,r5 .)-40 c5,;-5_, l'

119

0_,:e (.15 Z Z 4..t.

(.5 3 /_,/ 41

.TV

.TA

.T

.T1

.TT

. TT

.Tt

.Co

41. e,l 3 971. 4-I
.4.

I Z

_X 43.)i 4-174-:

0.,. t:j7...-: Y .... i
z L5 .1 4:J a ))Li*-1 (.54; c5z '5`1-:.)-"-'

. 1. .Le I ...1.1. 44 .3.1 4 4_4 I ,.L: 4.4 j..1

Pre-reading

Background

This poem is a saqinama a poem or chant addressed to the saqi , usually
translated as cup-bearer, who serves the wine. A saqi is a Persian court figure, often a
Turkish slave girl who danced and served wine. Because of these saqis, the word Turk
carries a connotion of beauty.

The saqinama is a poetic form in which half-lines must rhyme, and all half-lines
must be of the same number of syllables.

This particular saqinama is a description of the authors thoughts some having
to do with wine, some with nationalism as he watches the sun set over Spin Ghar in the
Ningrahar/ Logar area of Afghanistan.

Our copy was published on pages 30-31 of ..,1.5..il 4L..t.,-)1.
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Key vocabulary

suck smp. irreg. tr. vb. Pst. [rud=1

tyranny n, 112. 1setam1

flourishing adj 1. [sarsabzl

burning n, H2. [sozl

fire, flame n, 112. [shar6r]

stream, creek a, F1. ishela1air.t.

storm n, 112. [tofgri] c:jirb
honor, grant vb. phr. tea kaw-q -..,S LL

ignorance n, 112. fghafl6t1

gatherder. int. vb. (ghwancgg-1

Pashtun tent n, F2. [kegd6y] ,ts.z.).e.5

talk der. int. vb. [goOneg-]

movement n, 112. rguz6r1

lively, tipsy, i-.1qh adj 1. [mast]

messiah, Christ n, 111. EmasifiS1

friend n, Fl. [rnie]

wave n,112. [mawjl

respect, honor n, F 1. [nmandz6na]

sacrificeder. vb. [wgri

unity n, 112. [wafidat]

destroy der. tr. vb. [wrgnaw-1

human being n, 113. [wag6cayl

die der. int. vb. fhalS keg -] )1.

quickly adv. IhalaRlob

surprised adj 1. [MX] 0+74.1. b

level phr. 1yaksgm kaw-'1 Dt.
liver n, F1. 1y6nal

charm n, 112. [afstn1

begin phr. [aghSz kawr-1 ;Lai

insensitiveadj 4. [be d6rda] ezjz s9t

wakender. vb. [bedEreg-1

strange adj 4. [be0n61 440.1

separation n, 112. [beltiln1

same phr. [bela f6rqal

flying, aloft adj 1. [parwSz]

spread, flattened adj 1. [pl6n14:7L;1

gatherder. vb. Ipanc14-1

cup, bowl n, F1. Epy-dlal ,JL4

vineyard n, 112. EtEk1 JL:.

be destroyedphr. [tabs keg -] -)-4-1 el41

shock n, 1'12. flak6n1 (:)1.5.;;

flowing adj 4. [jri]
separation n, F2. [judayS1 4.57: I

trouble, evil n, 112. [janj61]

sensitive, afflicted adj 1. [khugm6n]

delay phr. [dzanel kaw.q

generosity, giving n, 112. [dad] zl.t

sympathetic n, M irr. [dardemank:)... z

valley n, Fl. [dare] e z

plain n, F1. [daxt] z

plain n, M irreg. [damanl v..z

full adj 1. [Oki J.1

misery n, 112. Izelatl
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Scanning hints

1. Identify the rhyme and syllable structure.

2. Structurally, the poem is a series of requests of the saqi (usually variations on a
request for more wine) interspersed with the reasons why. Lines 24 and 25 are a shift in
focus; they are pure preaching. Line 26 is a request, and the rest of the poem gives
reasons.

3. Here is the poem in normal word order, with elided words restored and punctuated:

-4-tv (..5S,3 z y da, I j .

r-24 ksz 4-1
. T

. 0,75 j3J s9; . T

4"14 JI":" -) .)-0 -no 4:° " 3
04 c5.)-.J. 46 I, 4.;.10y . t.0 s9.0 4.11_4 41 . o

4:0 1.5..4... 4.; (N-. 4

.T

0,75 LL o 1j 1 0751 z v

(.51... I z 4.1 4-?; . A

I 4 -In-: e?..3 ) .1131 (

C-1-)

41 LT. 46 U-Pj2 4<-1 cs- iS

0_,5 4.4 ( 4.14) 4.; j J.: 1j rajS )..; (531.44 . 1 T

(514 (54 te gl J z 41A . 1 T

. J Jj.) sge (Ty z -L11.; . L

(54 ,42° ) . 1 0

. . . 4.0 _,* .71. 4.1 4.1 ..".0..41 4j .3.).! . 11

4..34 (:)-4-;..** J ( 4 t) .17g 3 (.),4 3 it . v

4.4 ...):0" I (.5 ...1.;.".a ) I j . 1 A

fc..75 c.$ J1 j1.&. 4.:.; 1..75 (5 it; I .

ri?..5 0. :.1. ss.z. 4J j I s 41 . T

130 rt,n"r1 rriE
te,uvelLitei

1
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jL5 J.3

4.; 44. 4.:,11.1/4.5 r»

J1-:+"

ci5 Jr/

.-416

1 0.175 45 4 it.jj I 4..1

( t5(-4.. J.& ye.

41. o J.., 4J

.5175 e 4.JU. (5.4

: (.5.24

c.5 (54-51'

(-74"
(.t.t)

1.; .5 in-4a ( ) . T T

A 4=-1-1-: 4.:

jjk. 'k (...5i).1.1 4 (.5.v)...9 .

014 Ij 4J 11 c d II (5 L . T-%

c5.,.1 s5 .5 41 (.15ZZ

L51.3 (.9- I,
4..t

l 4;1

T V

. TA

1/4.71-5 1/4:71

L41 cs-4.'1J

4 ( )45

Cr:r4
4.195J.. (.5.4 sgs

4.i (5..1 . it.)) 4 , . T

4.; c c1S I Z . T 1

T T

4; L I 4.1 4:..* e,.c T T

,'.t' L5-Lt " T t

J7'.) (.5A3 1 4-e.1" .To

3. In our copy of the poem, the conjunction is frequently spelled ,.

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. LA L5S.. in line 1 translates best as something like "I wish I wish' or 'pretty please'.

2. Line 2: b.)... 4_1 t.z is an idiom translating literally as 'I will become rue from

you', and figuratively as "I will sacrifice myself for you.' (.;11-., is the herb rue; the smoke

it produces when it is burned is considered to have the power to blind the Evil Eye or
expel evil spirits (although it did nothing for Durkhanay in the last unit). j_)-, in

the same line is literally 'red eyes', idiomatically 'drunken eyes'.

3. The adjective .1 ja is is usually ez)a v. The Pashto adjective is formed from the

preposi-tional phrase with the pre-postposition The result is recast as an

adjective which is most of the time an adj 4. Sometimes, however, the ending is re-

interpreted as a feminine ending, and the adjective behaves, in feminine contexts, like an
adj 1. So for some speakers adjectives like bajz v have the following forms:

tIDSg: ozjz

131
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i9DP1: oz.j...t

CIOSg : e.z jz

HOP': i...).z

,,..,
`1"-

.4
Y-
,,...,
N'''

FDP1:

FOSg:

FOP!:

s5.1....0

s5 0.) 0

.I.J'z

123

ss.;

v
cis:

3. The phrase /.3.3 in line 12 is an idiom meaning something like 'may I be your

sacrifice'.

4. The phrase in line 13 translates literally as 'one's liver becomes cold';

idiomatically, it translates as 'one is satisfied'. The phrase also occurs with one's
heart.

5. Lines 21 and 22 contain the same message as Benawa's ,4,14:.L: a in Unit 1.

6. The reference to (..5..J3 in line 28 has a double meaning. Benawa belonged to a political

party called [wix zalmOn1 'awakened youth'.

7. The phrase 4; .2.1 in line 33 is a prepositional phrase. The double

preposition
is the Kandahar equivalent of Kabul ... c .

8. The last two full lines are a quotation from the fourth (Islamic) century poet Bitnika,
who supposedly sat under a tree on Spin Ghar repeating this prayer.

c5 z
45.7!

4.5 L.5

Postreading

42% L53 L.. .J

4-4.U26

a

`7'1.)t"

4

.1'

ssi
45.5

.

CJ. L57'.1.1 4t

y00 .1 .0

L.: 9 , I j cs.5 .1

c.59-4" L.)+Dres

132
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Selection D

JJZ.464 4_4Y'

o z c.5?.. U L. o.5

oz c5,7.5 lc z

o I I (.5.4...5 41 L.

z c5.,75 xc 6..33 z L 4.77. j
oz L I z

o z 1,:,* L.

J L5).5 L t, c5 j 4LA

o Z c517 1 Z _tow

Background

o z c5,75 1.13.: L . 1

0 .1 L5 v.I.5 . T

o J Liz:, I 4.1 b. T

c.5J.5 I 4.; 4 1 Z ti i3

0.;.5 1 J L. z oa 4.. .V

.v).. ....4 3 4 -) L r, L. . A

cbe

ez <5 I

Pre-reading

Hamza Shinwaray is not the Dost Shinwaray who wrote the adabi parcha in Unit 1.
Hamza, the 'father of the contemporary Pashto ghazal' is now in his eighties. He was
born in the Lwacga area in the Khyber Pass; a self-educated man, he is well-known as a
poet and writer.

Our copy of this poem (note that ghazals frequently don't have titles) is on page
25 of [ghazaw6ne] (..4.;j:e, 'Stretching', a collection of Hamza Shinwaray's poems

published in Pakistan in 1956.

Key vocabulary

consent n, F3. trazS) Lb

straight phr. [sam

transact phr. [sawn" kaw.q I

tiara] e,.1

promise n, F1. [NAM ea.ci

beginning n, F3. Eibtid611=11

undoubtedly adv. [be shake] 4.5.14. (51

surrender n,

cruelty n, F3. EjatS1

smile, act of smiling n, F3. [khandS1
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Scanning hints

1. Identify the rhyme scheme and the syllable structure of the ghazal.

2. The substance of the ghazal in normal Pashto, with elided words restored and normal
punctuation:

.0J (.15.p.5 j co U 1.:.; 41. e 0.S (751,4 , L. .

ssi,.5 J L. o 5..4 La j (se .

L Al L. cia trt.1 . T

) 1 ...; 54 (I j 4.; I,

45:).5 I a: L. J dl.. .5 .6 I 4...; 4.1. I z 13 . o`Y r
e L.4.4., L.; Ls z 1.z. rble .1

J.5 (31.4 JJ s5Z L. .v

OZ ssv).5

I.1 3 j3 z 3 .L../ 4 _4 L. .

II

OZ

Lv L5-*"*-1° Lt. 4-t r-e. I _1 r.J..11..1 4; Lt z (13-a 0.3.4.a.

. OJ ss

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The phrase lz in line 4 translates in prose as the fact that...'

2. r. in line 4 is to look someone straight in the eye.

3. There are two forms of the word for 'cry' in line 5. -vo is one of the few impersonal

transitive' verbs (see Unit 17, Intermediate Pashto , for a description of these verbs).
The gramatically ordinary phrase Ipj appears to be replacing it.

4. Line 6 is a play on the word which means entertainment, show, performance,

and observation. The poet's lover watches the entertainment from the roof, i.e. she
detaches herself, while the poet observes the observation.

5. The last line includes the poet's name, a tradition in ghazals. The poet stands in awe
of his own work, much as Baba Rahman did (see Unit 5, Selection 0).
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c5az

0i.mr rab-

63

a 3

<5.)A4

126

J

(514.
c5 Lt.., I j .1

A.2.
L. z J4t- .n

r-gb 45

+7.0 03

Pre-reading

Background

.

This popular ghazal has been recorded with music. Our copy comes from p. 56 of (.5;j3i.

Key vocabulary

hill n, P12. [doz6kh] taja

come back der. int. vb. [r5staneg-]

stories n,112. Ar pl. [raw4St]4:-. Le I j

bright, naughty, facetious .3dj 1. [shokh]

past n, F2. [m'azi] L.

center n, t12. [markaz]

future n, 112. fmostaqb611

liveliness, excitement n, Fl. [walwala]

133

enemy n, P11. [aghy5r] jlte

requirement n, F1. [taqSza]

appeal vb.phr. Ijarg6 kaw-1

heaven n, P12. [janSt]

patience n, F1. [1''iawsela14.1-.2_,....

wisdom n, 112. Ikhir6d1

sacrifice der. tr. vb. [dzgrawq

smoke n, 1.12. [dud] ,ziz
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Scanning hints

1. Identify the ghazal form from the rhyme scheme and the syllable structure.

2. The poem, with normal word order, punctuation, and elided words restored:

r" ""?. r" z .)

J .

(sow 1 Z reA.A Z 03 jj U.* 41 1 Z .

Z j J v 4.1 to aw.r 4 4.A../1 jg L .

4. 03 0 .b 4.0 t3 (La) (.5...+ 1 j 1 . 0

. 1.) to rale 4.1 .

J l a Z 63 .rip, .A

- 4 c ,r-,75 6.° I °. 4 7,°. t S57 .

.

0 ,.w .5 03 ift..4 .Y C5, Z 4g . 1t

3. Throughout the poem, z = 0 .

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. 4.t t.3.5Z . in line 5 is a negative comment on the Pashto language.

2. Line 6: r..; '1 am not time (that I can't go backwards)'

Post-reading

i s.0 Z (5.5 s..... L.L.:,. .L..,. a . 0 .1 s5.,75 L.L. L. » : Ls.,i li ss...." ..)......", jil 4t....! 0 .).0.0. .

i c.5 " JJ cs71. A.' JI c.$ ,)13 Ji 4..)A- .'C

i 01: IJ 4 5.)-31., 4:° tt. 4J (..,c J 4t 4..,'4"" . t

i WI 4.:j t.3_1.1 z -s-1./1 I-7-4- . L

L9
0. J"4 .,..)'"' 4'1 ssii 4; s.4-,...:' y..)-e 6 ...,"." . 0

x.36
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I' AAA 1_1

Selection E

4:A.174 T

4; 17(

ss-L1.- J )_, ti z J.r a L:*

ss- 4 »> ti5.4 °J.»

J-4"

.0
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Pre-reading

IBackgroundl

Abdul-Bari Jihani was brought up in Kandahar, and is a graduate of the Faculty of
Letters at Kabul University. By the time of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, he was a
well-established poet in Kabul, and was forced by circumstances to leave Afghanistan.
After some time in Peshawar and Denmark, he moved to the United States, and now
(1992) lives in Washington, D.C.. The poems here are taken from a collection of his
poetry entitled 4.:1.... Z." ('Lost Home'), which was published in Pakistan in 1989. The

poems in this collection are on the subjects of jihad and love, and include various kinds
of rhymed poetry as well as free verse. The two poems reprinted here are free verse, to
give you an idea of the Pashtun use of this form.

Key vocabulary

moan n, 112. (zgerw6y1L5i."7,53

return der. int. vb. [stanegq -zyr..u...«

embrace, arm n, F 1 [a] Eghegl .

affection n, P12. [grn6).ct1 ,........-4-11_,5

moment n, F2. Egar.-6y1.t..5,s
fall smp. int. vb. Elwegq ,x.),I

kiss der, tr. vb. [machawq -.J.77-

promise n, F1. [vtgda] e.i.ci

Scanning hints

roll aroundsmp. irreg. vb. [awt-q _,I

spiritless adj 4. Iber0a]4...a.,_, (151

excuse n, F1. [palm6l 4...11

dry, lifeless adj 1. [khazgr] J.:)...

careless phr. [khwar6 waral o ..) j o,.,.:.

false adj 1. fdroghj6nlijz
leave der. int. vb. frokhsateg-1 2.)7,-.1' 2.

suck smp. tr. vb. [zbext-] -..4.7,.;)

1. In this poem, the poet (who comments that the poem reflects an actual experience of
his) compares what seems to have been a one-night stand with some flowers left behind
by the poet's lover.

The word order in the poem is closer to normal spoken Pashto than it is in rhymed
poetry. Deviation from the ordinary subject-object-verb order is for emphasis, e.g. the
first line, which translates nicely as a sentence in English in which the subject has been
postposed: They remind me of you, these red flowers'

1 3S
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The adjective 4.4..e.) jz in the title is ciyaiiz: Edroghz6nlin the Kabul dialect,

Edarwgghzh6n1 cjyeljiz in the Kandahar dialect. The spelling in the original with the

might reflect the calligrapher's pronunciation.

2. The phrase ,...1:.V .1:5-,,::-.. ...*y in line 3 translates idiomatically (and un-poetically) as

'with half-open eyes'. The effect of the phrase is that she glanced up at him from the
flowers in a graceful and alluring way.

3. -AS in line 8 is a messy verb. In the Kandahar dialect it is spelled and pronounced

as follows:
Pres. imp. [kshekazh.q -.01S. -t- Pres. prf. [kshekzh-1 --.01.5..4.5

Pst. imp. [kshekshow(aW] -,±5,._: Pst. prf. [ksheksho(a1)-1-_, : S. : C

EE:i
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Pre-reading

Jihani says that this poem also reflects an actual experience of his in one of the
European countries.
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Key vocabulary

secret n, r12. [r1z131,)

revealed adj 4. [rosw6] li..4.)

open up smp. int. vb. [spareg-1-,x,p1...,

cage n, ri irreg. Ekafas1 0......83

direction n, I12. [lor] j ji

pearl n, F 1. [marghal6ral 0 , . 1 . G ..,..*

bird n, ti 1 . Emargh61 4..a _.y..

travel phr. [mazal wa-h.9 -Ali j...

delicious, salty adj 4. [namakil45.5...;

watch phr. [nand -Ira kawq -9.1 o,1.1.:;

Scanning hints

charm, magic n, 112. [afsCin1 cjiil

fly smp. irreg. int. vb. [aluz-1 39.11

familiar adj 4. [ashnSI L_ .I

weak, powerless adj 4. Ibew6sa14....j 415>

clean der. tr. vb. [pRawq _,S II

raise up phr. [porta kawq -S. 4:.,_%4

like phr. w/ . [pa r6saml Imo,
4.-,

T

empty, only adv. Et6shal 4.1_'"

fate, destiny n, 112. Raqclid ..)..., al" .,'

surprise, perplexity n, 1'12. [hayrat] ._i j_.1...%.

1. This poem is a gentle protest, possibly about Pashtun (or any society's, for that
matter) social strictures that stifle love.

2. The poet occasionally spells the participle endings Ll.- cf. lines 10 and 16.

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. 4.55.:. in line 10 is normally adj 4. Jihani has made it feminine.

2. The word [l6rayl ts.)1.1 'direction' (n, r13) is used interchangeably with Dori .".1

line 15.

3. Pashtun children know that when you catch a bird and play with it, it becomes
exhausted and unable to fly, i.e. ...ti j3., as in line 13.

141
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Post-reading

ij-I.S. ..., y..e. 4 ,.../1.......1 j I (.15 ,,..5 4:.; j j.;. 415S.)-1_.4 ss;...c- L . V
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From the joke book:
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4:0 L.L.:,. (.541.5

I escaped phr. [bach swam] ic....4: et

astray adv. 1khatS1 WI.

complain phr. Eshikayat kaw-1-_,5 .=..e. lit,

stone, rock n, I13. [kSrgy] Lc:AS

curse phr. tkandz61 kaw-1 -,S J.--...5

hit dbl. irreg. vb. Pst. form [wisht(61)-1- .L7....:...J'._, [wel -] LI.,
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Pre-reading

Background

4....sgijr

This ballad is an interesting example of Pashto folk poetry, and is included here
although it is not "modern Pashto" because something is known of its history. It was
translated and included in an essay titled 'Afghan Life in Afghan Song' published in the
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magazine Contemporary Review some time in the latter part of the 19th century by the
French scholar James Darmesteter.

Darmesteter's original purpose in going to the Northwest Frontier Province was to
determine whether the Pashtuns were Jewish. (There was a controversy raging in ethno-
graphic and linguistic circles at the time as to whether the Afghans, i.e. the Pashtuns,
were Jewish possibly the Lost Tribes of Israel , and a great deal of scholarly effort
went into the search for evidence that they were Semitic in origin.) Darmesteter got
interested in the Iranian languages, and eventually demonstrated convincingly that
Pashto is related to the ancient Avestan language, and is therefore an Indo-Aryan rather
than Semitic language.

Darmesteter collected numbers of Pashto songs, which he published (Paris, 1888-
90) in a double book, the left-to-right side of which was Chants Populaires des Afghans ,
in French, and the right-to-left side of which was in Pashto, titled _Awl. ,.....s.., a 1).:,-;

j:. i-e. a and consists of written texts in Pashto of the songs Darmesteter collected.

The original Pashto of the ballad is included in _A4 i i le .,..kat a 1, ,:. j:.-...4. z, a

facsimile of which was published by the Pashto Academy in 1977 . Our Pashto copy of
the ballad is from this Pashto Academy facsimile of the original.

Here are Darmester's comments on and translation of the ballad from 'Afghan Life
in Afghan Song', which was reprinted in Selected Essays of James Darmesteter,
(translations by Helen B. Jastrow, edited with an introductory memoir by Morris Jastrow,
Jr. Boston, NY: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1895) :

'I shall give only one other ghazal, which derives a particular interest from
the personality of its author, as well as from a touch of reverie and quaint lunacy,
rarely met in Afghan poetry. When I visited the prison of Abbottabad, in company
with the assistant-commissioner, Mr. P., I saw there a man who had been
sentenced to several months imprisonment for breaking a Hindu's leg in a drunken
brawl. The man was not quite sane; he told Mr. P. that he was not what he was
supposed to be; that he was a king, and ought to be put on the gadi. His name was
Mohammadji. Next day I was sur-prised to hear from a native that Mohammadji
was a poet, an itinerant poet from Pakli, who more than once had been in trouble
with justice, for he was rather a disorderly sort of poet. Here is a ballad, written
by the prisoner, and which is quite a little masterpiece, "in a sensuous,
elementary way half Baudelaire, half Song of Solomon":
"Last night I strolled through the bazaar of the black locks; I foraged, like a bee,

in the bazaar of the black locks.
Last night I strolled through the grove of the black locks; I foraged, like a bee,

through the sweetness of the pomegranate.
I bit my teeth into the virgin chin of my love; then I breathed up the smell of the

garland from the neck of my Queen, from her black locks.
Last night I strolled in the bazaar of the black locks; I foraged...
You have breathed up the smell of my garland, 0 my friend, and therefore you are

drunken with it; you fell asleep, like Bahram on the bed of Sarasia. Then
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thereafter there is one who will take your life, because you have played the
thief upon my cheeks. He is so angry with you, the chaukidar of the black
locks.

Last night...

"Is he so angry with me, my little one? God will keep me, will he not?
Stretch out as a staff, they long black locks, wilt thou not?
Give me up thy white face, satiate me like the Tuti, wilt thou not?
For once let me loose through the granary of the black locks.

Last night...

"I shall let you, my friend, into the garden of the white breast.
But after that you will rebel from me and go scornfully away.
And yet when I show my white fact the light of the lamp vanishes.
0 Lord! give me the beauty of the black locks.

Last night ...

"The Lord gave thee the peerless beauty. Look upon me, my enchanting one! I am

thy servant.
Yesterday, at the dawn of day, I sent to thee the messenger. The snake bit me to

the heart, the snake of thy black locks.
Last night...

"I will charm the snake with my breath; my little one, I am a charmer.
But I, poor wretch, I am slandered in thine honor.
Come, let us quit Pak li, I hold the wicked man in horror.
I give to thee full power over the black locks.

"Mohammadji has full power over the poets in Pak li.
He raises the tribute, he is one of the Emirs of Delhi.
He rules his kingdom, he governs it with the black locks.
Last night I strolled through the bazaar of the black locks; I foraged, like a bee,

through the bazaar of the black locks."
Poor Mohammadji, as you may see from the last stanza, was already seized

with the mania of grandeurs before he entered the prison at Abbottabad, though he
dreamed as yet only of poetical royalty. If these lines ever reach Penjab, and find
there any friend of poetry amongst the powers that be, may I be allowed to
recommend to their merciful aid the poor poet of Pak li, a being doubly sacred, a
poet and a divana, [ = Hand one who thus doubly needs both mercy for his

faults and help through life. (pp. 131-135).

The original script of the ballad contains many mistakes in both grammar and
spelling. We have corrected the more obvious errors and misprints. It is possible if
not probable that the poet Mohammadji was not a native speaker of Pashto. Half of line
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20 of the ballad is in Urdu, and Pak lay, from which Mohammadji presumably came, is pre-
dominately Urdu-speaking. Darmesteter on the subject: The dum [1.31... is not a Pathan

by race, though he has been pathanized: he is a low sort of creature, whom the Khans and
Sardars treat as the medieval barons might have treat the itinerant Jongleur despised,
insulted, honored, liberally paid, intensely popular amongst the people.' (p. 110)

Key vocabulary

subjects n, M irreg. [ra?iyat.1.=.t.c..)

miserable adj 1. [zahirl

heroine n, F3. [sargsyS]

pure, virgin adj 4. (such6)

enjoy phr. [sayl kawq

beauty n, P12. [singSr]

beloved n, P11. [sh-d]

dragon, king snake n, 11 1. [x a'rnSr)

early morning n, P12. [sohbodam]

lover n, 111. [asheq]

get angry der. int. vb. Nahreg-1

unfortunate adj 4. [kambkhta] re.g

you should know phr. [kan6] 4.:5

go into der. int. vb. [gadeg-I 4.5

lock (of hair) n, 113. nakhtay]

satisfy der. tr. vb. [maraca']

respected [nygzbina]

charm, talisman n, F1 . [uda] ez

user of charm n, F1. tudadSral e

baby, little one [war.-6kua] 4-4.5 j.4

garland, lei n, t12. [har] jl.A

rebel n, t11. [y5ghl] (.5.a lt

authority n, 112. Eikhtiy6r1

emir, ruler n, 111. [amid

pile, store, n, t12. [anbSr] _0.1;1

cheek n, P13. Eanang6y1

authority n, 112. [bar] ji..;

little garden n, F1. Inghchal

hashish smoker n, MI. [bangl]

smell, inhale der. tr. vb. Ibuyaw-/-1- J-Ly,

countless adj 4. [be shumSra] e

fed up with, sick of adj 4. [bezSra]

bed n, 113. [palangay]

area in Pakistan. n, F2. [pakl6y] city.57:

raise (tribute) phr. [jgri kaw]

lamp n, 112. EcherSghl

enjoyment n, Fl. [charch61

bite smp. tr. vb. [chich.q

guard n, 111. [tsawkidSr]

cause to enter der. tr. vb.. EdRhalawq

scorn n, 1.12. fdamSghl z

charm, mesmerize phr. Idamawq

Delhi n, t12. [(play] (.11).

expose der. tr. vb. Ir'a'xkraw=1
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1. The Pashto folk ballad the [ch5rbayta] has a rigid rhyming and line

structure: First, a refrain a Isaruk6yl consisting of two lines which rhyme.

Then any number of stanzas, each of which has three lines which rhyme, and then a fourth
line which rhymes with the two lines of the refrain. In performance, the refrain is
repeated after every stanza.

This charbayta is a dialogue. The first, third, fifth and seventh stanzas are the
boy (or the poet!) speaking; the second, fourth and sixth are the girl speaking.

2. The second line of the last stanza is omitted in the original, as you can see by
comparing the lines of the previous stanzas. It is missing in Darmesteter's translation
as well. Tegey has reconstructed a possible Pashto line, which is marked with a
question mark.

3. Word order has been sacrificed to the rhyme scheme. Here are the lines with normal
Pashto word order:

*cSa (ss5) 313L: ss-

J13-Z 47: ..13_,5 411 63

1 ss...

s.s..s" ...,t2.1 4.5..1 .3
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4. In the poet's dialect, J is often used instead of the preposition

Postreading

Compare the original Pashto with Darmesteter's translation. Identify where
Darmesteter was using poetic license in his translation, and sections where his
interpreter's English was probably not adequate to the task.
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s,rs ss5 41 41-

(.15 a..1 L 0v) 3 _,A24 L.5.2%. . 0

q o 0.) I 3-rq 4..; Ls., .L1 z .

(.5...its J-Ji

c: I 47; ote .1 tt.
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The suffix as in in line 3 is a diminutive, as in .-

2. LI in line 6 is a masculine noun (it is also ordinarily spelled OL) and usually refers to

males. In this context, however, it clearly refers to the girl.

4. Line 8: 1,1.,,4 and are the hero and heroine, respectively, of romances like

Adam Durkhanay in Unit 3.

5. In line 9, = 1..3 and =

6. The .)1.1...:Sj_t mentioned in line 10 is, of course, the girl's husband, who is mentioned

later on as well.

7. 45" in line 11 is the vocative feminine form of A" which means both 'small' and

'child'. In this context it translates exactly parallel to English use of the term 'baby' in
romantic contexts.

8. The word c.S that ends the lines of the third verse translates somewhat like the

phrase 'y'know' that many American English speakers use as a filler.

9. The parrot mentioned in line 13: In Pashtun areas, parrots were (are) kept as pets,
and it is considered fun to make a special sweet mix for them called [rnalidal , and

hand-feed it to them, much as westerners enjoy spoiling their dogs by feeding them
treats.

The word 0.1_,_12 is also the word for 'nightingale' (Pashtuns also use the phrase

(56.A )
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10. Line 16: in other words, she is afraid he won't respect her in the morning.

11. 4.L... 31.4..; in line 20 is in the vocative form. Its not a Pashto word; given the many

transcription mistakes in the original, it is impossible to tell whether the word started
out as the Persian word Enazaminal, which means something like 'coquette', or a variation
on the Pashto word [nya'z] 3l2; 'forebearance'. There is also the possibility that it is a

dialectal form of the word [ny-dzmani ,:,...5LI:.., which means 'respected', 'popular or

'beloved'.

12. Line 20 is mostly non-Pashto. . JI,e; .5_,:, :71.... L.5.,4 I". is literally 1 am your servant'

in Urdu....

13. I...! ..,1 ssg ..:....;, 4 L. in Line 24: she is maintaining the boy's honor not to

mention her own by keeping quiet about their relationship. It's not clear whether the
phrase
4.7..:,..! IS it.4.3 refers to the girl herself or the boy.

Speaking of nightingales:

ep..51_, 4..1.). te (..5.5 L1; (5-:-4....« 4

deny der. int. vb. [mankareg -] ,...4-,<:...

witness n, Ill. EshEhedl,.).J.1.«,
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Answers to Unit 4 Exercises

Selection A.
3

J-t. eJidl

z

3 J.) t' t.:

4 z (.5 3t..1 I .0

4) L L.. I L.3» .1

1-4

c5z131 c5z1.;1 tis.5 . v

C.59'5

Selection B.

c.5)1.)-a. L.51t11 -11 t5'11.31 °J1.1"5 (...rbi '1 4,95 .e'«,

L55 4='.3-0 ti crloi z rch.r;

Selection C.

c.5.,r5 IJ rch..93
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Selection D.
. 4.1_,..c l3, e O j 1 J gS U..a sse j Le 4.t e .5 ssi7.5 sgt LL:,. I z .

L5 .1.:41.: 4.5.1 ss.e. jt.....4 il c5_,.5 4.*, I .1....:,. ss7., j Le 4.t. cs 13 45-4.. 03.-a . Y

c5.,)13 c..5z ELt

(e j j c5.2; c)1)-4.... J.; c5..10_, 4.; 1...t 4.1 Llie j_i,,. .3.4_, .t.t .,15 . yI I

.L5o (.5.4,1 L

o .-*--:.-1 VA4 z .11 cji-:-...3 J _P-4-L4*-;', . LLJ.,-: 413 tai'
41.-1 4:3 1-7-4.71 4. (.5.-4. e..)..48 .i.5.)..1.. 41..1 6 jt.. oyOO 4.; .1.0. ss,"..0) 03.4-1.. . 0Y

t51S ...1.....:.... 4 il 4.;.i..a I ..) ....4.).41 6 j.:S.

Selection E.

. J.:Si ss.e. 4.; c,l.......1 -, I s5.7.5 4:.; jr ss....).: .. 415.3.,...t....0-4 _.,.0 Lt. o . 1

*C..5.14-..) ..)-,/ 4";.' (:)1../..)15 Z ..,-.4-,-4 '5 41-54_,/ . Y

J::C.3 `=" .J-'..- ;'. .1A U 4; ,14J1 . I'

.1.

Jz.)-÷-rs s9.5 ..ptil 4-: (33.)-4-...- ., uw. ,z 4'1.,-IS b.," . o

- 4--)-e.)-1_,JJ 4:,*
41.1-11

J-°1-411' .z 43 .,-. ..)."'"' z .1
. e.,...t 4.:_^ .... j ...,, j ly,, 4; 4 4.1 4..;..4 Z 43 j...t*". ,).0. U./ 1 . v.1

JZ.,...4.11.):0 4; AlJ ()kJ ..)1:)%&. il c5.31.4 ..4. .S. Wb 41.93,,,W*16. .)A Lt .1 . A

Selection F.

c.5"5 t5,,"5 tjt-4.' s5 ..)131-: -' ..,-'1J.3 .1JY'. Z .)-0 u,

J,75 Lyi-:- sg5 43 .5.)-; 4:' s93_,-1- <is-L- z 4-i,-.?,U (J-4-: _,A 1-4t

(5p.' _.,y3 JI-1-:-.5A _r.0.3 .,.).,; z 4:. _ro U
.L.5..7.5 J.1.1.1 s.s..5 Lls .:-........ i...-_.44 o 44 43,4 4... .e1_, 4L:i j...t.,.... j..c. U

c5' Ls1-77-:..-t c5 w1;1-: e,)3 'L.: _)"..? .)11.3 WW_!:

.

. Y

. Y

o .t
O .o

. o O e.)13,1 4:t c53_,.. 4.1 4 . _,.e 1.2; o . 1

l7 4....
T t.SP' (-it j 4; 671" d" (..5-C-4 3-,-* ss5 4-di (..5--"L*4*1 4;'.

. \.,

I J..
(.7.'..-e

C5 Z c5,7 c.5-)t' '"-i< -,"1/.,-:74/ 4.7o 0.1..e. ,) Z (.5..a. 1....... 0:4.44..e. .).e. LI . A
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Unit 5: Public Pashto

introduction

"Public Pashto" is Pashto that appears on the street: signs, directions, ads, and so
on the sorts of things one sees walking or driving around in a Pashto-speaking area.

The appearance of Pashto in public places has far more to do with the political
status of the language than of the language's use in the population. In the Northwest
Frontier Province in Pakistan, for example, where the majority of the population is
Pashtun, the language is not used in public documents and signs because it has no
official status in Pakistan. Even in contexts directly related to Pashto, non-Pashto
words are frequently used, for example in the sign over the door of the Pashto Academy
at Peshawar University, which reads:

c9;-" JJ-4.11 L5

In Afghanistan, Pashto appears in public bilingually with Dari, a direct result of
government policy which has been pro-Pashto since the the beginning of the rule of the
Nadir family in 1929-30. It has always been considered wise to accommodate Pashtuns
in various ways in hopes of keeping their political support, and one of the ways has been
to promulgate the use and study of Pashto. Until the Russian invasion in 1979, Pashto
was a required subject in schools, and all government officials were expected to take
Pashto language courses if they didn't speak the language. Such courses were never
particularly successful: there has always been a shortage of Pashtuns with enough
education to teach, much less with any training in language teaching or even Pashto
grammar.

There has also always been and this is surprising, given that Persian /Dari has
always been the language of business, education and culture in Afghanistan some sort
of cachet attached to being Pashtun: Dari-speaking, clearly non-Pashtun individuals
frequently took Pashtun tribal names as their adopted names, and when asked if they are
Pashtun, will answer that there is Pashtun blood in their heritage, even though they do
not speak the language: a mother or grandmother, perhaps. Despite all this, the bilingual
people in Afghanistan are almost universally Pashtuns who have learned Dari; the native
Dad speaker who speaks Pashto well is a rarity.
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Selection A

cr7'...9 ...)-4-

146

-. 0 trir
1

.5z & J-i-oz

..1317:_71

JI---

1 5

c.5.' t..." LP):.:$
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Pre-reading

Background

These are street signs in Kabul, as remembered by the members of the Pashto
Service, Voice of America.

Key vocabulary

forbidden adj 4. Im6na] side n, M2. [tar6f]

place, area, section n, F1. [ni6na] 4;1-4 speed limit n, t12. [gat:andayt6b) c5.1;..4

Scanning for clues

1. Street and traffic signs say the same things all over the world; your driving
knowledge will help you with such signs as much as your knowledge of Pashto.

2. Guess:

Post-reading

Provide the Pashto text for the following signs:
1. "No Smoking" (smoke = 4.:_ .«)

2. "Caution Hospital'
3. "Speed limit 35 mph"
4. "No parking"

15
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Selection B

5JI; :)

(.951J4

148

.9." 4; J.; U.! L?"17: 4165 I G.9.Z°4L*".1V 4

Background

6z &At:, z Lt.; its

Pre-reading

Blank wails in Peshawar and the surrounding area are used as bulletin boards.
Most of the writings on them are in Urdu, but there are occasional messages in Pashto.
Here is a selection of these.

Key vocabulary

independence n, F2. [khpalw-ki] (5.51_,J...44,. homeland n, F3. [paxtunkhA]

place in Pakistan n, h12. [k'515 bSgh] Li; 'DS Punjabi n, M3. [panjbay]

place in Pakistan n, M2. [nawx6r] destruction n, F2. [tabaThil &bit:
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Scanning for clues

Unit 5: Public Pashto 149

Guess (remember that in Pakistan the transliteration of the English vowel a as in bat is
usually ):

12-2

Post-reading

tz us.

c
c5z 4-t 4:,

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. is a variant of

.'

2. Kalabagh and Nawshar are areas in Akora (a Pashto name pronounced [akara]), between
Peshawar and Islamabad.

15S
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Selection C

Ls z ,1:,.. 1..;L; (:)(....,.j z IA

Ls.) (3 .1" s.4.5 40--4 ti ss -1:,., c,)_t:.-- y-t,

It
..1,.., y %IA; ...,,..;61 47: 4.57s. 1.) (...) La.)

(1.15 4"; 4t7; -19-+-:'..1 z %1-1-* _, (-Li 47; csi.3 ..)(------na-:.A z t.:L: t.,L-,.,,
-csz J-17....t.) 4,95 (51-5 Jzty: 4-: il J-114.--il

(..........4 ..1.L :,.,,p z i L.:. a j .,:i J.1.1 il 4_1,,.o.:; z e ol .. A A. L',.*..A z ti l..; ,..) 1...,..,

...1.;it. ...)1.5 3..?....... ,z .31 1.:(.: 11.,.....?, .1 ,L,....,.... .,...,1_,.Au.

. .A 1LY 4.:,a..t.1%.:3

(3 . ..A 111A 4.:...7.

L5 4-; (Lt-c uaL)-7-al y.,1 _)-5-t- yt.
3l..?-al .L.1 4:i[....,. j csz j_....1 ssz IA

E (k 0 i ,.jLt.......:. Lki I je LS _ 4..J,,,; j_r_;.... : I ,..ab

Pre-reading

Background

This is the inscription on the tomb of Baba Rahman, the famous Pashtun mystic
poet. The tomb is in Peshawar, in a garden area frequented by malangs.

IKey vocabulary

sincere adj 1. [sRliq] jzt...0

love n, t12. Iishq](}..t...c

poetry n, 112. [kalSm1r.J.s.

death n, Fl. [mcina] 4.:.7! ,...

denier of God n, 111. Emank6r1 j.5:....

15J

ethics n, 11 irreg. [akh1Sq] JJ..1.1

dedication n, F3. [Ihd51 I .La I

padishah, ruler n, 111. [pkish6] eL. AT .,

mysticism n, t12. [tasawGf] ._.:1_,....;

guide n, 111. ErahnamS1 1....ab j

birth n, Fl. [zeged6na] 4.; .1.1%,)e. 3
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(Scanning for clues

1. The second and third lines are a couplet, and the next-to-the-last line is a line of
poetry. All were written by Rahman Baba himself.

2. Identify the dates of Rahman Baba's birth and death. Calculate how long he lived, and
the corresponding dates in the Christian calendar.

Post-reading

i3 5.,3 It.. . 1:1-.. ,....)L.,...., .

i 3 J .-1., i,t3 4:; .)7,--z. 111-: co,L....1.....) . Y

i 3 l_t...t.r.1 lt. ..1 i I 1.....a. .., L. z LA.; L...____ j .1'

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The couplet is easier to understand if you think of ssi. as sst JA.4. The Majnun

referred to is the hero of the Arabic romance, who went crazy over his love for the
beautiful Layla.

2. Abbreviations:

[hijril c_5_,.?-tb = 'A

[qamaril 5_.J = j
3. The single line translates idiomatically, if not particularly poetically, as something
like "0 Rahman, is it your poetry or a miracle, that even a munkur cannot criticize it!".
As Lewis Dupree points out in his Afghanistan (Princeton: Princeton U. Press, 1980),
modesty is not a Pashtun virtue.
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The signpost:

The inscription:

The graffiti:

Selection D

...)1.).4

4=1;41 011 J1.2-t6a.,L

mim

152

ss?-5 ssie. ti 47: .9.'1 z

Vc" .V.VA 19j7; I

11. 14.40 t.:.$ I. I z
(.54

I

o 1-!.. oLt

L.; J. _ I
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Pre-reading

Background

Khoshal Khan Khattak is buried in a marble tomb close to the village of Khattak, in
Akora just outside Peshawar. The tomb has a guest house associated with it, which is
under the care of one of the villagers. Visitors to the tomb are extended hospitality, and
invited to sign a guest register.

Key vocabulary

name of lunar month phr. [doy6ma khor] 4.4.gbia

sign n F1. [lawha]

name of lunar month phr. [lumr:6y khor]

Scanning for clues

1. The graffiti on Khoshal's tomb like that all over the world consists mostly of
names and dates.

2. Guess:

Post-reading

J 15.,ii÷ 4.; j.r-t tJ

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. You have undoubtedly come across the couplet that is repeated in the inscription
(lines 4 and 5). See Intermediate Pashto Workbook, Unit 26, for a discussion of the
couplet.

2. is is the abbreviation for

3. Sangin Shah comes from Jashi. His rendition of English of is 11.

16')
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Selection E

154

4:3 °J-1'3 '4-1

-.)141 (.51- 01-54 -II cist ..)1 1 't

31 iota
c c51

dti Ji ELUI$L-4-:'1 criii ciLAJI

0121 9'.)N4 91 9'_)9.5 6315 4.31:'

jt:.; c ,c5jj.7.15 ,L5.1.11

JU1-7-11 z?1 ,5-L J91 .)

J.! Lzo L.L.Lf

4.0

j13t.; : z
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:11.\.).k1 ejl..L.:_re Ityl.

l,)-$ x,.1.. 1* 4

4-*°_,..,-..;-1' 1-.1 k) ..p

91 ' c.5.,9 -;. 9.1'u: A _):' 4-" .9.7''.? 1 ' .1. 4-1 J ly-'' .1 tJJ eJA
10 ji j..?..; _.* 'il j.:, 4- :-4-. .."3_.. o 10 it j...?-; j re....t 4.1 c.l..? L. z

44 Y eJL4-i ..3. z_)s z csJil
...\;..t. ..7... ,,k 4-1 (.5...z. 3.:,-_,AL5-..1.... 1' c Y 4.4 e 4:J 41 91 jj:. jab

Pre-reading

Background

These are newspaper advertisements. Pashto is not the language of business in
either Afghanistan or Pakistan; as a consequence business writing, including published
advertisements, will appear in either Dari or Urdu unless they are specifically aimed at
Pashto speakers as the content of the three ads included here demonstrates.

Key vocabulary

fog n, t12. [ghobSr] jlti

important, selected adj 4. [ghw6ra] e,_,.

short wave phr. [16ncia tsap6] 41-4: aL.:-1

article n, 112. Ar. pl. [maz5m1no) _t.I7,.... L1_.

medium wave phr. [mandzane tsap61 4.4 .5.:_4.:..

finding inf. [mind611 J.1:.-...

rhyme, poetry n, P11. En6zaml e-JA:

worth n, 112. [wacl,ii

164
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hope n, 112. [armSnk-)1....)1

attention n, F1. [p-knlar6na] .t.*. j_L. l.;,

fulfillder. tr. vb. [pora kawfl -..,5 o j j..1

commentary n, F1. Itabser61 o.,..3-::,

analysis n, F1. Rajziy61 4...,3..?;

wave n, F1. [tSaP6] 4-41%

good news phr. [zeray]cs_,y3

soon adv. [zhar] jj
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Scanning for clues

1. Guess:

2. Read the numbers in the third ad. From this, what can you conclude about the topic?

3. What do the last lines of the second ad appear suggest?

c.5

Postreading

S 9 A.L.- 41

4.5 (:)14-)

usio 41. J.; Le z

4.;

c5_,5

4-4
. .0

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. c:5?.5j :).1 translates most felicitously as 'Watch this space'.

2. The word vyJ is usually used in scientific contexts to mean 'partition' or 'split'.

The writer of the ad apparently wishes to stress the objective, scientific nature of the
analyses in the newspaper.

3. le. 1.2«.a is the Arabic word for 'decimal', and is used in Pashto both for 'decimal' and

'decimal point' or just 'point'

16J
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Selection A.

Selection B.

Selection C.

Selection D.

Selection E.
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Answers to Post-reading Questions

c5z

c.5z v9 9> e95 1-7!

0 4.74., L5 . T

csz c1,5 =JJLI . t

. o z ( j L

. oz J(.5 c5 .313 I L.I .

.0Z j (3S I T

3 c593 t J l -Lt° Li C)1--'..) .

3 () t ss-C (51-5 Ly. .

z .31 z le . T

c5 z s5-5 j9 a. 4..re j a at, l 'V a .

(.5.5 c51-4 .74 s5-1 t.5.79-/ 4 " 'T.

(.5z ss5 44 j-; is .

L.5-4% _nab 4, j 1. j I z .

c./La I 4..a (.5 I .T

s.
4.1 .) Le° e

..s."5

16:

42,

LJ z . o
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Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda

This unit contains a selection of everyday writing: various types of letters
(Selections A through J), memoranda (Selections K and L). The names of most of the
recipients of the letters have been changed to protect their privacy, and all such
fictitious names are in quote marks.

We have presented each selection in as close to the original format as possible.
As you might suspect, the "correctness" and literary quality of the Pashto in these

writings vary considerably, and depend on any number of factors such as the educational
level of both writer and reader, the knowledge (especially among Pakistani Pashtuns) of
other languages, alphabets and writing conventions, the formality of the occasion, and so
on. These variables are added to the lack of standardization in many aspects of written
Pashto, such as the ubiquitous varied spellings of [i], [e] and [ay), punctuation, and other
characteristics which you have seen in previous units. There is also the (universal)
phenomenon of the inexperienced writer who, rather than writing as he speaks, distorts
his perfectly correct spoken language. One of the more frequent casualties of this
phenomenon in Pashto is normal word order.

d I ..) :le L5 9.)..+ 1.".... .1

41e..,7'.;" ss-44.,1 417: t5 ..L.1:J.1 ()_,- ssl:

traveler, expatriate 11, Ml. [masgf or] j.il..._.

letter n, 112. [kgghaz] .:1.c LS

shed tears phr. [woxke toyaw-1 j.e.,,- 415.5...?y1
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Selection A

Lo " "

JI (Is zl JI iSJ.; 419; 4 4-7. ssa '45 sst.

0.-

i9j-5 I" 4.; ems,

trsji .ss.130 C L 1I s575 Ij 4..ig 4.t LzS

s5v)..5 o, Lt..; (les (15,75 As 3 I .5 s i, _,...t(75 4.5 r.e. I

4..)$4; sst 4.3 I 91.) ssj L. I

sst 120. t5 1 L5 (Ise J j6.1. J 4:0 4.5 4 J

4.77. y I 4.:. e, 9I 4.7911 Le I a.a. I .4.. 415.4.-5 ti
I 4,1 s5 4.;L jI 1w91 e 9-4

Prereading

Background

This letter is from an employee of the Pashto Academy at Peshawar University in
Pakistan. The Pashto Academy makes it a point to encourage Pashtuns to take an
interest in their native language, and especially to write it.

The letter is in response to a letter inquiring if the Pashto Academy is interested
in publishing a manuscript.

Key vocabulary

evaluate smp. tr. vb. [sanjaw-q

promise, word n, 112. flawz1.12_,.1

draft of a manuscript n, F1. Imuswad61

printing n, P12. [isha 9 at] U.,

chapter n, 112. [bat] 1.;

outline I7, F1. tkhak614.51.:,,

opinion n, FL frayal 1j
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Scanning far clues
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Look at the form and punctuation of the letter. Identify the greeting and closing
phrases. Watch for western punctuation conventions.

Post-reading

e 0.1.0 L5L95,: I J .

4 . Y

c5.,t5 r.1.131 4.11 4,S o, L., yam.e a, -t- .1 4.; (.5 .

4_t

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Spelling conventions used by the letter writer:
43 = 43

2. Typographical error: LIJI = I

tv =

S515

3. The writer uses a at the end of a past tense verb form to indicate the 3rd person

masculine ending [a], cf. j at the end of the first sentence.

3. of the writers dialect is equivalent to 4., ... J in the Kabul dialect.

4. The word c,L.t is sometimes used as a softener. When it occurs after a noun, the

meaning of the noun is softened, e.g. the writer's phrase , which translates best

as 'something of an outline', or 'sort of an outline'.
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Selection B

"

4:4:1.-4,1 &Lt.. ea.,: 4 '1 L. cisiLM

J C 4.1.S 4J J:. Lib J

(.5-1 (5"4"1-e

z (15...)."1 14k4k.

J15 .

4-1's - 91 e ssit
e 5 J..t 47-,Apt. ssjU

(5.5: Ilk4k

""t "L 51_1 r

r ":" crit 415 91 .t ):"J. 91 4`;' ) jI

ss.c JI (ft 4.15.1 I J J(.5 J.zs 4.! Ia..); 41 J.«

i; 441 o JI1J J1.5 J., z (.5.4 4.4.7-1. rats 0 %).;-- )11.44

i19 tis 45.4, $

o1`k`k

Background
Pre-reading

This letter, also from the Pashto Academy in Peshawar, is a response to a request
for a subscription. In Afghanistan and Pakistan, if a publisher gets several months
behind in the issues of a journal, he will 'catch up' by putting several issues' worth of
material under one cover (usually not as much material as would have been published had
the issues been on time).

Key vocabulary

yearly adj 4. [Salaral

amount n, 112. Emabl6gh)

thanks n, Fl. Iman6nal 41..

money order phr. [mani arcjarl

lag behindder. int. vb. [wrusteg-1

170

printing n, 112. [chap]

subscription n, F1. fch6nda)

pamphlet 17, F1. [resE161 L.)
amount n, 112. [raqam]

rupee n, F2. [rup6y1 ,50)
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[Scanning for clues]

Look at the form and punctuation of the letter. Identify those elements which
indicate that it was written by the same author as the letter in Selection A.

Post-reading

4'1t L5L-4- J7:

4.t 01..at I 4.1 z .

A5-.;..1_, ss

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Spellings used by the letter writer (see also Note 1, Selection A):
(abbreviation for A.D.) E =

(July) =

4. s.

't

2. The phrase L95;_pit.5..ell. is an example of a grammatical process that is active in

Pakistani Pashto, but not in Afghan Pashto. You undoubtedly remember such words as
and 4.95:,".56.13 which are modern words created with an old Pashto suffix

which means roughly 'one who ...'. There are a few phrases in Afghan Pashto in which the
past form of a verb + plus Lsa ,sz; ,r.e. etc. is used, with a special meaning: L.5

for example, translates as 'he is definitely going.' In Pakistani Pashto, this

construction can be used, apparently, with a number of verbs, and the result translates
quite close to the English present progressive ('is going', 'is visiting'). It is, in fact,
quite possible that Pakistani Pashto has developed this parallel to the English present
progressive as a result of contact with English.

The 4.5.5;j- form is adj 2, and agrees with the subject. The use of in the

sentence with the (55;j- phrase is probably an error on the writer's part.

3. The writer uses the Kandahar in addition to the Kabul sg-Lt....

171
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Selection C
,,,

41-...a. La " ..1.1.. j- " 4 1 ..).

163

r-CLA r 1.-"j1

se's 41 .)-..'-: 41! -,I vxy b_.) set (5 z -1-:. I

4 , . . t . , 4.I 6. 4 J . I . ( 5 4 j - z , 0 ......p.1 s ) . j 1 . . . . c p .5 yie 1j ss a ..L:,.

_ 6_,J 1...1 a , ...p.3 j...- 4:.., le 4. as z yaJ L. 4JJ I _1....t.1 j..:.:, s5 a 4.*, .,:.; l. 4

4 _,.. LrS r....3 f._,.5 'ti ,.,.. al il tt j I:. AI cist js.t, 4...1 4.4 ..t.;1 03

("to s5 .1.t..5 la 4.t.,J1 _c5a 4 J.:da...._. t.....,,, j.:., a 6,4,a la sst. .... cr5 J.+ _tl.

i I 3
1 3. t j ..t 4; :two I; ivy >v' .., lc it.12... a (are ,,,14 I J.7......4.-;, a y...t.

4=-4 I ..) t-1.1 41 t-7--4 4.Y t-t5 f-.."5 sst _,:' 1-:-.: ,t5J.A1 I _.)-6-1 J7'. ssi -.--, 41

_s5_9...--. ilj 4; (15...311 cp ti ja j1 yAst, a 4.i
r. J......J Ii _ cs...t., y1_,:-.., li ,, a 4.; 41..41 s.,-,t to at-. 1

Pre-reading

Background

This letter is in answer to a request from a Pashtun living somewhere outside the
Pashto-speaking area, by the author of the two letters above. You will notice a marked
difference in style and vocabulary, notably the use of more Arabic words. The letter-
writer apparently knows that "Atiqullah Sahib" is a man of education, either from the
language in the original request or from personal knowledge.

Key vocabulary

publications n, 11 irreg. hatbu 2Stl ..:al..ct....L.

list n, 112. Efihrist] ......w.j.,ei

glance n, t12. Enazarl _.,.11.;

broad adj. 1. [wasi1 t-..........,

172

literature n, 11 irreg. [adabl .__,al

exile n, 111. (pard6s1 0-7:*1...)-7,'.

enthusiasm n, Fl. Ejazb61 41 4

taste n, Fl. [tan] LL-..-1.
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Scanning for clues
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Note the consistency in format among this and the two previous letters. What
does this consistency suggest about the writer?

Post-reading

iJ j::-..., 4.:. I j j_1 46 ,,..: L1' 4..r* 4.,.. Lz. .I.,:.....,.. ss.I i (.5....; j.5.t.1 -1,.:,. z . Y

z .1'

_,... . t

.
C: ec)TJ.5 Ji 4-%. o,...

i j L i)TJ 4- 1

J .Li 4:; .....%. La

z

L...12.:1,. .1.:-...,...

4.4 1-4. /...,5 4J 4.1 4.5.5,:i J.5.4. 1.:,

.-<:. j.5-J

4-..-, L. ,.\-.1-.

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. See Note 1, Selections A and B, for a list of the spellings the writer uses. A good
many of the writers deviations from standard Pashto are in the spellings of the various
c5's expectable given that Pashto is not written officially to any great extent in

Pakistan, and that even in Afghanistan the use of the o's is subject to great variation.

2. The second sentence of the third paragraph is a very flowery compliment to "Momand
Sahib" flowery to the point of being almost meaningless. The compliment is in keeping
with the writer's and the Pashto Academy's -policy of encouraging people to use
Pashto, but is far more extensive than the compliments in the previous two letters.
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Selection D

"LIl j" ,I

165

_ JI

4 0 rztl. z Lt... 4 s5-4.

z (T1-51 cist s5,?-51.)

(1.5,4 y 4-15 o z II.) 9 _) 9

sst 1.;
I z ss-t fA-J-44.

ei.z. 4 4.1. IZ _OZ
4515

47: ,t;14...%
45ZZ

Lto ciL (1st. _ Z 3

OZI 41.* I 41 1...0 4.5 cs

sse I j 1I 41 .1.54 ss.,1. L

_ e ,1( a

41! gt 9> cist
_ss.,*(Sla if

4.1..i=4 1.4

Background

s,5

Pre-reading

This letter, also from the Pashto Academy in Peshawar, was sent to the daughter
of Khadem, who authored one of the adabi parche in Unit 1. The daughter was inquiring
about getting her father's writings published.

Key vocabulary

opinion, wish n, Fl. [indiyal 4.4

meaning, purpose n, 112. [ghar6z1 cyz.).c

late, dead adj 1. [marh6m]

copy n, F 1. [nuskh614

publication n, P1 irreg. [i she? at] .=..c

commentary n, F 1. Rapser61

publish der. tr. vb. fichparaw]

publishing phr. [sha? e kaw611 atS 54-;
L..

principles of philosophy phr. [nususalhek6m]
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Scanning for clues

Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda 1 66

1. Compare the greeting in this letter with the greetings in the previous three. What can
you assume from the difference? Scan the letter for other evidence supporting your
assumption.

2. Guess:

Post-reading

csz z

j 0 aA j _t.5 z J I

(5-<-1 4-,'"a'? 48 lzS

sIS J.. I ti 4.5 (.5...1 ss,5 Lt..; I

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Conventions used by the letter writer (besides the ones listed for Selections A, El, and
C above):

=
= =
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Selection E

7.-% Cr...- Lyia -,-4" (54.,;" z

1 67

.1.1. 4.1% (5.44 La-vo L5 J(.1j..)

I U.; I c) z 13 I .5 4. (55

oJ.71 J a cr. Lt... 4.3 L5.5 t j:5 (55 4-.41

Lj JI .575 Lt c5 se-,75 J.,;" I, v
L:z-5

I L.

Pre-reading

Background

This letter is addressed to Rasul Amin, director of the Writers' Union of Free
Afghanistan (WUFA), the acronym for which is spelled Uj in Pashto and used

(pronounced [waf61 , which is also the Pashto word for 'loyalty') as the informal name of
the organization. The extent of the greeting and the quality of the Pashto mark the
writer as one not extensively experienced in writing.

Key vocabulary

cultural ad; 2. [farhangi] A./b."; do a favor phr. [pa ...iftan kaw] I

expect der. tr. vb. [hila kawq

Scanning for clues

publish der. tr. vb. [chk) kawL]
.t

memoirs n, F irreg. [kh-atar6t]

Read the greeting phrase. What does it tell you about the writer's feelings about writing
Dr. Amin?

170
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Post-reading

:L5z c5 _75 4' i9 « I .1 .

Lrtsb I j 41 4 Li j 4J z .1'

of e j j I J J I J .

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Instead of the writer uses the phrase .z which is considered

substandard usage.

2. The first sentence after the greeting does not have a direct object. It needs one to be
grammatically correct.

3. Misspellings:
= 4..1.4...% in first line of letter

L5,1 = L5ZZ; oy = in next to last line.

= in in next to last, and last lines.

From the joke book:
s.

L5.3.):.; (it.. 3 41. 415

4's

:Ls : 4.i ,5J.;

(:.;71. 5 9'

S L5 U.' I J :

fly L5-,s

religion n, M 2. [din) cre J original adj 2. [awalanay] JI

period, time, age n, F1. [zama'n61 CL. 3 electricity n, F2. [bij16y]

master, rich Hindu n, M1. [set] make progress phr. [taraqi kaw-] (5.3

servant n, 111. [nok6r] oil lamp n, 112. [cherSgh]

Note: cj.e z is often used as the second part of a masculine name
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J. L3

Selection F

V . 1 1 . 1 :

: z

" I 3.52: I I "

jI y I I ,z

cfr cs-+ I 4 .5.)9-1 " 3

) L .) "Ji )t. 4:".e3 91 r39 1

JI e j I
z

44.1.7.J .; e J-7.÷31

ti' ker:tS ( J)
.1:0 lS ac z z _t; L5,4

. (j Le J 4

J' (P-4.) z

L. 3

" (.5.) I 3...<_t I r.L., I

3./3 3 (:)15 z Cr-4-J

Background

Pre-reading

This is a fan letter to the Pashto Service of the Voice of America. The writer
included a poem on the back of his letter, which is not given here.

Key vocabulary

pamphlet n, F1. [reslal 4.1

side, direction n, M3. ntiraul j_t.J

broadcaster n, M1. EnatSql

always adv. Ehameshai tW Li

in care of phr. fbamarefatel

consistency n, F2. Ip5band6yl

especially adv. [ichusilsan]

service 17, F/. ftsSngal

17u
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Scanning for clues

Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda 170

1. Look at the beginning and ending lines of the letter. What is the Pashto, apparently,
for 'Voice of America'? for 'Pashto Service'? Where does the writer live? Where does
he get his mail?

2. Guess the meanings of:

3. Guess what the programs ( ) and ( are about.

c..5JJ

Post-reading

4.1. ty5 .1;1; I 4.4.1b z 41 11 .

c5.1 jab ,LJ z .

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The writer, an Atzakzai, spells his tribal name (113.5.111. This spelling reflects the

Persian and Urdu pronunciations of the name.
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Selection G

."5-1,t5.)15 0IJ z?e

'LL**, J 03
Lse. 4t

.rlySrz Ir . .5r I o jj..to

L L.?! ..5 .1 I c.5

I j G L. je (53 L. .1.

(5-*"
j ti 4.j.1...1 45 Ira j-el

I

Background

171

`1-1- 4-17:71b J.t.5

41 44 J..9;;

e?..3 J.";
4:,

0 63 c.5 J-4-4°

L ... z j I c.5.:0 I

41,5 9.4 ..)7: ..):° ("4" (5. t5

4.; 4 4-L4 J 4.14.13

: o I

4.A.:>S10 JI

I 4.,J3

(2) jt...; J.S

Pre-reading

This is another fan letter to VOA's Pashto Service, written by one of the two
brothers who signed the letter. The vocabulary, style and format of the letter suggest
that the writer has been educated in a mosque school.

Key vocabulary]

photograph n, 112. [aks] Q.-5A

Pers. spelling of 15
journal n, F1. Emuja1614.1....

bazaar n, F2. [mang6u] *g4.4

lv

leaflet n, F 1 . [pSoal 44L+

district n, 112. Rahs'illj-dz._,Z

Charsada [charsadal

post office n, F I (c1-6g-khEn614.:.10
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Scanning for clues

Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda 172

1. Identify the signatures and the address of the writers.

2. How has the writer indicated who he is writing to?

Post-reading

..)i c..5.)il 4-'9-'1_4 .9_4 9-7-+-7.' LF-C."9.5.-.:-1 .-t-- .1

4.,.1. 4:, .1.1 U L.L.:, 'J ri ..4j _4 .j_r_..4..1 z (..4....<_.1 ..6.:,. z ..T"

i_,J c5'.-44_,, y
(1.97: --)'

Notes for Detailed Rereading

.1"

1. The writer is making a literary pun with his phrase 4,:ii..1... &.5..s.tS ,5.4_:.S- The word

.,.54_.S means 'bouquet' and is used, as 'bouquet' is in English, with flowers. The Pashto

word for flower is, of course, Lg, and its plural rhymes with 4:,i..1.....

2. The names of the writers rhyme (we have reflected this in our choice of pseudonyms),
which very strongly suggests that they are brothers. Pashtun families quite often give
their sons names which are structurally similar to and rhyme with one another and with
the father's name.

3. Misspellings:
Lt., .1 should be either i .7- ... or (..11 ., not both. ,).1).... should be .,,,..5 or(5- Ls-

,.):,.1.. a. The writer's spelling suggests that he's not sure he probably says ..):,_,....) but has

been told at some point that i_t.... .) is 'correct'. Or vice versa!

4. The writer has written 4.:.: rather than 4-..1. . This is a hypercorrection a linguistic,
process responsible for phrases like "between you and I" in English. The writer
pronounces .L.... as [khapal, which is its normal pronunciation. He has, however,

undoubtedly been corrected for pronouncing [p] instead of [t] in any number of words (you
will remember that Pashto has no [f] sound natively, but that the letter. .1 occurs in

words borrowed from Persian and Arabic) and so he is spelling dal. with a ._:, just in case.

18i
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Selection H

IL te.,1.7+

cs*

L. a, 4; J...;JJ.5j 1.5 J,*; J j L5,. J... I z

(c) ji Jai 1,0

. L. cs z r.4...11., L.3 j I

c..szLz uL:S. 1°) r
4.:)L3 Lt:* J 2.)/ (S.?. J.* 1 J 91 J., 4.4 *..1...3 4; j.!

e

1 J.; .%.L.5

5 (.5 1 ) (.5
I 4-, -,I s,7 I I J-4. Li-is-L. (.5.4 (.5.1. I j 4; _Live.

( 5 j : s5.4-5 .(;) cse. o,.w 91

(IF! 4 12'1° ticge. 415-t

J I
yI 4-7t-; ss7'. c.5 3 Lie

162
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Pre-reading

Background

174

This letter is another piece of fan mail for VOA's Pashto Service, this one from a
student and member of a revolutionary group. The letter is written on a memorandum
form printed for the revolutionary group.

Key vocabulary

scholarship n, 112. [Mlem] rla

action n, 112. [am61] Li...a

companion n, 11 irreg. (mall J..

complaint n, Fl. (gi1614LIS

detailed adj. 1. [mufas61] J-31.4

Scanning for clues

final adj 1. Eakh6r1 .."..1

fortune, luck n, 112. [bakht] -;

happiness n, F2. [xEd6y1,t..5al+

reason, cause n, 112. [oat] ..:... ..1.

1. The writer's signature is reproduced exactly. From its contents and form, what can
you deduce about the writer?

2. What does the format of the last four lines before the signature suggest?

Post-reading

.5...Ji Ls z ().7.-1 4:°../.5.fd .A. 4:, (15;,3.)-,4' _,-7-4*-7', (.554 . --"'

,..5J .L.L.:S 4.L. .6 ,.,a;112.; .ti r.I)_,_,.;, j:_.4._,... z J J .1

I- 1-1...t. _,-.*-4--;.

Notes for Detailed Rereading

. T

1. The memorandum form has spaces for various directors and sub-directors to initial.
The writer is presumably supposed to fill in the date and indicate how many pages are
attached to the memo, and then get the memo okayed before he sends it.

2. The Pashto Service at VOA refers to itself both as k;j)_;.:, ,..:-+.1 .5 and as cs..5.A1 j.....,1

1S
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3. The referred to in reference to the 'letters' program is the nickname of the VOA

Pashto Service broadcaster who reads the letters.

4. The writer does not use the word 44_1: quite accurately. It means 'complaint', whereas

the context of the letter clearly indicates that the writer means 'suggestion'. He could
have used the Pashto word [spEr6xtl or the Arabic word [tajwfzl Note

that the writers of the other fan letters to the VOA Pashto Service chose

5. Abdul Qader Khattak is the son of Khushal Khan Khattak, and was a fine poet in his
own right. The letter writer includes this particular quatrain to demonstrate his
revolutionary fervor, which is also reflected in his suggestion that VOA Pashto Service
broadcasters visit Haripur (presumably to be lobbied by the members of the Islamic
Alliance).

6. The letter writer, as a student in the eighth grade, is not younger than about fourteen.
The way he signed his name, and its repetition in roman characters, suggests that he
isn't much older than that either.

From the joke book, showing that Pashto is not immune from punnery:ji (.5.4 L :

. 01: j ti L (54-5 : I

c5,i5 (:)..0t-it-; 4s'5 41 4
I *L.S. 5

heartburn, upset stomach phr. [pa kh6ta ke war] j

English words: r L3
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Selection I

`7.-at-4: 4.:-''" `I:ILA'9Y J9J9 rcJ-.
e 3j1.; j - 4 . 1. Lt.! JI I°', I,.c 4 . 4 1 , . 1 . : ELJ L , , L5Z EG.- .1 Ea ...).0A ..).;

rJ.. 1j 4; je LS 4.:,..t.. 4,4:-. 4.1 ut. 43 r.j..5 c5 a.; 1" .c.; j z 4.:, _,.. :...,

ri 4th, 63 ....._......,I,v, 5...t. 1.. ja.t..1 0j..... 0,:-.. .j 41 j7,1. ...,.. .4.4.iib

! - . ...,:.N. 4..;, ,..1 .z LA Lt. z 4.15 il a Lt.., I . 4...c 4:._.1- A L5... j....0 41.. j.e.

6..)-e..) 4..)1Z (55 9:19 -7-19 -,1.-:'-`' 'W., ssz 4-7; .9-1- Li5-1_,_ ss1J9 JI s.1-4.#

.Lk.s.,,.k., c 5 .1.; L Ij c.5 j...,. 4 jj i I s5.1-Z: :,1 .1.;9 3 o eda, j I 0 .,.vo ALL .....

4.r.° 4 `-°J"- J.," ci .-4 ,I 4'4d .5 C.5.) ./ '5 91 L5-5 E.' _r.: J.'S. 0-4 -)'
J_K ..).7:-; J 4; 0.1.1 0 Sr . r.,...., (.5.1,_, 1, cit.:-......1.....1 ...,1 t.. 0,..1 ...).! I ....x

10
r`:I.

-,....., L. 4:, J., 4:-J .1 c5.)

fo. jj 1 4..1.5 4.1.5 r L._ (.5.... L.:-.,

4.., .3 4.1 _,Ii. 4-19.4 1_4_,..4

c5 -" (7'..1 .":" 44 J- 4"9J IS

ill_, `1".". J., I JJ--.;-: i .5:19

ral.....
4....., ...z.. 4.*.; ..,..<-I,

9-.: 4- 4 ' il ..," il r -1 i J (55 '. It' 47 A..5 J9 J.;

. 41...)..11u 0 J 4; --+ kk L55 "-Le I 41 .tt.
..,-1-.... '..-.4, J . (...5 i,)7.1 Z Le 41 L) 4; ...,..7%-a' ..,, (.5.; I J.,.... j I

9I c..5 z L.5.,3 44 ral rt-o.- Ls-vo t::-.4 c 5 Z L5 j j-v,

c..5J-,.4 91 95 L -11"" L.S.Ye. *) LS 01-7-44491J

_,A.:6 j 4',_,.. I jSi .)...,, (.9....A.::_.4 .:.5_,5 L5 .1:,1? j a..;

_.) l.1.7.,-4 Ls.ts ..,...r ., 0.4 L.., j I ur, l. ....'..t. I , (5..., J i L.5-.1.0. 4-4., .j.:., ,z c.5 ...,...,...;-.C. .c,5 j.., .,)

. .5 .1 4.1 L.-4' ..,I,. 4; .., ..) .3 9-.....:-.4-7; 9,-» .,) z ',L.-Ai."... 4..., L5..., Lt..., . ....5...,i ....L....? .) ...) 1

c5.)9 1 4e. t-' ..P 9 I c59 r.-(7., _,- 41 JI_L,:i. J 4t c5,?"59 S'5 C..5 /
c.5 3 j.! 4 ..1.; L. b. ,...: u...-a z , :- c i z 6_,-., j Li; 1 j 1 z L.,.:.; 1 4..f

"= ' .., LF."4 .,-:e., e."4.° 415 415 4'7-'1 c5.)1C-L .,?.. J-5.2:' 43 ..1:' _)_,'

4.)....., 4.1 1.).1. b,3 .1 91 j ..)..:.5 51.4. ...t.e. 0 ..)...., re...1 (5 ..t'1J., 4r: _,-..":'-..-*-:'J '5

csz 51.1.: JI 4..t. J. Lsz .51.:,, r,5, ,z 4..., ..,....., .1.5 ,,,:, _,:. 4; Le 3

4; -,-)". i-)..);rij_.-.- 1 i I .C....,.. :1- .2-Lo (.5...7,.. o L. 3 ra.
.J.9'5

. 4...j.1 .t.16.,,,,,I.

4.3-" J.,

;°

june 29. 1991

1 S 5
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Background
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Pre-reading

This is a friendly letter from one former member of the Faculty of Letters, Kabul
University, to another. The Pashto is elegant, but the writer does not use periods
consistently. The recipient is a member of the VOA Pashto Service. The writer is a
Kandahari, and there are several Kandahari dialect phrases and words in the text.

Key vocabulary

be unbearable smp. int. vb. igham69-1-T,...a unity n, 112. [itihSclizl_

strong adj 4. Nawil director n, 111. [Emer]

ship n, F2. kaxt6y1 follow der. tr. vb. REqibawr.1

companion n,111. [mall JA headache n, 112. [dardesad

regular adj 1. Emunazam1r.16:-. bring dbl. irreg tr. vb. [ra" wast-]

success n, time n, 112. [6marl

Scanning for clues

1. Before you read the letter for content, go through the text and insert a tentative
period after each "full" verb (i.e. verb with tense and personal ending) . Then read for
content.

2. Guess the meanings of

Post-reading

45,75 4.. _t5 4J sse. 1 J.5 z j z .
ti

tom. 4". 47! (55:1 161'

.5 er" Jj 47: z

18
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.1 ojl.. z L z 4..1.i...1_1.5i..4 .c...... :..-t, .5.i 4-, .5; j.5._J .1 LI.. Z . L
e e -

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. Note the following Kandahari usages and their Kabul equivalents:
Kandahari dialect Kabul dialect

b?
J -Lis (94J J-LI

Nay] (.5.5 ( tj.1., ) [Ica] 4.5 (Cy )

2. The writer was a Professor of Pashto, and as such can be expected to write standard
Pashto. His lack of punctuation in this letter reflects first that he is writing in informal
circumstances, and second, that punctuation is a relatively new addition to Pashto
writing, and has not acquired the mandatory character that punctuation has acquired in
the western languages. As might be expected, literate Pashto speakers do not depend on
punctuation for clues to anywhere near the extent that speakers/readers of western
languages do.

3. In one place (in his comments on the VOA Pashto Service), the writer uses synonyms
for emphasis. In this case the synonyms are al..,.; I and ji".;1,

4. The writer uses the following idioms:
c5.1.n1 0...,j jf. = under control

r.e. 4.L.-....1.:, 4:.,* j j = I'm stuck here

187
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Selection J

I /ft.:L. I : Lo " Ls; L. I

j 4:1.4J tst.

4;J-A 4"1`1".)..23 L5S 4;1-,5 .31 4-11-5 43 41- 9; 9.1.

--c5 c59-1. 4a 9S c5 -1:d1

t L5 I 4L.A. .11 I

J.. z 4.1
(..51 91 1 z 99 44 41 19L-:

jj.5 z

(.5-)91 c5_*1.-* c.n.- 1 JJ--- 91 ci-e. J-4 .;'. 'LL5

ult 42, it.10 4.7.14

. a (.-.) rt.; .1. e L 4J 415 4..1.5 4:0* (..5.;;

45 9-;99-4 Ity-'. 0-5 4;95 c5-e.19 45(9 (54 ea?3

4.4.4 45 J.; j 47 o, y is z 411, I

(5S .1.1 J.; L.. LS z ,JJ I ¢ Lt ...1 I 41 e

t I

L.5.--,91

I u
(.5°

Pre-reading

Background

This letter is from one poet to another, and that circumstance is reflected in the
style and language of the letter.

"AmEni Sahib" works at VOA. Pesarlay is the name of a mutual friend; Gulbudin is
the leader of Hezbe Islami, one of the mujahed organizations; Rasul Amin is the head of
WUFA, the same Rasul Amin who was the recipient of the letter in Selection E.
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Key vocabulary
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intention n, M2. [qasdl

literary adj. 4. [qalamil u.J-3
be piled der. int. vb. [kwata keg-1 myr5 4.}5

journal n, F1. [mujalal

be attached smp. int. vb. [naxat-1

assistance n, F2. [hamkarfl

Scanning for clues

1. Put quote marks around

2. Guess the meanings of (5..13

prepared adj. 4. [amgc16] ezLi

busy adj 1. [bukht]

running phr. [pa mind] 4.;*

count on der. tr. [his-1:1 kaw-q- J.S

sight n, t12. Idid6n] a

Post-reading

L5a 4.J (yrj JT L. I z ch.S.t.1 .

6.114 I .
S5'11-4

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The dots after the greeting indicate that some formula having to do with wishing that
God will bless the addressee have been left out.

2. The phrase a j.1 LT. in the first sentence translates simply as "I intended..."

3. In the same sentence, the author plays with the two meanings of the word c.,S.

4. In the third sentence, the phrase has the effect of something like "God knows",

e.g. "God knows from whom I got this address".

5. The phrase 5.)L.S...6 (5.11 in the last paragraph is a circumlocution. The writer is

asking his friend to write something for his journal.
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Selection K

1 6 1

WRITERS UNION OF

FREE AFGHANISTAN

WUFA

P. 0. Box 867

Peshawar University, Pakistan

Phone: 42288, 40720 Telex: WUFA

Bank Acc. No. 1143 Habib Bank Ltd.

Jamrud Road, University Branch

No

Date

j Al V

6.5 : ro.14.4; . LTVAA :

:

ate

J 4;40 Y 4..0 z vy z

4:3

J 0.1.S1;

J9-

1;u
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Background
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Pre-reading

This is an inter-office memorandum written by the Rasul Amin of Selections F and J, and
of the speech/article in Unit 2. The name of the delegation mentioned in the memo was
deleted by WUFA staff before they gave us the memo for use in this reader.

Key vocabulary

institution n, Fl. [mosisS] 4--v.,.. scheduled adj 2. [VakSlayl ()Si;

delegation n, 112. [hay%tl 4.'.1.-Liti attend der. int. vb. [hgzareg-] -,)?..)...a (-N.

Scanning for clues

1. Identify the parts of the memorandum form as opposed to the memorandum itself.

2. Guess the meanings of j...-...5: j.).;$

Post-reading

(5.."_)...1-4-',..9-e. ...)-..-:'

J-`-:e .9r 4:; ,5t...4. i...3.5 (.5.,
45,,

.1t.......,1 .1 ..,.11A) z v. lt,:.L;61 .1131 z .

k.5.1 c5J-t

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The language of this memorandum is simple and unadorned, and the lack of
'embellishment' i.e. the polite phrases conveys the message that the content of the
memo is a command performance.
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Selection

WRITERS UNION OF

FREE AFGHANISTAN

WUFA

Lst z zl-L.« I _4A

J Z JI 5 j.5 4.0 j 4S J.; (.5"..4 1 L5.5

j3 OJZ (.5.Z4 4.1 .12. 1.1:* j 1

1 (.3 j 1

.."; I, 9I I .11:. I y_

e 4.1 I 4_7.«

(;.5A, t5.)1" 9-I L"
(51. 419.5

47; L5.4.4, (513 (5a z z

L5.5 4.1. J.; z a7 z I

J1 I j.e. 3i (15.

0-5 _t" :?-4C cats

7'

(.*.n- ar. J ar
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Background

Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda 184

Pre-reading

This is another memorandum from the director of WUFA. The names of the
recipients have been deleted for reasons which will become apparent when you read the
memorandum as will Muhtaram Rasul Amin Sayib's sense of humor.

Key vocabulary

serious adj 4. [jag] 4.1....

allowance n, 11 irreg. [hoqiici] (3...

make content phr. [qenE%t kaw-] -_,.5 4z.... .A L.3

requirement n, 112. [mukalafiyat] - ........4.1.5.

colleague n, PH. thamkSrl j1.5...se

worth, value n, P12. [wat] ,x,

Scanning for clues

relationship n, P12. [IrtebSt] I L:. j 1

continual phr. [byS byal L..1 117;

attention n,F1. [pgmlar6nal 4.:j.1.. l.;

about phr. [pa b5131 ,..,L;
T

'honored self' n, P12. [tashrif] ....12 j....t.L

insistence n, P12. [tengSr] j&..._:.;

1. Identify the names of the two journals mentioned in the memorandum.

2. Guess the meaning of -,.1 j l.5...A ej,15 (.55:..,-bl.)

Post-reading

I a 4_,
(..5"4-1. T

ss5 Lk, 47, 41.

i (.3L I 3J.L., . ss j I ..1.15 e_.).3 e ja

j.)5J.,

4:0 ...,..0 I .I LL40 I ...t:ILA 4.1

5 1 (.77-4_, 41

,-4*, L... a .:Jj.l. 4:,

(3.t.;-'- 5_r:"-C '

t.:,_4... I at...,j
c.5J-5 J15

L.5.......t-..S 4..1

4.- ,,.;1 '1-7 I

. 1

. T

.T(.$-:-. yii
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. This is very flowery and polite writing, and, given the message of the memorandum,
its effect is very funny.

2. The phrase ." Ls; .).1... II a .1; I a Lt.. I j.. _.....,.. .),kh . does not translate literally into

English. Idiomatically, it's 'To the attention of the honored teachers...'

3. Amin Sahib uses the circumlocutions 4 j Lc... _t.111. a and ..:.......t.i.L... to refer to articles

the addressees should write.

4. The phrase (.54.5 j..1_:J cst ...!1.4. 4...1S j..; translates best as something like 'as far as I

can see".

From the joke book:

,75.)..1 `t. .4.).) _1..)..) .1.1 s.4_.)" > V
.1261,......«. J (.15.4 , 4.1.z. Lo : (.J-2» 41"» (51 L.:-.' . A.,

. c5...t

4.z...........4
.i'.1.)t.5

compliment n, t12. [sif 'SU .;....;....:

excuse me phr. [mSf Kral 6,75 ,....i lx..

good deed phr. En6k k6rJ )1.5 4.:.11.2,

always adv. [hamesh61 44.74.41b

41 c.5,?-'4

..:.. ...;....0 ..).7! .)

4J-1...%.
v

r-i"t
(.5.;

4..,.
e

4-'7!

y.k.I.1..

ea,y.5 .1j..5...

4,3 .:5...s. 4_1u... :J.7.... c.57.. (....,..1,

.1-;(-~ 4-1 1.-r

hide phr. [pat sat -] :;L, 4.1

check n, 112. [child ..J...

donation n, Fl. [chand6] e J.Lt

signature n, 112. [daskhat] 41..t....., z

stingy adj 1. [shum[r.,,...t.
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Selection A.

47; US

Selection B.

Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda 186

Answers to Post-reading Questions

47°. 1) 417;1' 4:°.

J yst v4.3 J./ c;" IJ
c5., -" I» Ji

)1.1. 495 .

. 0

c5 S97t. at".

bz (159-4.. J:4-"":' _1 $1-~4 . 1

0.)1.. 4.1 Gp 4.0 y L l.o v to I .z

c.5)1., 5r ;..1..) ice
j(...;, 4J J.S cj.! z . l.o eL (:)t... 1 4.1 T

c.5.,;1.te

Selection C.

c..5-,:"-%

ein"li JJ se. `:-*-''...1y;

3 (51..?ri 4 (.../1°_, (..J1 feb15 4:;

Selection D.

z 3 c..5,75

(.5.5:. z .

I z . TJ.
c .

. o,47Sj o %.%.0 c5 L 41 _LI. z .

t.5Z -$7J J-1 ye. "7' .L.S 1'5'11 0° z
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Selection E.

c5.7.1 ss.e. e I z .

. ez T

Selection F.

i 19 9'
c5991 9A1.. 991

_JS91;' z 4 tS z t5#5 se. c;"3. b I, 1,5 JI rli_r4'.:$

(.7.1 JJ-7-1.1 >9 c.5 -7- 91 <1947.", ss-ILJ

S z

Selection G.

Selection H.

Selection I.

.T

<5 J91 se. (.3-9-4.' J14 41
cc, c` _t v,9 ss; 41' I S 97: J .

0-74 te. C 1-1=:' r-1_)Si..4 . T

4-4-Le,. se. s
4 A:0 j c5 oz I z 4I .

c$ z LzJ I T

,?-5 se. _Lt5

. ss5 z

c5 c5 1-1 97: o>-" _IJIL

LS ts; ssT!
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Selection J.

Unit 6: Letters and Memoranda 1 88

45J.1.1 (:)1.-A. I Lb -44 t:re -L11":"(..g

. z

V

Selection K.

Selection L.
4J U (55 I

c5 c.5.14.1 Li:44 4:" z z . 1

j?..a z z131

. 0.1

t.5 4.; J.; I .z I 4.1 .

t.S.) 1-5.-g' 541;

c.1. I vJL ss LI-15 e_.) j z v1 .z L 1 4.,;.4

5.,S. 1S ash L5-e I
J 1 ce U.)

5 I 5ji z
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Unit 7: Fractured Pashto

Introduction

Fractured Pashto is Pashto that violates the grammatical rules of normal Pashto,
in exactly the same way that the "fractured English" of [the composer] should have
written for make-shift orchestra or heterogeneous instruments, sometimes invented,
which has been called odd-Jobs which can play a stimulate function for musical
imagination and for artistic evolution.' (from the liner notes of a CD) violates the ryles
of normal English. Fractured Pashto accounts for between 30% and 40% of modern
published Pashto, and for that reason is included in this reader.

The main source of fractured Pashto is the press in both Afghanistan and Pakis-
tan. In Afghanistan, it has long been government policy to publish in Pashto on an equal
basis with Dari. In Pakistan, there is no government policy about publishing in Pashto,
but there is popular demand for it in the Pashto-speaking areas, and the Urdu-speaking
press tries to meet this popular demand. As a result, Dari-speaking (in Afghanistan) and
Urdu-speaking (in Pakistan) writers with widely varying ability in Pashto are frequently
called on to write original articles in Pashto, or to translate articles from Dari or Urdu
to Pashto. This, combined with the widely-held opinion that translation is mostly a
matter of substituting the target language words for the words of the language of the
original, results in article after article in which the Pashto is simply not grammatically
correct.

Another source of fractured Pashto is translations from western languages, in the
execution of which the translator, usually a native speaker of Pashto with some know-
ledge of the language out of which he/she is translating, adheres too blindly to the stra-
tegy mentioned above of translating word for word.

Just as you as an English speaker can figure 0,-1 what the fractured English notice
The flattening of underwear with pleasure is the job of the chambermaid' means, native
Pashto speakers can understand fractured Pashto that hasn't been too badly mangled,
especially if they also speak the language from which the fractured Pashto has been
translated. Students of Pashto, on the other hand, are at a disadvantage: it is difficult
to tell, Mien approaching a piece of Pashto, whether your difficulties come from your
inadequate command of the language, or from the fact that the piece is in fractured
Pashto and therefore difficult for native speakers to understand as well as you.

We have included in this section two news briefs, two articles, and two transla-
tions from English. Each piece has been rewritten in normal, grammatical Pashto, so that
you can by comparing the fractured and normal versions get a sense of what fractured
Pashto 'feels' like. We have, in the case of the two translations from English, included
the English originals as well; if you compare the English and the fractured Pashto, you
will see clearly how the translator approached his task. And in the case of the second
English piece, we hope you will sympathize as strongly with the translator as we do.
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Selection A

o Lt. a.mi..11) I j rte. I I I

e J LI (.51:.:3 Lt...., J

(15.5,t.t. Lc; L'. 3 I )1 1. (.5. b L.; ) 1;

-1 (5:5 ...IS*, 471 oLw %...1.42 1 J ,1 1 J.:, J740 j jra, J loy_ .

c5" .17'. 4-4' .?-1": c5.)5 Ji (.55 Jt-:- 'Lb .J e,?.3 z c.5'1;t1 I L-e. I

41-t ell5
4-; L5-+-5 ti z c5J.5 z

(.5.4 j JIZ j LT./ .5 4.: JI Ij
V, Z O,.40 I :1211. (5,9L; J

Background

ji j1 L.:: I Z t..L.41.1 I

0,;: z 0- pi z
. a,.5 a..Ut

Pre-reading

These two pieces are news briefs from the 6/20/92 issue of the newspaper
Wandat, published in Peshawar. In this first brief, the correspondent praises Sobadar
Sher Nawab and Maharer Wasif Shah, two members of the police force in the village of
Tana, for their behavior during an incident at College intersection (s.. jlt &IS z).

Here is the piece in normal Pakistani Pashto:

1.x..41 LS 44 J eirt, j I ..)1 3

o U., ,..La Ij I 4711.,.., I Z 4.40 11. ti j I Lst...0

4-L.:J1) (411. I, (55.) L:-4 4; (5.r" l515 1-*" 15 4.w z
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44 ip Lio .1.44.4) ss.; I

c.SAI I c.5 .5%.1-C" 4.)-64 .AwS (5" /»w k,"""*:* eit-C z

4:0 4a c5 a.*; (sr' 4.7.4 * 46 45..:..36 z

(5411... ,z .1/4.5 63.4,1.l.; _. .t; ac, j1 (5.4.1.)

Cr» JJ-*1- t5J15-4-4 z 4.)-m

(s,;.) Lsj c.SJI y.)10 47:

Key vocabulary

accomplish phr. [ sar ta rasaw.q j 4:3

(police) force, n, F1. [? ama161

pressure n, 112. [fash6r]

hour n, F1. [ganta]

responsible, guilty adj 1 [mas9G1]

accused (person) n,111. [muiz6m]

illegitimate adj 41 [rigfe'yiz]

Scanning hints

J. J
j?.5 I 1, rab L5.7s.

carry out phr. Ciira kaw'l iS I I

good deed n, F1. Eintin-rniy6] Lilx.;1

sincerity n, F2. [imanda-rf] c.5.)1..Z Le. I

support n, 112. [ta 2'gw6n]

praise n, t12. Eta?rifl

pressure n, 112. [dabSw] z

contact n, 111. frishtadarl jIz

1. Read the normal Pashto version before tackling the fractured version.

2. Guess:
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Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The term (..5.1jU-. denotes a person who uses his influence for improper purposes,

such as hiring a relative for an important position.

2. The phrase Ettnde tkkhe khabke c5.1.:.; translates literally as

'exchange bitter words', i.e. to argue.

3. The phrase 4..01.1. 4. translates best as 'especially'.

3. The following are Urdu words imported into the Pashto:
good deed phr. w/ n, F2. [kar kardagi]

sincere adj 4. EporkholLisal

promise n, F2. [yaqindahni] L5Arb z

recover (stolen goods) phr. [bargmad kawq

2.

r-7,.1.z 4.1 0-A

( I) 4_1-1 z t;( i°7'.

(5+5 4= a-a J" _I _)-:'-'. elj."1-! _)+; cr.: =1-'.

dla ipj (54 (IL 47; j..4 *11..i. 4.4 LA z

z_rt-*- cr-e. J-e. J1 J1-31 ..)1" c.r-1 I Ls

J.)-6 u-4-5 '& .!*; " J**

Jtrw c5.1;; w Lb-Lt. rti.1 A. ..1-44. lz

Ls-is 4:'"" 4-y) ./"4j4 j J.& c.5

. c .5 j
. . . z o yr1S JI 4.1 01A I _re 3 Lrd

c.5.4_,SJI J.! J-Le. c.5A-4-4
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Pre-reading

Background

1 93

This news brief tells what happened at a meeting of the Malakand Union of
Journalists. It lists the important persons who attended the meeting, as well.

The Press as an institution is fairly powerful in Pakistan; it is not considered out
of line for the press to make recommendations of the nature of the one mentioned in this
brief.

Here is the brief in normal Pakistani Pashto:
JG 4:1 4.)..0 1 ...77*. 3 J lai 4,;,-o :J J.; .1.:5

LsAi ,..5 .z J

.., a ,,, l.Y Ls; la (5J 1. z
JS. J..c a I at-ssj_) 4.41.0 c5ant J

I kfit3 I a-L'. JJ-Z- 'z 4. 6.-1J1 A-X CY'S .)-,5
J.4 J10 y r2...1 97.. Lc

c5 a a 0 vC5 41..;$ 04 0 4-' .3 J

c5-, z tit-r" (5-4"- (5"-J_,-;" c5"
(.5..to 1S3J 44; J.:1%. %Ili.* J1 U a 4.;61b 1 J 41;4,1

c..5 J_0"_.) _?-7-1 11:4 -,78 Ln'j: c5 3 (..k-e"

Key vocabulary

treatment n, M2. Del6j1E.o

besides adv. w/ 4...4.1 [at awa] ej:l.c

contract n, t12. NarardSdl ai z ;D.

one who suffers n, M1. [mubtalS]

collectively phr. [motafeq6 taw6r1

approve der. tr. vb. Emanzuraw-q j..1114

be agreed der int. vb. [manzureg-1

outstanding, famous adj 4. [nftt61.3:-.

be free der. int. vb. [wuzgreg-1 JIS

provincial minister [wazire

202

meeting, n, M2. Eij1Ss1 cri

illness n, F2. fbemEril

toward adv. w/ a [palaw]

attention n, F3. [tawajOhl

since adv. [raise] Ij
governmental adj 4. [sarkEril

welfare n, Fl. [xeg6rial

province n, Fl. [soba]

journalist n, M1. [saNfil

presidency n, t12. [sadarSt]
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Scanning hints

1. Read the normal Pashto version of the brief before you tackle the fractured Pashto
version.

2. The dots in the third to last line of the fractured Pashto indicate a word that is
unreadable (it is printed to faintly in the original, and there isn't enough context to make
a good guess).

3. The brief mentions the following, listed below with their titles in Pashto and English:
Person: Person: JL:.31

English Title: general/center press secretary English Title: office affairs secretary
Pashto Title: j_,Lt (.5.1lc.1.4,. a Pashto Title- j1.1.

Person: cit.. Person: rj La .1.'1,-4

English Title: general press secretary
Pashto Title: jjlt.

Person:.,.615- Jr. al

English Title: secretary of public relations
Pashto Title: (.5...Lt.

English Title: press secretary
Pashto Title: (.5tt.. a

Person:

English Title: general secretary
Pashto Title: &r.t...L.

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The term translates from Pakistani Pashto as 'journalist'; the same term in

Afghan Pashto translates as 'bookbinder'.

2. In the phrase c5,7.5j1 (..5.z in the normal Pashto headline, the

indicates that the government itself is being asked to pick up the expenses.

3. The word a10 .)1.,.3 usually means 'contract'. In this context, however, it clearly
refers to a decision.
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4. The word , which usually translates as 'border, is also used to refer to the

Northwest Frontier Province (which is of course the border between Afghanistan and
Pakistan, and India before Pakistan was established) in Pakistan.

<
'15,ri

_):; z

Post-reading

j I Ls; b z z .)1 L. , .

c..5 45.'4 *Lie j
453'. e-)".# Lz. 1--4 4.J L 44.5 C-J L.5 4;'.

tislt

I I Lb-r-; I . s53 L z

c.5*1 (s";

204

eAj .5nt

4S It. trig s5a7: .0
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j J_t.L. 417* ut

7, 4.1*-J Lo LO

Selection B

(St c.Si 4L5

_A+ .1 o, c ,?.5 C5"1.1V

5 Jj" z L57'.

o J.J .Z z 1.57; *4.(LI I j.. jt.a.. .1 j:.; ev, lr

z 41 .J., 011 (57: (

J (31 %La,. JAhAs csZ I z joyd. L5:1 ly!

(.57: 4.! L55 JILL. L5t S 3> (.5"1° -9"'Le
IL:. 1 .z 4..;$ Co c5,5 4wi 45

c..5..t5JJ z

()Ijj1.4 Jel.5 ra.
1 ZIA JI 51.;* t, (.5.5 JILL 4., cal

z j z I

uyt.--1-4; L" le I J"; v/4"/ t..)1° j r t°

c5 4.3 c.5'z ESL1 4' J1,41-64 _II c.54_14 z 5z

4." I L5_1-54; 4."i_)-44 r-4` 4-1

0.1.51.;

J I (...ht..)

c5.75

4..11

I 4.:,

01 I

c5z

(..5-/-)."5 (St t.5Z L.$1`11-".

(52: L57.5 ly z
L5-1.4 4-) Lc'

c$

(5.'5 44 4; 4%)-.) 6..)(7,!Z

ie. 114 4 Tr* .j 4 t 4 7: ("4' -

(.5-1:' 1y 4 J1 c5 N-.4.-;1-51-. V..' 3-4-a I .31 (.7" ti
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Pre-reading

Background

This piece is a column in Anis, a newspaper published in Kabul. It appeared on
April 2, 1992 when different groups of mujaheddin were fighting one another for control
of the city. Basic necessities were in very short supply at the time, and as a result the
prices of everyday goods were sky-high. The price of bread the flat, thick, oval Afghan
bread was a sore subject for the residents of Kabul, and this column blames the city's
bakers for raising the price of a loaf to 100 afghanis. It makes the point that the bakers
had volunteered to keep the price to 50, but at the same time had reduced the weight of
the loaves, then offered a regular-sized loaf at the raised price.

Families in Kabul provide bread for themselves in two ways: they either buy the
baked loaves from the baker, or they prepare the dough at home, then take the shaped,
unbaked loaves to the baker who, for a price or a share of the total bread, bakes the bread
in his oven.

Here is the selection in normal Pashto:

c5a .t$

.t.5"(-; I Le_1-4-1 ss-U I 4'111' t ..t.; Le.

z ye c5 JI 41.*

b.)» c5j (J04 e, 4S 7 41115 Ja

(i.5 Li-e" 4;) up-4S b.) sse. CJ.3.9

(.5.1 t_r; .1 _1, 5 Jt-I. J1-5

t. 4-t c5 45 ( e 41..jb I .)(4 cbs 15 I

J- 45-1 (:;17..Lta; c.5.75 4:1V.11-a

c5 ss5_,S

r-4 JI c.5 J.5 `=''. 4 i1.lt".5 4.1 (:)),, 15 1--.% 1-t.

cu2-01 (..5.t5;.

c$,I5 tr5.)=0 150J0 z

45; WI c,. J t (..57= I Z? 6-'7 4,1 Llii;

I 4; Le ki5.5 4;' (.5.$74
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Key vocabulary

Unit 7: Fractured Pashto 198

. ot. (.7L.....1.1_, cs; L I ej_e 0 4.7.: cis.e. 4,1 _,A 4.7eN. LTA,

light weight n, 113. [spakwSlay] JIA..0

column n, /12. [sut6n] c:1,.,

complain [sarGna takawq -.,....; 4 j j....4

one who complains adj 4. [shkil (.5.5L.24

municipality n, 113. [xa-rwlf] ull j JL.I.

city-dwellers n, 111. ExarySnIcA,....)4

fair, just adj I. [9adill jzt.o

supply phr. [arza kawal] --,.5 4-z _,.e

trade, profession n, 112. [kasab] t......5

artisan n, 111. [kasabgar] JS.1.......5

problem n, Fl. [Vanja] 4...?.:,

raise inf. phr. Ilwat-aw-9 -,,,,..,.1

height n, 113. Dwat-wSlayl jlii4.i

reader n, P13. DwastGnkayl L5-52._,::-..1

deserving onen, 112. [mustaeci] ja.z....-.

proof n, 112. ErnisdSql 31.1....0...

rnaterialsn, 11 irreg. PI . ErnawSdi zi.j..

baker n, 111. [n-anway], ErfanbSyl c5t-1;

weight n, 112. Iwazan1 cjai

try phr. Ihatsa kaw9 -_,-C 43ab

Scanning hints

effective adj 1. [aghizman] c).43-.til

force der. tr. vb. [acawL1-j)1

flour n, 11 irreg. Iwcal 6,41

excuse, rationale n, Fl. [batAna] 41.4

expand der tr. vb. [para'khawL] -_,1.1_4

fifty-worth adj 4. [pandzosi] urrI ..4.: le

in trouble phr. [pa taklItI ....1.15:.4 4.;*

over phr. [pa sad j....., .L...e.,

speculation n, F3. [peshbini] L>t...: ' ,..:

prediction n, F2. [pish guwi] (.5.7%,5 Lytrie

be provided der. int. vb. [tgrninag-] -..t.:...1.1*.

shoving phr. [tela tamba] 4t.:.;

refer to phr. [fiawala warkawq -,S j 4.11

raw adj 1. Ekha'ml ra.l.:

rise smp. int. vb. [khatq -.1:.&.

worsen der. int. vb. [kharabeg-1- ,r; I,.:

voluntary adj 4. [khwadmukhtara] e JU.:,.... z,1.

all of them phr. [de yaw makhe] (5L.... J.:., z

mission n, 112. [resElat] ...-JL, j

area n, F 1. Esn61 .ta..I.....

1. Read the normal Pashto version of the selection before you try the fractured Pashto
version.

2. Guess:
1°31?
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Post-reading

4"; 150_14 -t;1:

4;

L5-14 41 4-1 c) Le.

tt 4." csi .)

(.74f4

.1'

41% 4-1 c)(,.,L+ .t

Notes for Detailed Rereading

.0

1. A c,j...L. is a Dill in any currency of 100 units, in this case, a 100-afghani note; in

parallel, the term refers to a 10-afghani note. The suffix [ -gun] c)1.5.- can be

applied to any number, e.g. if a Pashtun were discussing American currency, the phrases
etc., could be used.

2. The word [naw-e'fil] is an Arabic plural, incorrectly "Pashto-ized" by being

spelled with the The singular is [nahiy6] 4-4% ; it translates as 'district'.

3. It is clear from context that the author means something like 'make excuses' with the
phrase ()it:. a..lr Pashtuns say -.IS 4.4.1.) however.

4. A is a stolen piece. Sometimes, when a family brings its dough to the oven to

be baked, the baker snitches a piece of the dough. The snitched piece is the chungi, and
several chungis are reshaped and baked Into a loaf.

5. The phrase L54.:.. 1.1.:% 4.e translates literally as 'put all five fingers

into [one's] mouth. It is a phrase expressing someone's greed.

6. The phrase would be rendered in English by quotation marks around

whatever follows it. The author is indicating that the term L5S.', it is not in normal

written Pashto usage.
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7. The phrase [mimzarmS Iola zmg] L.3 4..1);; L. J.5 t... translates roughly as 'all for me',

and is an indication of selfishness or mean-spiritedness.

B. 03 , . J... .".; translates best as 'besides', or 'in spite of.

9. The phrase -i5 4...? 4 e j 3 4; . . . is an idiom translating as 'not have the heart for ...'

From the joke book:

..) 1.9 0.,.e. 4ial 4... 4.J.S. . 3 ij.n.1 ..) 1.; c5 3 I ..1.:, I .t _,.....,,) e_,..1. 4...;) cp1.5 ey

cy_).13...5 0,..' z 4.,..! (. D 4.t i.5 .z_.. . 1. kl...:.,......, _I.e. 4 jai:, .,. _.,:; ,.::, 4..;

*c.55 c).?-t1 Ji J11 0.).* j Z 0..).1.

4 4...1.L4 4; L. : J.... .3 y j 4; jj .., I t...:: .5 J.; I ,4 4...; t... o_).:N. J j 11
J I ..,.L.L.

s5-i- 4-) =
4, j..., z (5..t.s I. s .1JL. 4e ) 4,...; 4....%

e
of

potter n, I'll. (kultill LPS

excessive, without measure adj 4. [be andgze] c.531.1.;i

load n, 1.12. [bar] jlt

blame, criticise der. tr. vb.. [malt-mataw.q -_,:z.. :1-
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Selection C

Hewad 3/11/92

J'D1 C5-9IS 3-746. -4 .31 5._!-L" "5 oS t..)7! *5 I i Ji-

csit.1..4

_15 -1k t5 -11 4; (SU OS 41 45 ZP-+ _11 Le

4: i 4; 0.5.4 4.:., .li...-0 ..t.... 4.a .5 ..1 4:1 1...t. 4.6.1.

..::..:4-.0 ii.,..1 4.a ..1....ce
<.5"5 ''' ..-i--. .-L'' 4`;.' ot (.5i)t-'-,1-:' L5 -,.' 4=U:'' .,-,:s -.' c5,5

. L5.,,,, _t_.,. .4...4 j.3 )l.:,.. I j1 ..,:,...t:',A....0 ...,.19;, ,1

( c ) L51 LA:.; .LIJ I 4.,- c.$ ...).; I (.5.10-...) (.5.1 j I cy. 1.1.. 1 j1 0.3_4 4.a. .1.6.4 z

Li-;.1- °,;(1.1 1-43 c5 .31_.ft: 1"99 7' 613.3) J70' .)k, (55 (j"-,' ';'. C5-5.9-)

63 i I °.S L 3 639_, 44 c5 ., 4.J ..,:. .5 ,..1.i.),, _,1 4.1,t:. .1.1 j_t:. il el_t.:,. ji 41 il

( r.5.).., ..7-1 4-1° z 4:
_IA z (5 . 4....5.z -..-.......4.4. oj1.5.4 il .1..:&,..1.` .,.e. j... I z.1 J.6.0 4....? i I ...d..t.;

`-:"95 _J-7-w c5393 Z Lt 1Z J. t5'5 c.51.-1.: 4-'11_)-r _II c591 (55:1?-1 J9_)--1

j I j.t. I c5 I ..1.A. 4.: 1.1 . (5.2: a.:S...)..t 4...? it.'; 9. I. 4:-.6.1.0 il jli c59.1

-"Sy ..,7'. rat la c5z (.5,,5 ,-,.,----... .5..)9;, ,1-4- J-4-1. z (1,5_.).1 ._, I _rt.

csiLti ' cs-t-- ci-1 & °,1' J.*.,-, 4.LI-C. 41 ..,J,-:' .. c5159.) ,1 L4-,- Ls ,,1 4= *-;-....

( 55 ; .3 . 3 t e 63.3 .3 445 C 3 Z 41 '.. c.. 5 Z .3-:' JJ ';' .37: it'A J.,5 rk.) (.5 .-1-1'' 31

L.P. I ..) rA (55 4-1 0 41. J; l _/-: " Z " J.)7,-.* L5-7., °.3 9., (5t c5' -4 e .3-:.-: -r''

(3'1 ,A -LI 45 -LI ra° 4': 67/ I.,' -,-:''''
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Pre-reading

Background

4.I.2.)3 is literalij 'sunbeams', and is a column title under which various

feature articles appear in the newspaper Hewad published in Kabul. The features are
usually about some aspect of conduct or religion. This selection is the first few
paragraphs of a long piece about fasting, which appeared at the beginning of the month of
fasting in 1992.

The structure of the sentences strongly suggests that it was translated close to
word-for-word from Persian.

Here is the piece in normal Pashto:

0°1.1.

J . J c5.1.2.1 J.4 sgS crzl .1 4.) Lt.. 7, :Li

YO .9 WO Y

JI L.5I Jr..) 03 J.) AAA 4t. &s 9Y c$ '0'19 4'J
4:0 4.5

03 J.) z l.d z Lit LA.; c$1 z ciL*,

J' I o, I y. 4.; » : (se

c.5 4.e, L.3 .1,11 by .1JJ..* I 7, L. 3 6.3_,J

J4 af;' .)-i " tom (5:1. -)÷ (5-Pt.-5

J.1 (.5.to 4l..;0 s,3 9J 41. oJ4J vJSIB
c5-t5.)..) t'17:1' 4%."1"". Ls1 L7,'.

J..)0 z

ferib .."trG .Z (371 (.51%1:11. J I (5..5 4J J 4,7:. J:11.).A.0 4:101, c5~.--;

Key vocabulary

gain der. tr. vb. thasalaw=1-9iaD Ls

sake n, 112. [khgt6r]

quiet adj 1. Ekh-dm6shl

Great Lord phr. (khway ta?Elal Lc.; c.51

sincerity n, 112. [khulLis] a "LI.

c.5.99

reward n, 112. [6jar]

clear, obvious phr. [pa cl5ga] ZI 4...;

insist phr. ItRid kaw-1.,5

affectation n, 112. (tazah6r1_,AUI:

virtue n, F3. [taqW6] LcitZ
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quality, merit n, 112. [sef6t] .=j1.4)

act of piety n, eb5clat14::,z1tA

greatness n, 112.

say, decree smp. tr. vb. Efarmay.q

just, only adv. [faq6t).L.k.,"

enjoyment n, 112. [lez6ti

greatness n, 113. [boy wSlay] ()I j

sacred adj 1. Ernubgrakl

hidden adj 4. [makhfil

attribute der. tr. vb. [mansubaw-q-

good deed phr. [nek 9amal]

Scanning hints

fasting n, Fl. frozhal 6.5

fast vb. phr. [rozha nis-q

hypocrisy n, F3. trigS1 L j

suffer phr. [zgh6m kawq

greatness n, 112. [start6b]

suffer, phr. [stilnza i -J

besides [sarbera par del oz J-1 J...

affectation n, F1. NkSraw6nal 4.; j _01.14

show, sham n, F1. NodSnal

patient adj 1. (sgb6r1

patience n, 112. [sab6r1

1. The composition of this piece is such that there is no logical connection between the
sentences and paragraphs. It reads as a series of unconnected statements about fasting.

2. Watch for the following synonyms:

(.57:1-:.s.) Ls! J1 c,"

Post-reading

91 91 c59-4:"

91 c.J-4",

cytt,..

91

J1 v°9-L'
..)""

41 45.5 ..j.e. z ejjj

J1 Le J (.5S z 41
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ic5z j, j .L.4.. s55 b..) it .t.e, to jjj a j lam. 4..1..1 I . T

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The word [xlaraw6na].c.i jig..? in the fractured Pashto version is a neologism, along

the lines of something like 'showoffhood' in English. Pashtuns use. the word ...11,:.; .

,z ci L:.....; WI I ,z 455 ..) ..,..4..r.v., 4....i _t:, 1:. I..*1 e-- '9-» s5.5 1 4k A ' j l..1 47;

s5.5 ...L....., 4.... y jab U. z . ei 451.5 e...,./b U. c5...) I J3...)-1, 4.7., L;,.. lie (.5.; 1.).:.,,1

ss...z. ...1.5 . c5,7.5 4.:C.:. ova l- L. 4. sst j.:-..1...,..0 ,, y.14 ssi.e. _,: l.7.: 1..,.., I .1

0,..:a e t; J.:a...) a.. LI ill 4.1 4.7.-., jjj j ..i.r...., jj jj 4.-. (15,,A LL. c)L.:, I ,I. I

44-'1_,...t...) SI La. 41.a .Z .3 4C.; ...t.e. .Z I j y.,71. d L.! ..a. (.5 .).1 097: . ea 74.. .).., 4:; .(....7.....1..

91»
4-1. t.) I ..)1 -1" ...,1 Lt It. .1 ..,-; I-4-1 I ./.:. I sst J-5-4-19 ye. s.95 4"" 47: _II A.)9

4; 3=-51.,-t J.,-54". .5 4.: JJUtt _,'. s a ~"1 4 a J_,- c.51-: .";" )) J-c bi " J -0 '.5L1

9.1. 9J-11 ye. I i.:N. 4-1-: 91 c59 41"; I bi z crIZI i., bi-:: yt S' L5S..7-1 4; .)..)

91:" J9' L.4-1- 4-.4, sst 99 c5.,-1" Je...1 s5-5 4.?; J-7-4-1 41 ti-t. J7,0 .) 45 Z

LP° i (..)J Li.)-lb it /1 z 4"1" J911 _t; Lt.; I9 ' 1

disperse der. tr. vb. [cangave] -..4:,1 fundamentalist n, fit. [Ikhwanay] X19.1.1

demonstration n, F1. imuzEhar61 0,,St L.L. four-sided adj 4. Ectigrr6khal .t1.. j jtsblt,
(bitter) exchange n, F2. EnEndr6y15.),..Vol*.. yardstick, level n, 112. [chobg6z1 3.5.1jt

reporter n, 111. [khabarySl] jt.e.)4.

English words: .)..,.i (.51.! _t; 4.a.:1
...
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°_)-1 JJ°

Selection D

.5 z J 41 J.; lS z

J 0.5 j.ejj i a:, L.9' r cte a.re la.. l I z

LS

Iz e,f z z j, e,s. 0s
4. ,z ..)y L I z (.5.5 tst
'1 .),. 6 %.1»lt c5,75..1 4:6 1.1'. c5 `1";

4La U .j."4* 4.1%.1.

(J.:" (5w I -X (55 47'15
" t o, J I a o) j r L.. I z J.! IS J " : Lsinr

(.3 zi,.; c5 J » 4 4.;ab : J..t.. LT... i .5 v L (sl it o,, 40.1,11 j
°:)%' I *".:°. (54 )" J:15 "I j

J (.5...w.; J VlA`k a .Lj j I _I.e. 4.7_Le 4J

c5 4...)" c5JJ7,' I.Y 071. Lt.'

.5_,A.a. J, J.12 ase la.. 41 es " v4 47J.S

r-Le...) y ,/ 114 I "71-.4":") 17.1 ',I "3 6-)

) tjl 15 CAI. -,71. z
(5.5 j 41 o J (51 a4.1 j.e. c5z131

CSC (5 j ti t...) "Le JA tAi I J J 0.5 atji.A Lro I z

(:) °J.1.4 Jr L» J (5-,t (5-4"1" 4". o

c5.75 &" 4:"
4.15 e z 45.5:s jI4 j.e J c.5 , Ira gt.a J (.55 J.! IS 4...e

.2,1-e c5i tt'fb a J1 <5_, (:)L

c5-,5 0'1'1 (t.
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.31 ..>- I S:" 45! 45 A. L. z (5;_,,e!

.Z I czoo z . (.5.5 (5S 637 z L. 3

z esc)J-I z./1.6.5 L5-5;Ja.1.-;

ti (.5 a.' d.; I cij

47: ,z L I I z , (5 c5 `4;)' c5 (.5"."4' (55

4.:)1..,_) .r119 4-1 z c541:-.4 z t I J 1 z 4-1 J-75.

t.l.ka e I, (5. I>*AS I ,I 3 .t:.; jj LA. 33 u.is ts.z. c5

-,I (5.1)..4...i.:4? j..5a id _1_, .a `,L. ,I

Pre-reading

Background

. . .

This article is translated from in Peshawar Everyone Awaits the Fall of Kabul', by
Donatella Lorch, published in The New York Times , January 24, 1969. Here is the
original (p. A6) (the last section of the article has been deleted):

IN PESHAWAR, EVERYONE AWAITS THE FALL OF KABUL
by Donatella Lorch
Peshawar, Pakistan, Jan. 23 "In Afghanistan behind every mountain there is a king," an
Afghan guerilla commander said.

His words helped explain why the Afghan guerrilla leaders are finding it so hard to
agree among themselves on what kind of government their country should have once the
Soviet Union has completed its expected troop withdrawal in mid-February.

Foreigners in this city 25 miles from the Afghan border are betting that nothing
will be decided until the Soviet troops have left.

At the Peshawar American Club, a sign on the bulletin board reads: "Kabul
Sweepstakes, 100 rupees ($5) to enter." And then in smaller print: "The closest date to
when Kabul radio announces an Islamic republic wins the jackpot."

Already there is a long list of names accompanied by dates ranging from mid-
February to October 1989. "I'm betting on the muj, certainly not on the chances of
anyone of the leaders getting their act together," explained one club member muj being
the affectionate term for the guerrillas or mujahedeen...
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Fall of Kabul a Gamble
For Westerners and Afghans alike, the fall of Kabul and the "liberation" of

Afghanistan has become a gamble. Few place any faith in the ability of the Afghan
guerrilla leaders to create a viable interim government before Feb. 15, the announced
date of the completion of the Soviet troop withdrawal.

In Kabul, the gamble is of a deadlier sort. With the Soviets all but gone and no
peace agreement in sight, many people are bracing for a guerrilla assault on the capital.
Foreign governments are ordering their diplomats home, and many fear a blood bath. The
BBC this week reported the city is suffering increasingly severe food shortages and
danger of starvation.

While the leaders squabble in Peshawar, the guerrilla commanders are deciding
Afghanistan's fate on the battlefield. Most recently they have tightened the siege
around the eastern city of Jalalabad. Escaping the fighting, new waves of refugees from
the Jalalabad area, numbering in the thousands, mostly old men, women and children,
have been seen crossing over the snow-covered passes into Pakistan....

And here is a translation into normal Pashto:

c.5 z (55 J11-5 z

4.L. I ..te 4.; L z 45.5 I 4.1D Li..4 _LI L I 0_,7*.

4.11..r 44 0 4.1 Z Z .

*4-a1,1- y a r ys J1-1- C)1-)-4:

Ji 4 s5-5 4:4"4.1.)., 1 _1 41 1

t1--. cSJ z (1";" 4t. J.51;;

w1 4.1 j Z L 415.4.A

t."5 JS.4 I Ls"' I c5-,"" Uz?".. 47;

4 5 s o, le j I, y I 0 4.! cjI .1.10.7N...

4 4 (:)1.-":' l I J t..5JJ ..tAt (5i)1. 4'; SS:tj. (le ."5-,""

49""' _I 1 .,5_,;" 4s5 e, L (Ts -11." (.74J I e

Z.1 lac I Z lt I .5 ssS ,JS Y, j.; I
. 45.5

t:re L.?... 4. j,...; 1L e J I o) _.))) :

4.45-7! ss (( 0-4 &ire z
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4...ro 4t ss....14 LJ » : I

474 7,..> I a 11 .L.2 ix.5 I I 4g5 o

155 4:4j'." (15`1'"?' " J501 c.5.1).; ti571. s95 eJL:

(Ad _31 4; Lig; I a 4-11-&. t.7'. .)7'.

:1A I z (5. )1.. I e z 45.5 J.,. J I j J.; IS d o 4.. L j* 4.1 or

f..7.11:o.l Co o v.J,y a 4.*. je.; la .c5a L5.A ra jl:.; j<;,
s5 J.;* o.).e j J .Z 4.; 4J c5jjjti

Iah Q-J1 ".s.r5_, 41 4 .)" 1 1 2 6 ,5 5 iS 4t." SS

.1131 z zil z U6i I r..& j I

J e, (5_tS .).53 1 .z 4.:,_,J.5; I s5.5

c.s.,..5.7:1 4.&- -1 4" .9-C"5 4-1 z

fa. j1 U..! 41. (5.1 cs v7.5 4; (.5..r.-3 J.4 cr. I J

. z t.. ji jj z

Y.

j,, lS 4Y

yj (...5144 I Z s5 J 4.77. trs..5 0 S

4.! s5.5 J.! 15 47: S,» 4; :./ WI 4J cs.r... °rte 4; 494 .5
4 a.sb

I p 4J a <5_,.1 (52: ,01_, .t"..)K-1-4 4-t I "
ss-5 4-7-14 4.; &5 ut (51 (5inv:i L5-"-÷-1 44 4195 (JIL5 41!

(.5.za JI crsS 175 t:1i I

. 4.1

I I zcj

ti L5..)..C.t. 1.;.; I z 4, J ss..5 y ).; I .1.1..

JLI J1 z ss5 4s'5 _,A; -Lt.* J." LTC 14 s5-5

J zL I LP-1- 4.) ty C.5.1 L515 4-1:1 )15 4=1-1-5

J1 ( 5 $ 1 . v.J y -, " ` " ; JJ .3S Ji"" c5_,-;J° 41'1 4-1

iJili 4"; 4.A- c5' j I (74.4
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fall n, 112. [soqt.itl 1;,.e.,..,

question n, t12. [suS11 JI.,..,,

bet, gamble phr. [shart tar -1 -ii.,* Jo.)...`;

destiny n, P12. [sarnawisht] 4..:.....t.,:a j....,

type, quality, form n, 112. Rarzl 3.)-6

transitional adj 4. Duburil c5..).,t-e

militia n, 111. [ask6r1 j..5. ......e.

distance n, F1. ffEsilal 4142 li

refugees n, 11 irreg. Naclw511 ji jt1.5

besieged adj 1. tkalaband] ...u.; :IS

siege n, F2. [kalabandll c51:-. :Lc

scarcity n, 112. [kambt.id] ..).,.......5

help phr. Emrasta kawq -_,..5 4:-....).

contest n, Fl. [musgbaqal 4..1....-

interim adj 4. tmuwaqatil Liji.4

fine print phr. [wara fionifl ,.-ii.).a.. 4.,;1_,

order n, 112. [hedgyatJ 4:-..e. I a.ib

Scanning hints

guess n, 112. [alk61] j-c* I

possibility n, 112. [imk&II (:)11.1

stable, solid adj 4. [ba sobStal 4:,' 1..2; li

destiny n, P12. Ebarkhlik1 ...t..1.. j.t

success n, P12. [baryglayt6b1 .,,1-7-t..1(..,...).;

viability, stability n, F3. [beqg] l:;-;

determine phr. Rasmim nis.q -. .+ ....4.......a.;

be scheduled phr. [tEkal keg-1 --_pr-5 J-51-;

record, write der. tr. vb. [sabtaw-9 ..,..z.t.ti

prize n, F1. [jEyaz61 43_4 4.

squabbling Ejang aw da9awSlc5jo ,z JI L'....

outside (area) n, P12. [khrijl cjl.:..

be safe [khwandi pate keg-1 -..rs 0.111 c..5 %.1-1-,:a.

shape n, P13. Rsarangw5lay] L)1,4:)..'

enmity n, F3. kluxmani1 (i.e...? ..1

scary adj 2. Eprawt.inkay] + I00
current, ongoing adj 1. frawSni (:)1 j j

1. Read both the original English and the normal Pashto version before tackling the
fractured Pashto translation. Compare the English and fractured Pashto to see how the
original English has influenced the translator.

2. Guess:

4-',..,1.,

........J

...t..a....,..1-4..z

c5..)5 V
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Post-reading

4,5 L5.s.t:, (15,A1 tisS

?-1-?. ctIO 41 JJJ _In., 4-1

J.H"-r`;' a 7 .)1:1'. if" . T

tito" I?.. s95 o, L 41 te C) I,.4" J'": "

_!:""Alz ss5 (15'5 7.'

gl
I ..d_A s5..5 ej 41 0 .; LS J .

L5 Lt s5.5 J.; 1.5 . 0

it..5z)-:Y.: _I (.5:+J -,17: i z i. s.4-5 JIIS 4-t c..5z).:' J14 45z 4J j.A. .1

C. c.5 .1 1.74.1 us,. 4.t. 4.;) . V4155 -"-4.1 41 (..) 1 -.." J71. aA /-7.- Z

45 _wt ...)-e--.1 (.5.9-" 0 (5.7-4.1; 4 ztli J )1,-.. 4-/ 4t _)--Le. (S."' r_!:5 . A

Notes for Detailed Rereading

1. The phrase j.pi (6)14 o) j.., J.. z5.11_, translates idiomatically as 'let's

each of us bet 100 rupees...'

2. J.- I . in the fractured Pashto version is a horse race.

3. The word in the fractured Pashto version was created by the translator. The

usual Pashto word for 'destiny' is

4. Ls_7_4..J j 4, literally 'stream of blood' in the normal Pashto version is an idiomatic

translation of the English 'bloodbath'. ja. La. .3 in the fractured Pashto version is a

literal translation that has comic effects.
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Selection E

211

: z I 31 J.
4.1 z tr4.5 jal 47 I lz

s5.5 yki 47; bz j1.1

J,,, I, 4 L~ ssg )I,A. I izI3T
4L1 4; Li, z I tr..r.. I lz .bz

J Ji4 JI5 J).) z

,,,1 c L.lz.o I I t.5 c5 o, lS w Ij s5.5

J z v >3"° 1; r. oJ 9» 4.7*

la t1 j.;jaljab ja
=10 jI JJ.3 ..7.* -43 J (5; J 1 (*5-77 ..5_)L.--7-- z

a j I , jL. z _11;S- .11)1 z J LA I A.A.&

1 .r-e. L5-7--j'''U

r"i `1*11° J.-PJ31-h`ib J'51 J-/ JJ_!:' 3 yt L5J:AA
o US Ls.? J J I 4.;LA J JJ) J 0.4 )1 4.: 3 L J I J..,
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Li j I c5 I z I ,
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Pre-reading

These paragraphs are taken from the translation into Pashto of The Soviet Union
and Terrorism, by Roberta Goren, 1984. It was translated into Pashto as part of a
project undertaken, during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, by WUFA with funding
from USIS. The project involved the translation into Pashto and Dari of books and
articles on communism.

It is clear from the translation that the English of the original book, which as you
can see is not particularly written with ease of reading in mind, was too much for the
translator, not to mention that the concepts discussed are not those that translate
easily into Pashto in the first place.

Here is the original English of the paragraphs:
'National Liberation'
This is a phrase coined by the Third World nations to describe the process of
decolonization, as expressed in the Declaration for Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples in 1960. It legitimizes the use of force to destroy colonialism
(meaning past Western colonialism only) and often this force is represented by the use of
terrorist tactics. The term is now used to describe an attack on the established order
even when colonialism no longer exists. (pp. 12-13)...

'Another attempt [to define the term international terrorism] came from a group
of non-aligned nations which offered the following definition:

acts of violence and other repressive acts by colonial, racist, and alien regimes
against peoples struggling for their liberation... tolerating or assisting by a state
or organization of the remnants of fascists or mercenary groups whose terrorist
activity is directed against other sovereign countries; acts of violence
committed by individuals or groups of individuals which endanger or take innocent
human lives or jeopardize fundamental freedoms or affect the inalienable right to
self-determination and independence of all peoples under colonial and racist
regimes and other forms of alien domination ... acts of violence committed by
individuals or groups of individuals for private gain, the effects of which are not
confined to one State.' (p. 13)

And here is the passage translated into normal Pashto:

j z tis 41. 4S.:A 411 c(.1 .4) I I Z

s5S its D o_trio 1 j.0 471 5 joio s5.5 41...* )1L1 415.10

c
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c5 J I 4:.; JJ'° I 4 j.>..) (e.1 45,75 4.,
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finish, end n, P12. [kh6tam] ra.l.

self determination
phr. [khud iradiyatl 0.:.....0 ,z1j1z_t:

racial adj 4. [nezhgdil c5.1y

discrimination n, P12. [tawpir] ...)..15

terrorism [cigr Schaw6nal 4..*it1 ..) I 0

clarify der. tr. vb. [ruxanaw=1 j:+14.1)

domination n, F1. [salat6] ,k.L.I...v

cruel adj 4. [zalemanaI 4...i U. LI

movement n, P12. [ghurdz6ng] LI-.,),.0

activity n, P12. Ifgliy6t1 ..1...11.....;

western adj 1. [lwedidzI tt ..ie_ti

struggle n, F1. [mubgrazal e 3 jl..-.

militant n, P1 irreg. Emubgriz1 3 j1..,:.

affect der. tr. [mutaseraw.q --_,...).t i_t.

directed adj 4. [matawajel dt_...,--.:.

limited adj 1. [mafidal) z pia...

dominant adj 1. [musal6t11..L.....

inalienable adj 1. [musal6m] ri...._.

nonaligned adj 2 Ingpey6lay1 wit.,.l.:.

support n, Fl. [nanga] dc...<1:

Scanning hints

mercenary n, 11 1. [ajirl ..)_:.....1

liberation phr. [azgdi baxtinki] t.5.5.:,.."...;-; c5,z1.31-

imperialism n, t12. [Isti?mgr] j1...-:_.01

declaration n, Fl. [rAgmiyal 4-4.. :4..A I

act, action. n, P12. [anal] cp....al

individual adj 4. [Infirgdi] L5z1_,Z1

remnant n, F3. [bacigygl ltUs.'.

restriction n, 172. [bandiz] 37. a.:-;

basic adj. 1 [bansatfz] 3-44----I-:

basic adj 4. [bunygdil .5 z1.1...t.;

advocate n, P13. [pg1Gnkay] cs-<:...1.1L;,

against phr. [par zed] a-a:, j

in case of phr. [pa sur6t ke] s5.5 ,:a...),,...2. 41:0

utilize phr. [pa kgr achaw=] j.t1 ,,is

movement n, 112. [tarlk] 4....)-...;

domination n, P12. Rasallit1131-;

violence n, 112. [tashadild] za....:.;

definition n, 1"12. [ta?rif] ,-;,......)...Z

tactical adj 4. Itaktikll (55...::...5.*;

be explained [tawzih keg-I -,)TS cl-./....i.;

1. Read the English original and the normal Pashto version of the paragraphs before you
tackle the fractured Pashto version./

2. Guess:

_...- ' u / ............4.-u
(15"::::..'° Ls:- Ji_>:; /1-3..)ii-; 1.-31-1. 1.7,. _)-:-., I
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Post-reading

4-1- s5 _,'J zli-A 41 '..5 s?"' Sg.e 4', Z Z

cs.9.5 4_,Ilz

c.5.)-1 L'-'- 41 (..rdi I

4.0.1ab c(.5, 4.1

Sign seen in Peshawar:
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&ae 51,4,..»

`,5_7J

.1'

Le al j.il .t..t jLal ri._,5 . z.

41 s531.,.?. ye. '4..L01."4.; I ji
c

c..5 z).:'. z Le. 4-4 1-;

.

jLs ' .4-1.......L.0 .1.:..e.1 ,.,;....*.%)..".:....- .....e...)
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Selection A.

J _)--'" il

c5.'

Answers to Post-Reading Questions

47.1.); j.1.....t, j I al J... all. (i, 1:.; .5 cr.:,..??. I 0 4.....5 )11... 0 .

c..5_,-5..).3 (3-5_,)(-:- c.5.)1.1-A1:1 a (5.,-" 42; °LI `--31_,
o,...., _t:, L....S cr., 1.4..,.. 'J t5.1:,. ss; L; ,5 (.5...... I 4.:5)! L. 0 . Y

(.0...) SS,
J 4.t..' I. j.:1; c5 ..1.'j3 1.5 ..) I a.; 1..e. I Z 4 LL,_ - I 0 ,t.5.5.).1.. 4i.3 t:.. 0 . l'

c5,5 (1,-51%.1-:--1. ..t:1_,."-0 z ts--.J., ,4
.,:, ji-g, i cj.e. J.-4-Z: a . . : .z 6. 5 I ..,4 (-7 il.1 j j3 a .......: ÷ e 1 .1 4_:5 l. 0 .i_

. 4.75i 4.4.1...te s...)..;*1 A.5_,.4.-.

Oi .A 4 Z.,'a's j'Ij il JL:3I -L:-. ,1 y.5 4 4'; Ji 4 al . 0

e., (15 ,?-5 c .) 9 *S ..,-; Lt-. i 1--N-ao

o..l..........; j..i..;.; cie . Ls j.3 . j...,...., Ji..)-" .1 t 4,75 j 4.1.4.....t-i s5 J:..,:a .1

(541 L. 5 Ai c.5 JI-5 .;-''' (15-

Selection B.

. 0.4,4 A 45 it.; 1..A.i I ..,.1..., .t.5 4_, 0 _..,: Lu I .j....j..4.......;. 0 _ta,.. LI:, 1.*. . \

c.5_,S;; ...)-4 4:1 4. .44. 4j 't..5 .., Z (...) Le )4 I"Lc o Y

.L., 't5 4-, 4 `t (JS ?I
4." 45a :)1: 1-:; I.; 4t c.5 J.5 4-4*A j f JJ 14 j-g a .`r

v

. (..575 41 _.1.:. 41_3 .,'! 01.0

.L50 (..5.51..t, 4 c.,.." 4..I 150j0 trs...:,.... 0 cjl., jl...?, .t.

( 5 0 .L.,. L . , t 5 4 j 4 4 1 I 0 4t. L5 J.5 4. ..:,. L.1.4.4 cl?,.. (1.5.i.e. J cj (..e j (...i. . 0

. c.5 .75 4.1. 14

Selection C.

4.5,z .;_........t; c5...,S 3..4 ....)..: JI c5 ..I.'I z (1.95 cs z J..., L. I a ..; .
(5 .)-I 4 L.5U te ej.P.) 47! -1"Cb 111; -,/ le. , Y

1..1 4 L. 3 el J..I.&. » (.5 0 j.e. j tis..1 4. j 1..; 41 yijj 0 cp..; 41.1 1 . T
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J 3_,J '5 4-t (511..) ra° 4195 4-10 4.1 '45 (55".1'.. 63JJ
tS e 41.. 14J ji

Selection D.

jab a tii'S (.74"; 4 L 19.. 4S crs-C °J1: s, .1.1 .
. I y 4:4P L. o,.c

c.54)-.1-4.491 ss.5

41; 9-" Y cEss o, L (15'11

c5j 4 4

Ls' I-) 41. <5 cJIJ

c.5.,-C -,154.0. I

Selection E.

J s_sS

.):;"Al 5 y-5 -e9-1.5 z .T

c, (2, La r..k. L.:, 1..4 (ris z

.c5.1 jj 4.L&. sgs .0

J 4.;

J

at j y J 4J yj. (.5÷

.5

(195 )-Le. ya L?"-

J 4-; JLi J ty L5.9.A 1°."5

S

ss'e.
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s9J.,..A.
5 697.1

. v

. A

J « SL. jje )) z .

I

4 T j I
« 5 I »

c..5_)-1 U-A-4

I 1...S.741 c.$ z JI..aI z . T
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AAA L5_, 4 a9..1.>. 41 (.15 3 I .t.e. -t I
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